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ABSTRACT
A method for use in creating a universi ty level course is
presente d.

The specific s of each of the steps is given in general terms

to allow its applicat ion to as many differen t topics as possible .
This method is then specific ally applied in the formation of a fundamental steel design course using the American Institute of Steel
Construc tion Specific ation.
of developm ent is document ed.

The reasonin g utilized in each phase
A lecture style presenta tion comple-

mented by a series of student oriented computer programs was chosen
for use.

The details of the course material in outline form is given

along with the computer programs written for an IBM 2741 terminal .
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COMPUTER ASSIS TED TEACHING
OF STEEL DESIGN
By Wend elin H. Mue ller, III 1

INtaO DUCT ION
Duri ng the past deca de, the amou nt and comp
lexit y of the mate rial
pres ente d in stru ctur al desig n cour ses has
been stea dily on the
incre ase.

This is due, prim arily , to more soph istic ated
desig n

techn ique s bein g relat ed to the vario us indu
stria l code s and spec ificatio ns.

Alon g with this incre ase in mate rial, the
univ ersit ies have

been decr easin g the numb er of cred it hour s
allo ted to teach ing desig n.
This situa tion initi ated the idea of using
the comp uter, as a teach ing
aid, to impr ove the pres enta tion of stee l
desig n.
It is prop osed to deve lop a serie s of stud
ent-o rient ed comp uter
progr ams whos e purp ose woul d be to assi st
in teach ing stee l desig n.
The progr ams woul d be in a conv ersat iona l
mode in orde r to obta in an
inter actio n betw een the stud ent and the comp
uter as the desig n proc ess
unfo lds. The use of the comp uter is sugg
ested , prin cipa lly, beca use
of its pote ntial in relie ving the stud ent
of time- cons umin g, tedio us
arith meti cal calc ulati ons, and its abil ity
to moni tor the stud ent's
desig n deci sion s.

If this pote ntia l could be reali zed, the cour
se

mate rial could be pres ente d more effic ient
ly in less clas s time .

1 Grad uate
Stud ent, Dept . of Civ. Engr g., Univ . of Miss
ouri- Roll a,
Roll a, MO
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In the initia l stage of the study, it became appare nt that the
succes sful use of the propos ed compu ter program s would depend
upon the
total course being struct ured around their use.

It is theref ore decide d

that a total struct ural steel design course would be create d.

This

course would focus on the utiliz ation of studen t-orien ted compu
ter
progra ms, operat ing on a time sharin g compu ter system .

Before work

began on the detail s of the study, it was found necess ary to
formul ate
a genera l proced ure which could be follow ed.

This proced ure outlin ed

four basic steps necess ary for the creatio n of any course .
1.

Establ ishmen t of the course object ives.

2.

Decisi on as to the specif ic course conten t.

3.

Format ion of the course strateg y.

4.

Prepar ation of the method of presen tation .

These are:

The detail s of each of these steps are made genera l to allow
their
applic ation to other course s.
After the genera l proced ure is establ ished, it is then specif
ically
applie d in origin ating a fundam ental steel design course .

Each step

is thorou ghly docume nted in order to give a broad unders tandin
g of
the reason ing applie d in making the many requir ed decisi ons.

This

will be of value to others who may be involv ed in develo ping
simila r
course s.

In additi on, it gives teache rs who use this versio n of the

steel design course the necess ary backgr ound to unders tand the
overa ll
philos ophy which was applie d.

This will aid him in tailor ing the

course to his own indivi dual manner of presen tation .
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A GENERAL PROCEDURE FOR COURSE

DEVELOP~lliNT

The first step in the proje ct is to define expli citly
a gener al
proce dure which could be used to develo p a unive rsity
level cours e.
Once define d, this proce dure is then applie d speci ficall
y to the
develo pment of a funda menta l steel design cours e.
Cours e Objec tives. -In develo ping a cours e, one must first
defin e
what goals are to be acl1ie ved by teach ing the cours e.
are the cours e objec tives.

These goals

There are two basic categ ories of cours e

objec tives - overa ll objec tives and perfor mance objec
tives (7) . 2
Overa ll objec tives are those conce rned with the trans
fer of knowledge to the stude nt, knowl edge which will help the stude
nt in his
intell ectua l proce sses of reason ing and judgem ent.

These objec tives

give to the stude nt the kind of knowl edge which is appli
cable outsid e
the immed iate realm of the cours e.

Their purpo se is to develo p in

the mind of the stude nt a more matur e thoug ht proce ss.

An examp le

of this categ ory of objec tive is traini ng the stude nt
to think analy ticall y by teach ing mathe matic s.

The overa ll objec tives of a cours e

must also integ rate the new knowl edge being prese nted
to the stude nt
with that which he has previ ously acqui red (7).
Perfor mance objec tives are conce rned with the speci fics
of the
cours e conte nt.

The outcom e sough t is the acqui sition and reten tion

of inform ation.

Perfor mance objec tives involv e the intell ectua l

capac ity of memor y, and the stude nts abili ty to form
assoc iation s.
Memor y allow s for the reten tion of mater ial.

Assoc iation is involv ed

2 Nume rals in paren
theses refer to corres pondi ng items in APPENDIX I.REFERENCES.
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in the direc t appli catio n of the know ledge and
the exten sion of the
know ledge by recog nitio n of relat ionsh ips betwe
en ideas and expe rienc es.
Cours e Conte nt.-T he next step in creat ing a cours
e is to decid e on the
topic s to be inclu ded in the cours e conte nt.

The purpo se of the cours e

conte nt is to serve as a vehic le throu gh whi.ch
the cours e objec tives
can be met.
strat egy.

This vehic le is guide d by a strat egy calle d the
cours e
Becau se of their interd epend ence, the forma tion
of the

cours e conte nt and cours e strat egy will occur
simu ltane ously .
A valid first step in the devel opme nt of the cours
e conte nt is
to estab lish the minim um numb er of topic s to be
cover ed in tlte cours e.
These topic s are then used as a found ation on
which to estab lish the
final cours e conte nt.

As the strat egy of the cours e evolv es, the

topic s are expan ded as requi red to furni sh enoug
h mate rial to meet the
cours e objec tives .

This appro ach guara ntees the inclu sion of the
set

of minim um numb er of topic s in the cours e conte
nt.
devel opme nt towar ds

strea mlin ed

It also guide s the

cours es, that is, one in which the

subje ct matte r blend s toget her witho ut cumbe rsome
topic s inclu ded only
to teach one spec ific conce pt.
Durin g the estab lishm ent of the set of minim um
topic s, care must
be taken to inclu de suffi cien t mate rial to make
the cours e usefu l,
yet keep the numb er limit ed.

This allow s enoug h time to be spen t on

each, insur ing adequ ate cover age.
Cours e Strat egy.- The purpo se of the cours e strat
egy is to guara ntee
that the objec tives of the cours e are achie ved.

It does this by

actin g as a contr ol unit of the cours e, formi ng
the conn ectio n betwe en
the cours e conte nt and the stude nt.

As the contr ol unit, the cours e

5

strat egy decid es the orde r and meth od of pres
entin g the cour se cont ent.
By prop er choi ce of the orde r of pres enta tion
, the cour se strat egy
form s a smoo th tran sitio n from topic to topi
c. In so doin g, the over all
obje ctive of conn ectin g know ledge alrea dy
acqu ired by the stud ent, to
that bein g pres ente d, can begi n to be achie
ved. The orde r of pres enta tion must also insu re that the mate rial bein
g pres ente d is in phas e with
that whic h the stud ent requ ires. This will
conv ey to the stud ent a
sens e of orga niza tion and purp ose in the mate
rial bein g pres ente d (4).
The cour se strat egy has the resp onsi bilit y
of decid ing on the
meth od of pres entin g cour se mate rial.

The meth od of pres enta tion can

be used to meet spec ific obje ctive s of the
cour se.

Or, it may be used

to save time in orde r to give the oppo rtuni
ty to cove r more mate rial
or meet othe r cour se obje ctive s.

In any case , care must be taken to

choo se one whic h comp leme nts the learn ing
proc ess of the stud ents
bein g taug ht.

Lear ning , bein g an activ ity of the mind , depe
nds not

only on the mate rial bein g pres ente d but also
on the way in whic h
the mind of the stud ent respo nds to the extr
insic agen t pres entin g the
mate rial (4).
Deve lopm ent of the Meth od of Pres enta tion
.-In cour se deve lopm ent, the
cour se strat egy is the plan ning stag e; whil
e the deve lopm ent of the
spec ific meth od of pres enta tion is the prod
uctio n stag e.

The spec ifica -

tions of the medi a are made deci sive by the
cour se strat egy.

The medi a

must meet or exce ed these spec ifica tion s in
orde r for the cour se to
acco mpli sh its obje ctive s. This phas e of
cour se deve lopm ent also
has the resp onsi bilit y of docu ment ing the
vario us meth ods of pres enta tion
in a way whic h is acce ptab le by all pote ntia
l teach ers of the cour se.
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This acce ptab ility impl ies that the pres enta
tion be easi ly unde rstoo d
and simp le to use.

To acco mpli sh this , it must utili ze the tech
nica l

langu age of the pote ntial teach er, thus avoi
ding spec ializ ed term s
from othe r tech nolo gica l field s whic h may
have been appl ied whil e deve loping a certa in mediu m of pres enta tion.
The docu ment ation must also allow flex ibili
ty in its use.

It

must guid e the instr ucto r durin g his teach
ing of the cour se, givin g
him the meth ods of pres enta tion and thei r
guid e line s, as set forth
in the cour se strat egy.

Only in this way is the teach er allow ed to

inte rjec t his pers onal ity into the cour se
pres enta tion .

This plia bil-

ity will enha nce the fina l deliv ery of the
cour se mate rial to the
stud ent.
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Cours e

Media

Conte nt

,,

,,
Cours e Strat egy

'--- (Acti on is gover ned by the
Cours e Obje ctive s.)

,,
Stude nt

Figur e 1.

Orga nizat ion of Cours e Units .
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APPLICATION OF THE GENERAL DEVELOPNENT PROCE
DURE
TO
A STRUCTURAL STEEL DESIGN COURSE
Usin g the stru ctur al stee l desig n cour se for
a test of the gene ral
deve lopm ent proc edur e has disti nct adva ntag
es.

It is a typi cal cour se

taken by the unde rgrad uate civi l engi neer ing
stud ent.

Its over all

purp ose is to teach the fund amen tals of stru
ctur al stee l desig n using
the Amer ican Inst itute of Stee l Con struc tion'
s (AISC ) Spec ifica tion (1).
The gene ral opin ion was that if the use of
the proc edur e was a succ ess,
it woul d verif y its usef ulne ss in deve lopin
g othe r cour ses.
Obje ctive s of the Stru ctur al Stee l Desi gn
Cour se - The posi tion and
the aim of the cour se in the educ ation al chain
of the stud ent must be
a prim ary cons idera tion when choo sing its
obje ctive s. The stee l desig n
cour se is usua lly atten ded by the stud ent
shor tly afte r comp letio n of
his requ ired stru ctur al anal ysis cour ses.
It may be his firs t enco unte r
with form al desig n and/ or spec ifica lly stee
l desig n. Afte r comp letio n,
he may eith er proc eed to adva nced cour ses
or grad uate with a B.S.
degr ee.
The posi tion of the cour se thus esta blish ed,
the choic e of objecti ves can be made .

One obje ctive whic h the cour se must meet is
the

teach ing of the fund amen tals of stru ctur al
stee l desig n.

The deta ils

of these fund amen tals are defin ed in the cour
se cont ent.

Beca use of

the prox imity to grad uatio n, afte r whic h the
stud ent will begi n his
prof essio nal care er, a certa in amou nt of prof
essio nal deve lopm ent shou ld
occu r durin g the cour se. This prof essio nal
deve lopm ent will help in
the tran sitio n from engi neer ing stud ent to
engi neer ing grad uate . It

9

must conv ey to the stud ent what stru ctur
al desi gn is and its plac e
in an engi neer ing desi gn proj ect. The
cour se must supp ly at leas t
a part ial answ er to the ques tion of what
engi neer ing is, its imp lication s and ram ifica tion s.
Many stud ents taki ng the stee l desi gn
cour se will end up work ing
in othe r desi gn fiel ds. Beca use of this
, anot her cour se obje ctiv e
must be to teac h stee l desi gn in such
a way as to be appl icab le in
othe r fiel ds. To do this a desi gn phil
osop hy must be taug ht. This
phil osop hy must comm unica te to the stud
ent that desi gn cons ists of
deci ding the requ irem ents of the obje ct
bein g desi gned , choo sing a
spec ific shap e and size to meet thes e
requ irem ents and fina lly insu ring that the obje ct fits into and acts
in harm ony with the tota l
syste m (2).
When this obje ctiv e is spec ifica lly appl
ied to stee l desi gn it
mean s that the stud ent must unde rstan d
the rela tion ship of desi gn to
stru ctur al anal ysis . He must acqu ire
the know ledg e and skil l to
choo se econ omic al mem bers to resi st load
s. He must also be able to
fit toge ther the diff eren t mem bers of
a stru ctur e and make it act
as an unit . The plac e of spec ifica tion
s and code s in desi gn must
also be unde rstoo d. This philo soph y of
desi gn is not comm unic ated to
the stud ent in one lect ure or by one prob
lem. It is taug ht exp licit ly
and imp licit ly over a peri od of time .
Depe ndin g upon the appr oach
take n by the inst ruct or it may take as
litt le as a few week s or as
long as the tota l time of the cour se.
Any form al cour se must fit into
the stud ent' s educ atio nal deve lopm ent
in such a way as to form a smoo th
tran sitio n betw een the know ledg e he has
alre ady atta ined and that whic h

10

he will acquire in the future.

This starts the student from a position

of knowledg e about the subject and leads him into new material with
a sense of confiden ce.

Enough course material must be presente d to

insure that the student will begin learning advanced material from
a similar position of knowledg e about the subject.

A fundamen tal

steel design course must form this transitio n between structur al
analysis and advanced design.

The advanced design could be done either

in future courses and/or in professio nal practice .

In every field

of design the experien ce gained by working problems is very valuable .
The experien ce helps him obtain the correct solution in a shorter
period of time.

It also gives him a "profess ional intuition " for the

correct solution , which is useful in checking the overall correctn ess
of a design project.
In the professi onal practice related to steel design, experien ce
ranks in importan ce with knowledg e of the fundamen tals.

Only with

experien ce can an engineer acquire an instinct for accuracy and economy.
Because of the importan ce of experien ce in steel design, another objective of this course is to begin the process of building a backgrou nd
of design experien ce.

Figure 2 presents a summary of the objectiv es

of the course along with its position in the educatio nal life of the
student.
It is recogniz ed that in general the objectiv es of this course
will overlap those of other courses.

The respons ibilities assumed in

the developm ent of this course concern only those objectiv es directly
or closely associat ed with steel design.

11

STUDENTS ACQUIRED KNOWLEDGE
Structural Analysis
Other Knowledge Obtained
Scholastically or
Professionally

,.
STRUCTURAL STEEL DESIGN COURSE
I

Fundamentals of Steel Design
General Design Philosophy
Professional Development
Design Experience

,,

,~

Graduation

Figure 2.

~r

Advanced Courses in
Structural Design

~r

Additional
Formal Education

Objectives of a Fundamental Structural Steel
Design Course.
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Course Content and Strategy of the Structur al Steel Design Course As with most courses taught at the universi ty level, there is a limit
on the amount of time allocated to teach steel design.

The Universi ty

of Missouri -Rolla classifie s the fundamen tal structur al steel design
course as a three semester credit hour course.

The classroom format

is two fifty minute lecture periods and one three hour problem laboratory period per week.

On an average, there would be thirty lecture

and sixteen laborato ry periods in a semester .

To accompli sh the ob-

jectives of teaching structur al steel design, in the allocate d time,
it is necessar y to use an efficien t method of presentin g the course
material .

This need for efficienc y, coupled with the fact that steel

design is basicall y a problem oriented course, suggeste d the use of
some form of Computer Assisted Instructi on (CAI)(6, 8,13).
Investig ation of what previous ly had been done in CAl revealed
two facts:
First, a complete CAl course was impossib le to develop under the
constrai nts imposed on the project.
Second, it was undesira ble to teach steel design using strictly
the CAl techniqu e.
To develop a complete CAl course it has been estimate d that
the time required would be five years (13).

This implies that material

for CAl presenta tion must be stable over a long period of time.
structur al steel design course centers on the use of the American

The

13

Institute of Steel Constructi on's Specificat ionj.

Because of new

developmen ts in analysis techniques and material properties , this
specificati on periodical ly changes.
adopted specificati ons is six years.
was adopted in 1969.

The average life of the last four
The present AISC Specificat ion

Assuming a six year life span of the Specifica-

tion and a four year developmen t period, the results of the project
would be completed at a time when a major change to the Specificat ion
is imminent.
The resources available for the project precluded the developmen t
of a total CAl course.
of a CAl course:

There are two major costs in the developmen t

manpower and hardware.

According to the United States Civil Service Commission
Bureau of Training, (1971, p. 5) " .•. a team of individuals is required [to develop CAl] consisting of: author,
instructio nal programmer , audiovisua l expert and behavior
scientist, among others." (13)
Since these different types of individual s were not directly
connected with the project, they could only be made available by
recruiting them on a full or part time basis.

This would have required

a large expenditur e of funds for salaries, which was just not available.

Along with this large expenditur e for manpower, developing a

CAl course requires large investment s in hardware.

3A

steel design course could be taught around the American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO), American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) or any other such specificat ion. The specificat ion is a
vehicle to unite material behavior with guarantees of reasonable safety
margins to the public. It is minimal protection but not prohibitiv e to
initiative . AISC was chosen for use at the University of Missouri-R olla
because it is the specificat ion under which the largest tonnage of hot
rolled steel is designed.
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The United States Civil Service Commission
Bureau of Training, states that (1971, p. 17)
" ••• the computer, $6500 per month rental for
an IBM 1800 computer and peripherals .•• Terminals, $7500 per month rental for 25 terminals." (13)
This does not include salaries for any of the required operating
personnel.

Hardware or money to obtain it was not available to be

used in teaching structural steel design.
CAI is basically the use of the computer in a highly individualized
and interactive tutorial system.

The computer is programmed to present

the course material to the student by means of a terminal device, such
as, a teletype, cathode-ray tube or IBM 2741 terminal.

After presenta-

tion, the student is questioned to determine whether or not he has
acquired enough knowledge to proceed.

If he has, new information is

presented; if not, he is directed to material specifically designed
to remedy the particular mistake made.

If the student still does not

learn, he is given additional information.

This whole procedure is

continued throughout the presentation of the course material.
The computer may be programmed to assign homework based on the
student's needs.

These needs being established by monitoring the

trainee's response in the various drill sessions directed by the
computer.

These may also serve in directing the student to other

instructional devices, such as audio tape, video tape, and models.
Figure 3 shows the general organizationa l chart of a CAl course.

It

illustrates how the computer takes sole responsibility for the presentation of material.

The effect of this responsibility is to have a

course with individualiza tion of instruction (13).
cited as the main advantage of CAl.

This is often

Instructor

Computer

I

I
I

I

rL
I

- - - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - - - -,
I
I

i

i

Special Student
Problems

Other
Instructional

i
Homework

I

Material
Presentation

Devices

Figure 3.

Organizational Chart of a Computer Assisted Instruction Course.

1-'

Vl
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In presentin g the disadvan tages of CAl, the United States
Service Commissi on Bureau of Training alludes to one which becomes
obvious only when consider ing a specific subject (13).
They state (1971, p. 5)
" ••• It is known by people who work in the field
that CAl is not appropri ate for all types of subject matter, •.• certain types of strategi es, and
obviousl y that subject matter which is seemingl y
dependen t on those strategie s for effectiv e presentation are overly ambitiou s."
The logical means of presentin g the course material in structur al
steel design is to use a professi onal designer .

He can convey much

of the skill needed to be a designer indirect ly through his manner of
presenta tion.

As he teaches and works problems for the class, the

student can observe the design procedur e in detail.

A procedur e in

which the final choice of a member is most importan t; the mathema tics
being used only guides the designer to this final choice.

Through

the instruct or's presenta tion, the student can learn the parts played
by safety, economy and practica lity in designin g, attribute s of a
design as importan t as the numbers calculate d to justify the adequacy
of the member.

A professi onal manner of presentin g calculati ons and

communic ating the final results, can also be taught in this way.
This is not to say that CAl could not accompli sh the same objectiv es.
However, it is believed that developm ent of this type of CAl course
would be an ambitiou s project, and still would not be as effectiv e
as one which depended upon a professi onal designer for its presenta tion.

Thus, the decision was made to form the structur al steel design

course around the presenta tion of course material through a series of
lectures by a professio nal designer .

Although at this stage of
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developmen t CAl had been eliminated , the use of the computer was still
very much under considerat ion.
The overall strategy indicated that a Teacher Administer ed
Instruction Course (TAl) would be the best approach to teaching steel
design.

The next step was to establish whether or not a TAl course

could meet all the course objectives .
The minimum topics, as established by the University of MissouriRolla, are presented in Table 1.

These are the topics which currently

must be taught in order to give to the student the fundamenta ls of
steel design.
the course.

Teaching these topics fulfills the first objective of
Using the TAI approach and these fundamenta ls, profession -

al developmen t within the student can also be achieved.

The instructor

can accomplish this directly or indirectly through his presentatio n
of course material.

The most important thing concerning this goal is

that the teacher be aware that it is a course objective.

He can

achieve it in his own manner, drawing on example problems, personal
experience s and direct discussion .

Profession al developmen t will

also be instilled in the student by the direct contact with a person
in the profession , which the use of TAl guarantees .

Developing within

the student practical experience in steel design can only be achieved
by working problems.

These problems may consist of single member

design problems or parametric studies.

In any case the fundamenta ls

as outlined in Table 1 will suffice.
Forming a connection between previous education and future
knowledge can be accomplish ed using the fundamenta ls.

If the instructor

is aware of this objective, he can accomplish it by simply beginning
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Table 1.

Minimum Topical Outline

1.

Introductio n on structural design in metals.

2.

Mechanical properties of structural metals.

3.

Design of tension members.

4.

Design of compressio n members.

5.

Design of beams--lat erally supported and unsupporte d.

6.

Design of beam--colum ns.

7.

Design of connection s (riveted, welded and bolted).

8.

Design of built-up members.

9.

Plastic analysis and design.

10.

Introductio n to the computer aided design with
available programs.
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each new topic from an area of knowledge familiar to the student.
For example, beam design can be easily introduced by a short discussion
of beam analysis.

The results of the analysis are then used in the

design.
Structuring the connection between the knowledge being taught
and that which the student will acquire later is achieved if the fundamentals of steel design are taught.

From these fundamentals the student

can advance to more sophisticated design problems, either via advanced
courses or self study.
The last objective which must be considered is teaching a design
philosophy which has application in other fields.

A part of this

objective can be achieved by teaching the fundamentals as outlined
in Table 1.

These can be used to explain the purpose of codes and

specifications; and to teach the student the part of design in which
a member or size of structure is chosen to meet some specified criteria.
This is only a part of design.

Total design must include the

fitting together of the different pieces into a total system which
behaves as a unit.
the student.

Teaching the fundamentals cannot convey this to

They must be expanded to include projects which serve

as a vehicle to communicate total design philosophy to the student.

An example of such a project is given in Figure 4.

The student is

given a structural configuration and asked to perform a complete
design.

He is responsible for establishing the design criteria, i.e.,

loads, performing the design and insuring that the members will act
as a system, i.e., design connections.

These basic steps in design

are applicable to fields other than steel design.

The design of a
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Design a roof truss, simply support ed by masonry walls, to span
30 ft. center to center bearing . Paragra ph and page numbers
refer to the AISC Manual of Steel Constru ction.
Given:
Distanc e between trusses - 30 ft.
Loads:

Live

Snow - 30 psf horizon tal project ion
(Ref. p. 5-224).

Dead

Truss - 5 psf
Roof corruga ted steel (Ref. p. 6-16).

Crane

12 ton capacit y (Ref. par. 1.3.4).

Wind

as require d.

Specifi cation:

AISC

Members :

Truss

Double angles.

Purl ins

Channe ls.

Steel:

A-36

6

30'

Rail
Support

Rail
Support
Crane Travel

Figure 4.

·I

Design Project .

I
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footing, earth dam all follow the same basic philosophy.
Given enough time a teacher-administered steel design course
can accomplish all of the stated objectives.
time is not available.

However, unlimited

In order to accomplish the objectives of

steel design in the alloted time,a strategy must be devised which
will save class time.
In teaching steel design much of the material is presented by
the instructor working problems.

Different problems are used to

emphasize different points in the AISC Specification.

A large number

of problems are usually worked to teach the variations which occur
in design.

If another method of presenting these problems could be

developed, a real savings in class time would be achieved.
A computer terminal programmed in a conversational mode (12)
is an excellent medium for presenting problems.

It has the capability

of allowing an interaction with the student during the solution of the
problem and can be progrrunrned to present the output in the format
desired.

To bring into the course the use of the computer terminal

and retain the presentation by the instructor the course would have
to be organized as shown in Figure 5.

When comparing this to the

CAl's organizational chart (Figure 3), one striking difference becomes apparent.

In CAl, the instructor and the computer are put on

the same level, with the computer solely responsible for the presentation of the material.

In Figure 5, the computer has been made subject

to the instructor and the amount of responsibility the computer receives is controlled by the instructor.

Making this change has

virtually eliminated the major advantage of CAl, i.e., individualization

I Instructor]
I

I Com~uter I

Special Student
Problems

Other
Instruction al

Homework

Material
Presentatio n

Devices

Figure 5.

Organizatio nal Chart of a Teacher Administere d Course with Computer Support.

N
N
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of instruction , but has brought about an advantage of flexibility .
The instructor being in charge can direct the course in such a way
as to gain the most from each area of the course.

Through the assign-

ment of specifical ly formulated problems he can rely on the terminal
to present some of the variations which occur in design.

This will

help him realize a savings in class time.
The two extremes which limit his manner of presentatio n are:
1)

To teach the course as a lecture course, using the computer
to aid the student in checking his hand solutions to the
problems.

2)

To give a minimum amount of presentatio n required to meet
the course objectives and use the computer to fill in many
of the details while the student uses it to work the
homework.

What is needed is a series of computer programs which will
present the problems in the same fashion as the instructor would in
class.

The programs would require as much input and as many decisions

by the student as in a hand solution.
In most structural designs there are two types of errors.
The first type is one of a misinterpr etation of the mathematic s of
the design.

The second is an error in the choice of specific member,

i.e., the member chosen is not adequate.

The first type of error,

misinterpr etation of the mathematic s, will not be allowed by the
computer programs.

This is to eliminate any negative transfer of

design experience to the student and to continuall y emphasize the
correct procedure (7).

This will more closely follow the philosophy
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used by the instructo r in presentin g problems in class.

The second

type of error, the member not being adequate , will be allowed by the
computer programs .
This will more closely follow the normal trial and error procedure of design.

Since misinter pretation of the AISC Specific ation

is not permitte d by the programs , reasons for each of the steps will
be given.

This will be handled in the output format.
Hayman and Lord point out the principa l dis-·
advantag e when using the TAI techniqu e in
teaching .
(1972, p. 2) "One difficul ty with
this approach (TAI) is that the main learning
resource -- the classroom lecture -- is always out of phase with personal problems that
occur in the student' s attempts to perform
the terminal objectiv e activitie s. When problems occur, he must. wait for the next offering of his primary resource to resolve them;
even then, there is competit ion for recognit ion
of personal problems . If we are intereste d in
efficienc y, from the learner' s point of view,
this situation is hardly ideal." (3)

The format of the output produced by the terminal will attempt
to minimize this disadvan tage by including reasons for the various
calculat ions.

To further minimize this disadvan tage, a series of

decision charts are develope d.

Their purpose is to give to the

student a concise descript ion of the calculati ons and decision s required in working a design problem.

These will answer many of the

question s which will occur during the students ' attempt to work homework.

The individu al instruct or can apply a strategy which will

further reduce this disadvan tage by alloting class time when the
students are allowed to work homework and he is availabl e to give
immediat e answers to their question s.

This class time is freed by the

proper use of the computer programs in suppleme nting the instruct or's
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lecture.
At this point, a summary of the strategy developed in the above
paragraphs is warranted.

A teacher administere d course with computer

support (TAI/CS) is being introduced .

In it, the advantages of TAl

and the use of the computer are amplified, while the disadvantag es
are minimized.
As shown in Figure S,the responsibi lity for presenting the
course material to the students is the responsibi lity of the instructor .
He accomplish es this via the lectures and the assignment of specific
problems to be worked by the students using the computer.

Using his

lectures he accomplish es the objectives of profession al developmen t
and the formation of a connection between knowledge previously acquired
by the student and that being taught.

The lectures and the specially

assigned homework are used to teach the fundamenta ls of steel design
and begin to convey to the student the philosophy of design.

The

decision charts which accompany each program will answer many of the
questions about the AISC Specificat ion as they arise.

Additional

homework is assigned to generate design experience within the student.
And finally,

the special projects are used to complete teaching the

overall philosophy of design and to give additional experience in steel
design.
Developmen t of the Method of Presentatio n for a Structural Steel
Design Course - The overall strategy defined in the previous paragraphs laid out the specificati ons for a lecture type presentatio n,
supplement ed by a series of conversati onal computer programs with
supporting decision charts.

One of the primary considerat ions of
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this phase of develop ment is to ntake the present ation accepta ble to
as many potenti al users as possibl e.

To do this the present ation

must commun icate exactly what is require d, leaving the details , which
do not effect the goals of the course, up to the individ ual instruc tor.
The lecture portion of the course may be present ed in differe nt
forms.

The text book is a form of present ation which has been widely

used in teachin g.

Its chief advanta ge is that the text can be used

by both the teacher and the student as a mutual source of informa tion.
Lecture notes may also be used as a means of present ation of course
content .

These are sometim es reprodu ced and given to the student to

serve as a text for the course.

Both the lecture notes and the

publish ed text are excelle nt means of present ation of course content
.
They convey the course content in the exact order and precise wording
of the author.

This exactne ss, however , may be a disadva ntage if the

instruc tor of a course has a differe nt opinion as to the best order
and wording of the content .

This ntay cause him to appear in conflic t

with the book while placing emphasi s on other topics.
him to teach in a manner which is not familia r to him.

It may force
Using more

than one media to present the course materia l amplifi es the disadvantage s of the exactne ss of texts and lecture notes.

Present ing the

course content in the form of a topical outline minimiz es this problem
.
The wording and emphasi s is left comple tely up to the instruc tor.

If

the outline is set up into individ ual indepen dent modules , the order
of present ation is flexibl e.
A cross-r eferenc e of the compute r program s and decisio n charts,
include d in these outline s, will assist the instruc tor in using them
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to suppleme nt his lectures .

It is anticipa ted that the use of the

topical outlines will require some work by the instructo r in completin g
the details of the lecture.

This amount of work will be small when

compared with starting without them to prepare a lecture.

Once an

instruct or has taught steel design, he will have compiled from these
outlines , a series of custom lecture notes.

He will feel comforta ble

teaching from these because he develope d them.

The outlines will have

served only as a guide in the developin g process.

These lecture

outlines are presente d in Appendix II of Referenc e 10.
The strategy of the course required a set of computer programs
to be used to save class time.

They are to accompli sh this by

compleme nting the instruct or's lectures through the assignme nt of
specific problems to be worked by the students using the computer .
To suppleme nt the lecture, the programs must work the problem as
the instruct or would in class, printing the reasons for each step,
requiring the same input and decision s.

Through the use of these

special problems the instructo r can present new material and/or assign
problems which will review material already presente d.
The purpose of this phase of developm ent is to write the necessar y
programs to the specific ation outlines by the course strategy .

The

computer access terminal chosen for use was an IBM 2741; the programming language is CPS-PL/I (5).

It was chosen primaril y because it

is relative ly inexpens ive and availabl e on campus.

While writing

the programs to meet the specific ations of the course strategy ,
addition al possible benefits of the programs began to appear.

These

tended to make the programs exceed the requirem ents set down for them.
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This increased the programs ' chances for success in accompli shing the
savings in class time and were therefore included wherever possible .
The advantag e of reviewing material already presente d is
amplifie d by the programs presentin g a summary of importan t points
before the mathema tical analysis of the problem begins.

In this

manner the students are taught by repetitio n, hearing the presenta tion
in class, and then reading a summary of that presenta tion when working homework .
In steel design there exist many short cuts in the calculat ions
made possible by tables and paramete rs readily availabl e to the engineer .
An example of one such paramete r is L •
c

This is the length of un-

braced compress ion flange at which a reduction in allowabl e stress
is required because of lateral-t orsional buckling .
the programs use these type paramete rs.

To be effectiv e,

However, their use comes

after the student understan ds exactly what they are.

This requires

the program to begin by performin g every step of design, printing
the reasons and the results.

As the student progress es to more

advanced problems , these short cut paramete rs are introduc ed.

Only

in this fashion can the programs truly act as a suppleme nt to the
lecture.
The above requirem ents lead to a type of program which is inefficien t in its executio n because of the many output titles and its
interacti on with the user.

Once the user is familiar with the detailed

calculati ons involved in the many equation s used in design, these
programs would be consider ed cumbersom e.

Because of this, it was

decided to develop a second type of program.

These programs efficien tly
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perform the design calculation s, printing only enough information to
help understand the answer and requiring only the minimum interactio n
with the user.

The purpose of this second type of program is to save

the student's time while working the specifical ly assigned homework
which begins to form within him some design experience .

Included in

this type is a student-or iented structural analysis program which uses
the direct element method to solve rigid frames, beams and trusses
(9,11).

Its purpose is to relieve the student time consuming hand

calculation s required in the special project problems.
The use of the IBM 2741 terminal will in all likelihood be new
to the students enrolled in the course.

To minimize the amount of

time required to teach the use of the terminal, the programs begin
with an explanatio n of their use.

To further minimize the amount of

explanatio n required before execution of the programs, they are
written to cover the subject matter in a manner which starts the
student with a short, easy-to-us e program.

After the student gains

confidence in the use of the terminal, the longer and more complex
programs are assigned.

In this fashion, the student is gradually

introduced to the use of the computer.
The basic topics in fundamenta l steel design are tension and
compressio n members, beams and members subjected to combined stresses.
To gain the most from the programs, it is suggested that the subjects
be covered in the order stated above.

Figure 6 shows the specific

goals of the programs involved in teaching each topic.

Equally as

important as this developmen t is the method of presenting these
programs to the instructor .

The purpose of the programs is to save

s
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Goals of the Programs in Presenting Specific Topics.
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time by suppleme nting the lecture.

Therefor e, the lecture outlines

must clearly state the areas where the programs can be used.

The

final choice as to how much they are used is left up to the instruct or.
To assist him in his decision , an overall flow chart is included which
describe s, in engineer ing terminolo gy, the purpose of the program.
The flow chart defines the goals of the programs , their limitatio ns,
and the required informat ion for their executio n.

A detailed flow

chart and listing of the programs are also develope d.
is to help in modifyin g or extendin g the programs .

Their purpose

This document a-

tion is given in Appendix IV of Referenc e 10.
The last item to be develope d was the decision charts which are
to be used by the student while working homework problems .
decision charts present the logic of the AISC Specific ation.

These
This

logic is the same one followed by the programs in the solution of
problems .

It was decided to use a flow chart format for the presenta -

tion of the decision charts.

The terminolo gy used was that of the

AISC Specific ation with no reference to the programs .

This approach

makes them equally applicab le in answerin g question s concernin g the
hand solution s to problems presente d in class by the instruct or.
These are found in Appendix III of Referenc e 10.
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SUGGESTED METHOD OF USE

The steel design course developed during this project is rather
flexible.

There are procedures which slightly limit this flexibility

but by following them the instructor can amplify the advantages in
using this method of teaching.
As shown in Figure 6, the student is gradually introduced to
the use of the terminal and the concepts of steel design, if the following order of presentation of topics is used:
Design of tension members.
Design of compression members.
Design of bending members.
Design of members subjected to combined stresses.
This order of presentation insures that at any one point only
one new concept is introduced by the programs.

For example, when

proceeding from the compression program to bending programs, the
student has used the trial and error design procedure and is already
familiar with the use of the terminal.

In the bending programs he

is introduced to the use of short cuts in design for the first time.
By this gradual introduction to new material, the programs will help
the instructor to be more effective in teaching because he is concerned with only one new concept at any one time.
The time to teach topics such as connections, base plates and
built-up members is flexible.

The only requirement is that the

student have enough knowledge to understand the purpose of the material
in these topics.

This requirement is no different than that imposed
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in a normal TAl course.

However , the most effecti ve time to present

these type of topics is while the student is involve d with designi ng
the special project s.

At this time he will begin to see the importa nce

of the details in design require d to have the structu re act as an
unit.

If this procedu re is followe d, it is suggest ed that one half

of the semeste r be used to teach the fundam entals of member design.
The balance of the semeste r can then be spent teachin g topics such
as connect ions, base plates and built-u p members .
A weekly problem session is an excelle nt means to be used in
fulfilli ng the objecti ve of profess ional develop ment.

During these

session s, exchang e between student and teacher in the form of questio
n
and answers and/or discuss ions should be encoura ged.
To accomp lish the objecti ves of the course three types of homework will be assigne d.

The first,

requirin g a longhan d solutio n, is

necessa ry for the student to become familia r with the details of the
theoret ical approac h to design.

The second, using the compute r for

the solutio n, will accomp lish the savings in class time by supplem
enting the lecture .

The third, using the compute r and/or hand solutio n,

will be problem assignm ents to give the student design experie nce.
The student should be told the specifi c purpose of each problem assigne
d.
Only when he is aware of the purpose of a problem can the student
be
expecte d to work it in a manner which obtains the desired learnin g
results (4).
The chief difficu lty with a Teacher Admini stered Course is that
the main learnin g resourc e -- the lecture -- is out of phase with
the
problem s that occur during the studen ts' attempt to apply the materia
l
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in working homework (3).

The use of the problem sessions helps to

minimize this disadvan tage.

It is further reduced by the decision

charts covering the various sections of the AISC Specific ations.
These should answer many of the question s which arise while working
homework assignme nts.
The number of terminal s required to teach steel design using
this TAI/CS approach depends on how much the instruct or decides to
use the computer .

A general rule to follow in estimatin g the number

necessar y is to have enough for convenie nt use while working homework required to suppleme nt the lecture.

Only when the pressure , of

trying to "get on" a terminal and "get off" in time to allow others
to use it, is relieved can a student be expected to use the programs
to learn.

If this pressure exists, the tendency is to complete the

homework as fast as possible with little thought as to the what and
why of design.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
One of the products of this research was a formulation of a
method which could be used to create a university level course.
It defined four basic steps and outlined the specifics which should
be considered .

The formulation was purposely made general to

facilitate application to a variety of courses.

Although none of

the steps taken individual ly is particular ly informativ e, the group
taken in its entirety and stated in detail is of significan t
importance .

It puts in chronologi cal order a thorough process

which can be used in creating a well constructed course.

If such

a process was applied to all courses taught, a better university
educationa l system would result.

Although the initial cost appears

high, it is believed that it would be justified by others using
the product of this developmen tal work and by the improved results.
This developmen t procedure was applied to a fundamenta l steel design
course at the University of Missouri-R olla.
appro~imately

two thirds of a man year.

Its personal cost was

This is not to say that

all courses would take this amount of time.

It is given only as

a bench mark from which to work.
In the applicatio n of the method of developmen t to structural
steel design it was opted to use a Teacher Administer ed Course with
Computer support (TAI/CS) as opposed to a Computer-A ssisted Instructio n
(CAl) approach.

This decision was based on the need to obtain ad-

vantages from both the TAl and CAl approach to teaching.

From TAl,

the advantages of the lecture presentatio n by a profession al designer
along with his personal contact with the student was used.

From CAl
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was taken the advantage of saving class time through the use of the
computer.

Along with these advantages come certain disadvanta ges.

The problem of the lecture being out of phase with the student's problems was brought about by using TAl.

The disadvantag e of additional

cost was caused by using the computer.

An attempt was made to capital-

ize on the advantages and minimize the disadvantag es of each.
When creating a course in which different methods of teaching
are being considered , it is important to study thoroughly the advantages and disadvanta ges of each.

In this study it would have been

easy to eliminate the traditiona l method of teaching, i.e., TAl, based
on its disadvantag es without considerin g its benefits.

A deeper study

revealed that the lecture presentatio n was the most natural means of
meeting some of the course objectives .

When the fulfillmen t of the

course objectives require the use of more than one teaching method,
serious considerat ion should be given to the use of a combinatio n of
methods.

This is what resulted from this project, i.e., the use of

the computer to teach (CAl) was combined with the traditiona l lecture
presentatio n and produced Teacher Administer ed Instruction with
Computer Support (TAI/CS).
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APPENDIX !I.-LECTU RE OUTLINES
Presente d in this appendix is a series of lecture outlines in
modular form whose purpose is to assist the instruct or in using
effective ly the total structur al steel design course developed in
this project.

It is suggeste d that these topical outlines be used

as a basis for developin g a set of custom lecture notes by each
instructo r of the course.
The names of the applicab le programs are given in the beginnin g
of each module.

A reference to the program' s name within the outline

indicate s that that particul ar topic is reviewed via a discussio n
printed by the program.

Also reference d within the outline are the

applicab le decision charts which are presented in Appendix III.
Followin g the lecture outlines are examples of suggeste d design
projects .
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Intro ducti on to the cours e
Purpo se:

To comm unica te to the stude nt the forma t of the
cours e.

Appl icabl e Progr ams:
I.

Comp uter use
A.

B.

II.

III.

none

Purpo se
l.

Homew ork

2.

Lectu re

Term inal
l.

Time and place avail able

2.

Prio rity for use

Class time
A.

50 minu te lectu re perio d

B.

3 hour labor atory perio d

Grade s
A.

Tests

B.

Homew ork

C.

Addi tiona l cred it
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Terminal Use
Purpose:

To convey to the student enough informat ion to use the
computer programs .

Applicab le Programs :
I.

II.

III.

Activatin g the terminal
A.

ON-OFF switch

B.

LCL- COM switch

C.

Acoustic coupler

Connecti ng with the computer
A.

Phone number

B.

Answer indicatio n

C.

Phone connectio n to the acoustic coupler

Login procedur e
A.

IV.

v.
VI.

VII.

none

Login statemen t
l.

Account number

2.

Subaccou nt number

B.

Name statemen t

C.

Check digit

Load statemen t
A.

Program name

B.

Key

XEQ statemen t

Undersco re response
Potentia l problems
A.

Computer goes down

B.

Fatal error
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Introduction on Structural Design in Metals
Purpose:

To give to the student an overview of the course.

Applicable Programs :
I.

II.

III.

none

Design
A.

Structural designer

B.

Specifications

C.

Properties of a good design

Structural steel design
A.

Examples of application

B.

Advantages

C.

Disadvantages

Introduction to the Manual of Steel Construction
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Mechanic al Properti es
Purpose:

o~

Structur al Metals

To review the more importan t mechanic al properti es
commonly used structur al metals.

Applicab le Programs : none
I.

Hot rolled structur al steel
A.

Stress-s train curve

B.
II.

l.

Modulus

2.

Plastic plateau

3.

Strain hardenin g

o~

elastici ty

Rolled shapes

Cold

~armed

structur al steel

A.

Stress-s train curve

B.

Shapes

o~

the
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Design
Purpose:

the provision s

o~

Applicab le Programs :

II.

III.

Tension Members

To teach the student the design
use

I.

o~

Types

o~

o~

o~

the AISC

tension members via the
Speci~ication.

TENTST and TENDSN

tension members

A.

Trusses

B.

Frames (cross braces)

C.

Others

Tension stresses
A.

Equation ~or stress (F = P/A)

B.

Stress distribu tion

Provision s

o~

the AISC

TENTST

Speci~ication

Decision Chart l

A.

Allowabl e tension stress (par. 1.5.1.1)

B.

Length limitatio n (par. 1.8.4)

C.

Reduced cross-se ction
o~

l.

Size

2.

Net section (par. 1.14.3)

holes (par. l.l4.5)

TENTST
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Design of Compression Members
Purpose:

To teach the student the design of compression members via
the use of the provisions of the AICS Specification.

Applicable Programs:
I.

II.

Types of compression members
A.

Trusses

B.

Frames

C.

Others

Compression
A.

Equation for stress (F

B.

Buckling

C.
III.

COLTST

1.

Local

2.

Total

3.

Effective length

P/A)

COLTST

Residual stresses

Provisions of the AISC Specification

Decision Chart 2

COLTST

A.

Allowable compression stress (par. 1.5.1.3.1 and 1.5.1.3.2)

B.

Length limitations (par.

C.

Width-thickness ratio (par. 1.9)

1.8.4)
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Design of Beams - Lateral ly Support ed and Unsupp orted
Purpose :

To teach the student the design of beams via the use of the
provisi ons of the AISC Specifi cation.

I.
II.

III.

Types of beams
Bending stresse s
A.

Equatio n for stress (F

B.

Stress distrib ution

Mc/I)

BENTST

Provisi ons of the AISC Specifi cation for strong axis bending
Decisio n Chart 3
A.

BENTST

Allowab le bending stress
l.

Lateral ly support ed compact members (par. 1.5.1.4 .1)

2.

Lateral ly support ed partial ly compact members
(par. l.5.l.4 .2)

3.
Note:

Lateral ly unsuppo rted members (par. 1.5.1.4 .6)

The design portion of BENTST defines F'y, F"y, Lc and Lu
and makes use of the first two in the design of members .

B.
IV.

1-lidth- thicknes s ratios (par. l . 9)

Provisi ons of the AISC Specifi cation for weak axis bending
Decisio n Chart 4

(par. 1.5.1.4 .3)
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Design of Beam-columns
Purpose:

To teach the student the design of combined stress members
via the use of the provisions of the AISC Specification .

Applicable Programs :
I.

II.

III.

BIXDSN

Types of combined stress members
A.

Biaxial bending

B.

Beam-columns

C.

Biaxial bending and column action

General interaction equations
A.

Stress

B.

Moment

C.

Other

BIXDSN

Provisions of the AISC Specification
A.

Equation l.6-l

B.

Equation l.6-2

Decision Chart 5

BIXDSN
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Design of Connectio ns (riveted, welded and bolted)
Purpose:

To teach the student the design of connectio ns and other
details via the use of the AISC Specific ation.

Applicab le Programs : none
I.

II.

III.

Types of connectio ns (riveted, bolted and w·elded)
A.

Bending

B.

Tension

c.

Compress ion

D.

Advantag es

E.

Disadvan tages

Riveted connectio ns
A.

Types of rivets (par. l.5.2)

B.

Connecti ons
l.

Shear

2.

Eccentri c shear

3.

Shear and tension (par. l.6.3)

Bolted connectio ns
A.

Types of bolts (par. l.5.2)

B.

Connecti ons
l.

2.
IV.

Shear
a.

Rigid

b.

Simirigi d

Shear and tension (par. l.6.3)

Welded connectio ns
A.

Types of welds

B.

Connecti ons
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V.
VI.

l.

Shear

2.

Shear and bending

Details of' connections (par. l . 16 and l . 17)
Base plates
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Built-u p Members
Purpose :

To teach the student the design of built-u p members via the
use of the AISC Specifi cation.

Ap_rlica ble Jrocr,ram s:
I.

Types of members
A.

II.

III.

IV.

none

Bridges
1.

Trusses

2.

Beams

B.

Buildin gs

C.

Advanta ges

D.

Disadva ntages

Angle members
A.

Four angles

B.

Lacinr:

Cover plates
A.

Plate size

B.

Plate connect ion

General discuss ion of plate e;irder design
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Plastic Analysis and Design
Purpose:

To introduce the student to plastic analysis

a~d

design of

steel structures .
Applicable Programs:
I.
II.

III.

PLADSN

Overview of the philosophy behind plastic design

PLADSN

Plastic analysis

A.

Plastic hinge

B.

Collapse mechanism

C.

Equilibrium method

D.

Virtual work method

PLADSN
PLADSN

Plastic design as per the AISC Specificati on

A.

Beams

B.

Beam-colum ns

PLADSN
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Introd uction to Compu ter Aided Design with Availa ble Program s
Purpos e:

To introd uce the studen t to the use of comme rcially availa ble
compu ter progra ms.

Applic able Progra ms:
I.

II.
III.

none

Overvi ew of the types of program s
A.

Member design

B.

System design with optimi zation

AISC program s
ICES-STRUDL
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Design a roof truss, simply supported by masonry walls, to span
30 ft. center to center bearing. Paragraph and page numbers
refer to the AISC Manual of Steel Constructio n.
Given:
Distance between trusses - 30 ft.
Loads:

Live

Snow - 30 psf horizontal projection
(Ref. p. 5-224).

Dead

Truss - 5 psf
Roof corrugated steel (Ref. p. 6-16).

Crane

12 ton capacity (Ref. par. 1.3.4).

Wind

as required

Specificat ion:

AISC

Members:

Truss

Double angles.

Purl ins

Channels.

Steel:

A-36

6'

30'

CRail
Support

Suppor~~~t--~C~r~a=n~e~T~r~a=v~e==l----~·~1
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A one lane bridge is to be built over the abutments of a dam. The
function of the bridge is to support a traveling crane which will be
used to lift generators housed in power plants at each side of the
bridge.
The following information is given:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Three span continuous bridge
Span length 24 ft.
Loads: Live - crane (see sketch)
Dead - as required (assume 8" slab)
W sections
Bolted connections
AISC Specification
A-36 steel

15'

50 K

25 K

The following information is required:
1.
2.
3.

Moment and shear envelope for the load positioned at 6' spaces.
Design all primary members.
Design the connections.

A

I·

;p;

·I· I..

24'

Stringers
@ 8' o.c.

;;;.;.

y::
I·

-~

24'
8'

•I, Rails

.~

o.

12'

~

.. ,, II

·I

24'

/1
·I
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A garage for passengers cars is to be built in the following
configuration.

Bl

12'
B2

B3

12'

20'

20'

The framing system is to be on 12 ft. centers. An external selfsupporting elevator will be used to transfer the cars from the
ground floor to the upper decks.
Given

Loads:
Use:

Live - BOCA 1970
Dead - as required (assume 8" concrete slab)
W sections
Bolted connections
AISC Specification
A-36 steel

Assume:

Uniform load distribution from slab to frame.
Top flange laterally supported for Bl, B2, and B3.

Find:

Design the frame and the connections.
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APPENDIX III.-DECISION CHARTS
In this appendix is presented a series of decision charts.

These

outline the logic of the AISC Specification applied in fundamental
design problems.

The specific topics which they include are:

tension

members, compression members, beams and members subjected to combined
stresses.

Each of these topics are covered using the AISC Specifica-

tion's terminology.

The nomenclature is also from the AISC Specifica-

tion and is presented in this appendix.
The object of the decision charts is to present a road map of
the AISC Specification.

By following the decision charts, the student

is led through the various paragraphs which apply in a specific design
problem.

All the required decisions are presented in the proper order.

The purpose of these decision charts in teaching steel design
is to give the student a concise summary of the design procedures.
They are to be used while working homework either by hand or using the
computer.

Through their use, the student will be able to obtain immediate

answers to many of the questions which arise while working homework.
This purpose of the decision chart should be thoroughly explained to
the class.
When teaching steel design using the technique outlined in the
body of this paper, it is suggested that these decisions charts be
presented to each student.

This can be done either by a blackboard

presentation and/or copied and handed out in class.
DECISION CHART 1

This decision chart outlines the procedure for

calculating the allowable tension force in a primary member.

An

account is made for the reduction in area due to rivet or bolt holes
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and the chain of holes provision in the AISC Specification.

The

eighty five percent rule of Paragraph 1.14.3 is also checked.

Know-

.e_
, net area and gross area is required
r

ledge of the slenderness rati.o -

before this decision chart can be effectively used.
DECISION CHART 2

This decision chart outlines the procedure for

calculating the allowable compression stress in a primary member.
Knowledge of the slenderness ratio K£ and the provision of Section 1.9
r
is required for effective use of this decision chart.

The member

may not be fully effective in resisting the load as determined by
Section 1.9.

Therefore the application of the provisions of Appendix C

of the AISC Specifications is a possible result.

Therefore, the

student must either know how to apply these provisions or have been
told by the instructor to stop at this point or use a new member when
this situation exists.

In a fundamental course such as this, the

latter choice will probably be used.
DECISION CHART 3

This decision chart outlined the procedure for

calculating the allowable stress in bending for W sections bent about
their major axis.

The axial load is assumed to be zero.

The require-

ments for compactness and the bracing requirements are checked.

Based

on the results the appropriate equation to be used to calculate the
allowable stress is chosen.

Knowledge of the definition of bracing

length and the calculations of Cb is required for effective use of
this decision chart.

The student must know what to do if the member

is not fully effective in resisting the load as determined by Section
1. 9.
DECISION CHART 4

This decision chart outlines the procedure for

calculating the allowable stress in bending for W sections bent about
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their minor axis.

The student must know what to do if the member is

not fully effective in resisting the load as determined by Section 1.9.
DECISION CHART 5

This decision chart outlines the application of

the combined stress provisions of the AISC Specification as applied
to W sections.

It is the only decision chart which is presented on

more than one page.
as a unit.

It required six pages and should be handed out

The student must have acquired enough knowledge to calculate

the allowable compression stress and allowable bending stress about
the major and minor axis using the respective decision chart.

He

must know what to do if the member is not fully effective in resisting
the load and how to calculate C

m

and F'e.
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NOMENCLATURE
Area of compression flange
Bending coefficient dependent upon moment gradient
Column slenderness ratio dividing elastic and inelastic
buckling

cm

Coefficient applied to bending term in interaction formula
and dependent upon column curvature caused by applied
moments
Modulus of elasticity of steel (29,000 kips per square

E

inch)

F

a

Axial stress permitted in the absence of bending moment

Fb

Bending stress permitted in the absence of axial force

F' e

Euler stress divided by factor of safety
Allowable tensile stress
Specified minimum yield stress of the type of steel being
used (kips per square inch).

As used in this Specification,

"yield stress" denotes either the specified minimum yield
point (for those steels that have a yield point) or specified
minimum yield strength (for those steels that do not have
a yield point).
Effective length factor
Applied load (kips)
Flange width of rolled beam or plate girder
Computed axial stress
Computed bending stress
Transverse spacing between fastener gage lines
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Actual unbraced length
r

Radius of gyration

s

Spacing (pitch) between successive holes in line of stress

t

w

Girder, beam, or column web thickness
Flange thickness
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DECISION CHART

I

DECISION CHART FOR CALCULATING THE ALLOWABLE
TENSION FORCE IN A PRIMARY MEMBER

YES

~-----~---......-

YES

SLENDERNESS RATIO
TOO LARGE - MEMBER
CANNOT BE USED

CALCULATE DIAMETER
OF HOLES.
PAR. 1.14.5

CALCULATE NET AREA {AN)
AN
GROSS AREA- HOLE AREA
PAR. 1.14.3 8 4
IF CHAIN OF HOLES EXIST
CHECK
S2
4g

=

.NO

NET AREA= GROSS AREA

YES

NET AREA
= 85 °/o OF
GROSS AREA

NO
Ft = 0.60 Fy
t-------__ _,
PAR. I. 5 .I. I

.p = Ft

*

NET AREA
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DECISION CHART 2
DECISION CHART FOR CALCULAT ING THE ALLOWABL E
COMPRESS ION STRESS - PRIMARY MEMBERS

YES

CHOOSE A
NEW MEMBER

REDUCE CROSS- SECTION

>-------- -1 OF THE MEMBER AS PER
APPENDIX C

YES

~-----1

NO

ALLOWABLE STRESS
SET BY EQ. 1.5- 2.
ELASTIC BUCKLING CONTROLS

ALLOWABLE STRESS
SET BY EQ. 1.5 -I.
YIELDING CONTROLS OR
INELASTIC BUCKLING CONTROLS
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DECISION

CHART

3

DECISION CHART FOR CALCULATING THE ALLOWABLE STRESS IN BENDING
FOR W SECTIONS BENT ABOUT THE MAJOR AXIS - NO AXIAL LOAD
PAR. 1.5.1.4.2

NO

MEMBER IS COMPACT

PARTIALLY COMPACT
1 IS LENGTH BETWEEN
BRACING OF COMPRESSION
FLANGE.

NO

YES

Fb

= 0.66 Fy

NO

YES

EQ. 1.5-5a
DETERMINES Fb

ALLOWABLE
TENSION STRESS
= 0.60 Fy
PAR. 1.5.1.4.6a
ALLOWABLE COMPRESSION
>--Y...
E_S-t STRESS IS THE LARGER OF
EQ. 1. 5- 6b a
1. 5-7
NOT TO EXCEED 0.60 Fy

NO

ALLOWABLE

COMPRESSION
LARGER OF
EQ. 1.5- 6a a
1.5-7
NOT TO EXCEED 0.60 Fy

">-----1 STRESS IS THE
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DECISION

CHART

4

DECISION CHART FOR CALCULAT ING THE ALLOWABL E
STRESS IN BENDING FOR W SECTIONS BENT ABOUT
THE MINOR AXIS.

START
PAR. 1.5.1.4.3

COMPACT

IN FLANGE r - - - - - - - ,
YES

YES

EQ. 1.5-5b

>---.----1 DETERMINE S Fb

NO
REDUCE SECTION
AS PER APPENDIX C
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DECISION CHART

5

DECISION CHART FOR THE APPLICATI ON OF THE COMBINED
STRESS PROVISION S OF A.I.S.C. TO W SECTIONS

EQ. 1.6-2

NO

>--.......-1

CALCULATE Fa
AS PER DECISION
CHART C AND
fa AS J:

NO

A

DECISION
CHART 1.6-1 a
NO

NO

")--.....,.._-1

CALCULATE Fbx AS PER
DECISION CHART B-S AND
f bx FROM MOMENT - STRONG
AXIS

CALCULATE Fby AS PER
DECISION CHART B-W AND
fby FROM MOMENT - WEAK
AXIS.

Y.ES

USE EQ. 1.6-2 TO
CHECK IF THE MEMBER
IS ADEQUATE.

NOTE
IF ALL STRESSE S

ARE ZERO

MEMBER IS CHOSEN BY
CONSIDER ATIONS.

OTHER
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DECISION

CHART

I. 6- I a

EQ. I. 6- Ia

YES

NO

CALCULATE: Fbx AS PER DECISION
CHART B-S USING
cb = I '
I
REF.
P.
AND
5-94'
Fex
Cmx REF. P. 5-131 a 133.

CALCULATE fbx
FROM MOMENT
WITHIN THE SPANSTRONG AXIS.

YES

YES

N0

CALCULATE fbx
FROM END MOMENTSTRONG AXIS.

CALCULATE: Fby AS PER DECISION
NO
CHART 8-W,
r-_...--t F~y REF. P. 5-94, AND
Cmy REF. P. 5-131 a 133.

CALCULATE fby
FROM MOMENT
WITHIN THE SPANWEAK AXIS.

YES

NO

CALCULATE fby
FROM END MOMENTWEAK AXIS.

USE EQ. 1.6-la TO CHECK IF
THE MEMBER IS ADEQUATE.

CHOOSE A
NEW MEMBER

NO

YES

DECISION CHART
1.6- I b
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DECISION CHART
EQ.

YES

1.6- I b

1.6-lb

CALCULATE Fbx AS PER DECISION CHART
B-S USING THE ACTUAL VALUE OF Cb

CALCULATE fbx
YES
FROM END MOMENT-~t-<
STRONG AXIS

YES

N0

fbx IS THE SAME
AS FOR EQ. 1.6-la

NO

fby IS THE SAME
AS FOR EQ. 1.6-la

'\.-N...,.0----4 f by IS THE SAME
AS FOR EQ. 1.6-la

CALCULATE fby
YES
FROM END MOMENTWEAK AXIS

fa IS THE SAME
AS FOR EQ. 1.6-1 a

USE EQ. 1.6-lb TO CHECK IF
THE MEMBER IS ADEQUATE.

CHOOSE A
NEW MEMBER

NO

YES

MEMBER
IS 0 K
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DECISION CHART C
DECISION CHART FOR CALCULATING THE ALLOWABLE
COMPRESSION STRESS - PRIMARY MEMBERS

YES

CHOOSE A
NEW MEMBER

REDUCE CROSS- SECTION
>-----..----l OF THE MEMBER AS PER
APPENDIX C.

YES

>--.....,.--i

NO
L....--.....,---1

ALLOWABLE STRESS
SET BY EQ. 1.5 -2.
ELASTIC BUCKLING CONTROLS

ALLOWABLE STRESS
SET BY EQ. 1.5 -I.
YIELDING CONTROLS
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DECISION

CHART

8- S

DECISION CHART FOR CALCULATING THE ALLOWABLE STRESS
IN BENDING FOR W SECT IONS BENT ABOUT THE MAJOR AXIS
PAR. 1.5.1.4. 2
NO

:

td

1
I

IS

~

w:

1

412
r::

~tFy

d

IT'

:

w

(

:

fa )

I - 2.33Fy

257

WHEN

WHENF

"'Y

~

1
1

0.16

y

fa

IF

fa
E

>

0.16

, . -y - - - - - r

MEMBER IS COMPACT

PARTIALLY COMPACT
NO

NO

YES

fa IS THE COMPUTED
AXIAL STRESS

t

IS LENGTH BETWEEN
BRACING OF COMPRESSION
FLANGE.

NO

ALLOWABLE
TENSION STRESS
0.60 Fy

=

PAR. 1.5.1.4.6a
ALLOWABLE COMPRESS! ON
>--Y-tE~S--t STRESS IS THE LARGER OF
EQ . 1. s - 6 b a
1. 5 - 7
NOT TO EXCEED 0.60 Fy

NO

ALLOWABLE

COMPRESSION

>----t STRESS IS THE LARGER OF
EQ. I. 5 - 6 a a I. 5 - 7
NOT TO EXCEED 0.60 Fy
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DECISION

CHART

8-W

DECISION CHART FOR CALCULATING THE ALLOWABLE
STRESS IN BENDING FOR W SECTIONS BENT ABOUT
THE MINOR AXIS.

START
PAR. 1.5.1.4.3

COMPACT

IN FLANGE.- -------...,
YES

YES

EQ. 1.5-5b

>--------1 DETERMINES Fb

NO
REDUCE SECTION
AS PER APPENDIX C
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APPENDIX IV.-PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION AND LISTINGS
In this appendix is presented the documentation of a series of
computer programs developed to aid in teaching the fundamentals of
steel design.

The AISC Specification's design criteria was used.

the programs are written in CPS-PL/I for an IBM 2741 terminal.

All

They

interact with the user during the design process through the use of
conversational programming.

All the programs are written such that

once executed, their use is explained via the output on the terminal.
Two types of programs were developed.

Those whose name end in

TST are learning programs with extensive output and repetitious input.
DSN as the last three letters of a name indicate efficient design
and investigation programs.

In this type of program only the minimum

input is requested and the output is reduced to only that required
to indicate which design route was taken.
gram RIGID was also developed.

A structural analysis pro-

This program will assist the student

when performing the structural analysis required by the special
design projects.
The documentation of the programs is presented in the following
four parts:
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION - The program description consists of the program's
name, its' purpose and limitations and any prerequisites and data required before execution.
OVERALL FLOW CHART - This flow chart presents an overview of what the
program will do during execution.

It is presented in flow chart form

but uses only the AISC Specification terminology.

This part of the

documentation along with the program description is intended for use
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by the instructor of the course.

He should use them to determine

which type of homework problem is to be assigned in order to accomplish
a specific objective.
DETAILED FLOW CHART - This flow chart presents the logic blocks of
the programs.

It uses both computer programming and the AISC Specifica-

tion terminology.
LISTING - The statement by statement listing of the program is
presented.

The detailed flow chart gives the objective of a block

of program statements and the listing gives the details.

These two

parts of the documentation are presented for use by persons modifying
or extending the programs.
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INDEX TO PROGRAM
DOCUMENTATION
Page
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Program Name:
TENTST
Purpose:
Program TENTST is a question and answer review of
tension member design using the AISC Specification.
It is a very simple program to use and should be
the first presented to the class. In this way
it will serve as an introduction to the use of the
terminal.
Limitations:
This program is a review program only and will not
perform design or investigation, other then two
preprogrammed examples.
Prerequisites:
Read AISC Sections:

1.5.1.1
1. 8.4
1.14. 3
1.14. 5

TENSION
MAXIMUM RATIO
NET SECTION
SIZE OF HOLE

The student must know the purpose of stitching
rivets and welds.
Data Required Before Execution:
None.
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Overall

Flow

Chart

TENTST

START

Present a review of tension member design and the role played by the
AISC specification.

Question and answer review 01
par. l. 5 .l.l TENSION
l . 8 . L~
MAXIMUM RATIO
l.l4.3
NET SECTION
l.ll~. 5
SIZE OF HOLES

Present t\vo pre-programmed design problems:
l. Single Angle- Welded C· ·nnections
2. Double im8le-~olted C)nncctions

END
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Detailed

Flow

Chart

TENTST

START

Present a review of tension member design and the role played by the
AISC specification.

Question the student about the provision of
par. 1.5.1.1 TENSION
1.8.4
MAXIMUM RATIO
1.14.3
NET SECTION
1.14.5
SIZE OF HOLE

Is
response
correctr;

no

>------>~--1:

Print Error

yes

I

Print the correct ans>ver and the reason.

Is the
revieH
complete'?

no

yes
Present two preprogrammed problems:
1. Single Angle-1delded Connections
2.
Double Angle-Bolted Connections

t

-

I

/* PROGRAM TENTST */
PUT LIST('program TENTST');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST('PURPOSE: program TENTST will review with you the principl es of tension
member design. •};
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'Before continui ng you should have read the followin g sections in the
AISC code:'};
1.5.1.1 TENSION'};
PUT LIST('
~1AXIMU~1 RATIO');
1.8.4
PUT LIST(
1.14.3 NET SECTION');
PUT LIST('
1.14.5 SIZE OF HOLES.');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST('In general the design of a tension member is based on the stress being
equal to the force divided by the area');
PUT LIST( • or f = P/A. In design you provide the required area such that the
stress is below some allowabl e value. • };
The AISC Specific ations provides the allowabl e stress and some
PUT LIST('
practica l guidelin es on allowabl e length') ;
PUT LIST( • and reductio n of area due to connecti ons. •);
PUT LIST(' '};
PUT LIST( • Lets review some of these requirem ents. •);
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST(' Because buckling is no problem the length of a tension member is NOT
limited by the AISC code');
true=l false=O ');
PUT LIST('
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO lab2;
PUT LIST(' ERROR');
lab2: PUT LIST( 'The code recommends limiting the length of a tension member by
restrict in9 the L/r to be less than 240.');
PUT LIST( I I);
I

'-I

co

lab3:

PUT LIST( 1 If 7/8 inch diameter bolts are to be used in a tension connecti on the
reduced area of the member•);
inch diameter hole? • );
PUT LIST( • is calculat ed based on a
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=.9375 THEN GO TO lab3;
PUT LIST( 1 ERROR 1 ) ;
PUT LIST( The code requires an increase of 1/16 inch to the diameter of the bolt
or rivet in calculat ing• );
PUT LIST( • the area of the hole. •);
PUT LIST( I I);
PUT LIST( Given a 6 X 1/2 inch plate with two staggere d 1 in. diameter holes,
what is the net section in •);
resistin g a tension force.•) ;
PUT LIST(•
PUT LIST(• 1 ) ;
PUT LIST(• •);
PUT LIST(
-------- -------- ------ 211 I);
PUT LIST(
PUT LIST(
0 - - - - 211' = g•);
PUT LIST(
PUT LIST(•
o- - 211'
PUT LIST(
PUT LIST(
----~<---~>~.)~;-------PUT LIST(
211=s•);
PUT LIST(
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=2.25 THEN GO TO la1;
PUT LIST( ERROR•);
PUT LIST( 1 The effectiv e area is the minimum of the follo\<Jing:•);
Area= 1/2*(6- 1) = 2.5sq.in . • );
PUT LIST(•
Area = 1/2*(6- 2 + s*s/(4*g )) = 1/2*(6- 2 + 4/(4*2)) = 2.25sq.i n.
PUT LIST( •
this control s•);
Area= .85*6*.5 = 2.55sq. in.•);
PUT LIST(•
PUT LIST( I I);
PUT LIST( •what is the allowabl e tension stress if the Yield stress is 36 ksi?
GET LIST(ANSWER);
1

1

I

I )

;

I

I

I )

•

I )

'

I

I )

I
I

I )

;

;

I

I

1

1a 1 :

1 );

~-·
\.0

lab4:
lab5:

IF ANSWER~=22 THEN GO TO lab4; ELSE GO TO lab5;
PUT LIST('ERROR');
PUT LIST(' The value of allowa ble stress for a Yield of 36 ksi is 22 ksi. It is
calcula ted by .6*Yie ld');
or is found on Page 5-64 of the specif icatio ns.');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'The followi ng design problems are present ed to provide the user with a
procedu re and accepta ble forma t.');
for the calcula tions in tension member design .');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'Design a single equal leg angle 10ft. long to suppor t a tension force of
54 kips.') ;
Use a Yield stress of 36 ksi and assume welded connec tions.' );
PUT LIST('
Allowable stress .6*Yiel d = .6*36 = 22ksi ');
Calcul ations:
PUT LIST('
Required area of steel Force/A llowabl e stress =
PUT LIST('
54/22 = 2.45 in. sq.');
Minimum r = L/240 = 12*10/240 = 0.5 in.');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST( '');
Use: Single angle 3 1/2 X 3 l/2 X 3/8 ref. page 1.57');
PUT LIST('
Area= 2.48 sq.in. > 2.45 sq. in.');
PUT LIST('
r z-z = .687 in.> .5 in. OK');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(' ');
stress = P/area = 54/2.48 = 21.8 ksi' );
Check stress:
PUT LIST('
Percen t unders tressed = (22- 21.8)/2 2 = 0.9 %');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'Design an equal leg double angle of length 12 ft. to suppor t a tension
load of 100 kips.') ;
Assume a 7/8 in. bolt will be used as a connec tor and the angles will
PUT LIST('
be connec ted');
togethe r or stitche d on 3ft. center s. Use A-36 steel. ');
PUT LIST('
Calcul ations: Allowable stress = .6*Yiel d = .6*36 = 22ksi') ;
PUT LIST('
Required area of steel = Force/A llowabl e stress =
PUT LIST('
100/22 = 4.55sq .in. ');
t~inimum r = L/240' );
PUT LIST('

00

0

PUT LIST(
single angle L/240 = 3*12/240 = .166 in.');
PUT LIST(
double angles L/240 = 12*12/240 = .6 in.');
');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(
Assume angles chosen will be approx imately l/2 in.
thick. ');
PUT LIST(
Reduct ion in area due to bolt holes = 7/8 + 1/16)
(1/2)*2 = .94 in.');
PUT LIST('
(Two holes were used because bolt will go thru
.');
angles
the
of
the buck to back legs
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(
Total area requir ed= 4.55 + .94 = 5.49sq .in.');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST(' ');
Use: 4 X 4 X 3/8 Double angles ref. page 1.64');
PUT LIST(
PUT LIST(
Area= 5.72- (7/8 + 1/16)*3 /8*2 = 5.02sq .in. ');
or ' ) ;
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(
Area = 85% of total area = .85*5.7 2 = 4.86sq .in.
< 5.02sq .in. this contro ls');
PUT LIST(
rlinimum r single angle= .788in. > .166in .');
PUT LIST(
Minimum r double angle= 1.24in . > .6in. ');
');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(
Check stress: f = P/A = 100/5.0 2 = 19.9 ksi ');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( '');
PUT LIST(' It is sugges ted that you keep this output in your notebook as part of
the class notes. ');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'If you think you have the concep ts of tension design and wish to
interac t with the compu ter');
on some more design problems LOAD and EXECUTE TENDSN. ');
PUT LIST('
I

I

I

I

I

)

;

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

00
I--'
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Program Name:
TENDSN
Purpose:
Program TENDSN will interact with the user in the design
of tension members using the AISC Specification. It will
design both single and built up members with bolted,
riveted or welded connections. If a reduction in area
is required because of rivet or bolt holes, a table of
required gross area is printed. The smallest section
is then chosen based on this table using the number of
connection holes at a section and the thickness of the
steel.
If the member being designed is a built up
section, a table of minimum r values for varying
stitching lengths is printed. The use of these tables
makes tension design a one pass calculation. The
introduction to trial and error design is presented
in program COLTST.
Limitations:
If staggered holes exist, interpretation in the table of
required gross area or a manual check is required.
Prerequisites:
Execution of program TENTST.
Data Required Before Execution:
A tension design problem must be defined before execution of TENDSN.
P F
y
L

Tension force.
Yield stress of the steel.
Length of the member.

Type of member to be used i.e. single or built up
members with riveted, bolted or welded connections.
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Overall

Flow

TENDSN

Chart

START

'

Print an explanation of the data required
during execution of TENDSN.

BEGIN

Input P,L,Fy and TYPE
TYPE

l - single member welded connections.
2 - single member riveted or bolted connections.
3 - built-up member welded connections.
4 - built-up member riveted or bolted connections.

Calculate and print the allowable tension stress
Ft = 0 .6*Fy and the required net area P/Ft.

I

Go to TYPE

I

Calculate and print the required
area and minimum value of r.
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TYPE

= 2

t
Input the diameter of the rivet or bolt and
calculate the diameter of the hole.

t
Calculate and print a table of required gross areas based on
varying thicknesses of steel and number of holes at a section,
also the minimum value of r.

t

I

Go to BEGIN

TYPE

l

=3

Calculate and print the minimum r for the total section
and a table of minimum r values for varying stitching
lengths.

I

t
Go to BEGIN

l

TYPE = 4

t

I

Input the diameter of the rivet or bolt and calculate the hole size

t
Calculate and print a table of required gross areas based on
varying thicknesses and number of holes at a section, also
the minimum value of r.

t
Calculate and print the m1n1mum r for the total section and a
table of minimum r for various stitching lengths.

I

'

Go to BEGIN

I

·I
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Detailed

Flow

Chart

TENDSN

Print an explanation of the data required during
execution.

Input:

TITLE,P,L,Fy and TYPE

Calculate and print the allowable stress (Ft
and the required net area (P/ Ft).

yes

yes

yes

.6*Fy)

STOP

Go to lab4

Go to lab3

yes
Go to lab2

Single member welded connections . . • Calculate and print
the required area (a) and the minimum r (r).

Go to labl
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Single member riveted or bolted connection s.

Calculate and print minimum r.

Built-up member welded connection s

Calculate and print minimum r.

Go to labl

Built-up member riveted or bolted connection s.

Calculate and print minimum r for total section.

Go to labl
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Internal Procedure

rrol

Input the diameter of the rivet or bolt and
calculate the diameter of the hole.

,
Calculate and print a table of required gross areas for t of
3/8,7/16,1/2,9/16,5/ 8,3/4,7/8 and 1 in. and the number of holes
varying from 1 to 4. Flag with an asterisk all values for which
the 85% rule of paragraph 1.14.3 controls.

RETURN

Internal Procedure

pro2

t
Calculate and print a table of minimum r for lengths
of' L/2,L/3,L/4 and L/5 ( L - total length of the
member. ) .

t
(

RETURN

/*PROGRAM TENDSN*/
DECLARE fra(8) CHAR(4);
DECLARE ast(4) CHAR(1);
DECLARE area(4) ;
DECLARE TITLE CHAR(BO);
fra(l)='3/8 ';
fra(2)='7/16';
fra(3)='1/2 ';
fra(4)='9/16';
fra(5)='5/8 ';
fra(6)='3/4 ';
fra(7)='7/8 ';
';
fra(8)='1
LET round(x)=ceil(x*10 0)/100;
PUT LIST(' program TENDSN');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'Purpose: program TENDSN will interact with the user in the design of
tension members.');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'The following are parameters which will be required by TENDSN as the
design precedes.');
TITLE - the title of the design for use by the user in identification
PUT LIST('
of the output.');
ast(l)='''';
(The title must be enclosed in single quotes ie',ast(1),
PUT LIST('
- - - t i t l e - - -',ast(1),'.');
P- tension force (kips).');
PUT LIST('
L- unbraced length of the member (ft.).');
LIST('
PUT
Fy- yield stress of the member (ksi.).');
PUT LIST('
TYPE- type of design');
PUT LIST('
1 single member welded connections.');
PUT LIST('
single member riveted or bolted connections.');
2
PUT LIST('
3 bu i 1 t up member we 1 de d connections . ' ) ;
PUT LIST ( '
4 built up member riveted or bolted connections.');
PUT LIST('
To end the program input the tension force (P) as zero (0). ');
PUT LIST('

C/)
C/)

PUT LIST (' ');
PUT LIST (' ');
GET LIST (TITL E);
GET LIST (P);
IF P=O THEN GO TO enn;
GET LIST (L,Fy );
Ft=F y*.6;
Ft=ro und( Ft);
IF Fy=36 THEN Ft=2 2;
' ksi') ;
PUT LIST ('All owab le tens ile stre ss= Ft = .6*Fy = ',Ft,gth of mate rial) ');
(this must be< .5*minimum tensi on stren
PUT LIST ('
a=P/ Ft;
a=ro und( a);
PUT LIST ('Req uired net area = P/Ft =',a ,' sq.i n.');
PUT LIST (' ');
r=L* l2/24 0;
r=ro und( r);.
GET LIST(TYPE);
IF TYPE>3 THEN GO TO lab4;
IF TYPE>2 THEN GO TO lab3 ;
IF TYPE>l THEN GO TO lab2;
PUT LIST ('Sin gle member welde d conn ectio ns');
pUT LIsT ( I I ) ;
PUT LIST ('Req uired area = ',a,' sq.i n.');
PUT LIST('Minimum r = L/240 = ',r,' in.') ;
GO TO labS;
ectio ns');
lab2: PUT LIST {'Sin gle member rivet ed or bolte d conn
PUT LIST{' ');
CALL prol;
PUT LIST (' ');
PUT LIST('Minimum r = L/240 = ',r,' in.') ;
GO TO labS ;
lab3: PUT LIST( 'Bui lt up member welde d conn ectio ns');
PUT LIST (' ');

labl:

():)

"'

lab4:

labS:

enn:
prol:

PUT LIST('Hinim um r for total section= L/240 = ',r,' in.');
CALL pro2;
GO TO lab5;
PUT LIST( 'Built up member riveted or bolted connectio ns');
PUT LIST(' ');
CALL prol;
PUT LIST(' ');
,r,'in.');
PUT LIST('t~inimum r for total section= L/240'
CALL pro2;
PUT LIST('');
PUT LIST(TITL E);
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( '~lember chosen is
. I ) '•
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST(' ');
GO TO lab1;
PUT LIST('Exe cution of TENDSN complete .');
END ;
PROCEDURE ;
PUT LIST( 'What is the diameter of rivet or bolt to be used in the connection s
( d) i n• ' ) ;

im3:

GET LIST(d);
dh=d+l/16 ;
PUT LIST( 'The diameter of the hole = d+l/16= ',dh,' in.');
PUT LIST(' ');
TABLE of required gross areas');
PUT LIST('
Number of Holes');
PUT LIST( I
PUT IMAGE(1) (im3);
IMAGE:
4
3
2
1
Thickness of steel
@holes');
PUT LIST('
-------------------------------------------PUT LIST('~
.
, ------'

\.!)

c

c=5/16;
loop1: DO j=l to 8;
c=c+l/16;
IF j>5 THEN c=c+l/16;
loop2: DO i=l to 4;
area(i)=m ax(c*dh*i +a,a/.85);
IF c*dh*i+a> a/.85 THEN ast(i)=' •; ELSE ast(i)='* ';
END 1oop2;
PUT I MAGE( f r a ( j ) , a r e a ( 1 ) , a s t ( 1) , a rea ( 2 ) , a s t ( 2 ) , a r e a ( 3 ) , a s t ( 3 ) , a r ea ( 4 ) , a s t ( 4 ) ) ( i m1 ) ;
IMAGE;
i m1:

---.-- -

END loopl;
PUT LIST( I
I )

pro2:

--- .-- *

--- .-- -

85% gross section governs.

AISC 1.14.3

;

RETURN ;
END prol;
PROCEDURE ;
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'TABLE of minimum r for individual members of the built up section.') ;
PUT LIST('');
r~ i ni mum r • ) ;
PUT LIST('Len gth between stitching
I');
Welds
Rivets or
PUT LIST( •
');
PUT LIST('

loop3: DO i =2 TO 5;
PUT H1AGE(i,L *12/(240*i ))(im2);
END 1oop3;
IMAGE;
im2:

LI-

RETURN ;
END pro2;

--- . --

\.0
I-'
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Program Name:
COLTST
Purpose:
Program COLTST will interact with the user in the
design and investigation of compression members.
Because the subject matter which it covers is
relatively simple, COLTST was written primarily
to serve as a vehicle for introducing trial and
error design.
Limitations:
Only W, single and double angle sections may be
designed using COLTST.
Prerequisite:
Read the following Sections of the AISC Specification:

1.5.1.3
1.8
1.9

COMPRESSION.
STABILITY AND SLENDERNESS RATIOS.
WIDTH-THICKNESS RATIOS.

The student must have knowledge of the effective
length factor K and how to calculate it.
Data Required Before Execution:
The column configuration is necessary, i.e. KL
If a design problem is
for the x,y and z axis.
being worked the axial load is required; investigation of a member requires the member properties.
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Overall

Flow

Chart

COLTST

START

Print an explanation of the fUndamentals of column design and the
applicable provision of the AISC specification.

Give the definition of an investigation problem and a design problem.

Define the parameters required during the execution of COLTST.

no

~----~~

tn
DESIGN

r~

eiterate the definition of an investiGation problem and the reasoning
f the AISC specification.
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Intera ct with the stude nt in the
inves tigati on of the membe r.

End progra m

e a
Reite rate the defin ition of a design proble m. Outlin
.
sound proce dure for assum ing a trial allow able stress

Input a trial allow able stress .
Choos e a trial membe r based on
the trial stress .
Intera ct with the stude nt to inves tigate the
adequ acy of the membe r chose n.

yes
no
Go to INVESTIGATION
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Detailed

Flow

Chart

COLTST

yes

CALL COLTTl
CALL COLTT2

l

(1)

2

CALL COLTS2

C.AU.. COLTSl

yes

END
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External Procedure

COLTTl

t
Print an explanation of the fUndamentals of column
design and the applicable provisions of the AISC
Specification. Define investigation and design
problem.

t
RETURN

External Procedure

COLTT2

Define the parameters required during the execution
of COLTST
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External Procedure

COLTSl

Reiterate the definition of an investigation
problem and the basic reasoning of the AISC
Specification.

Check to see if the member can
be considered fUlly effective
as per Section 1.9.

no

Input K,L,&r for the
x andy axis. If single
angle is being investigated
input also for the z axis.

Print message about
Appendix C.

yes

Print message about
Section 1. 8. 4.

no

Eq. 1.5-2 sets the
allowable stress (tl).

Eq. 1.5-1 sets the allowable
stress (tl).
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Allowable load

tl*AREA
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External Procedure

COLTS2

Reiterate the definition of a design problem.
Outline a procedure for assumin8 a trial
allowable stress.

Input P,Fy and L & K for the x and
y axis.

Input a trial allowable stress.

Choose a trial member.

Check to see if the member can be considered fully
effective as per Section 1.9.

f.--~
L------'

lrint message about
Appendix C.

226884

100

If single angle is bein~ used input K, L
and r for the z axis.

no

(K*L/r) max.

>

200

yes

''rint messar,~e about
Section 1.8.4.

Calculate C
c

yes

(K*L/r)

max.

>

Eq. 1.5-2 sets the allowable
stress (tl)

Cc
Eq. 1.5-1 sets the
allowable stress (tl).

•.
Print Fa ll . , Fac t .

& Fa ll . /F ac t .

inv

HE TURN

not:

i

nv:

dsn:

lab2:

/*PROGRAM COLTST*/
DECLARE COLTSl ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE COLTS2 ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE COLTTl ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE COLTT2 ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
PUT LIST( • Do you want the discussion of the program printed? ( type 1 f or yes
and 0 for no)');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER~=! THEN GO TO not;
CALL COLTT1;
CALL COLTT2;
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'Which type of problem do you want to work? ( Investigation = 1 Design
= 2 )');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=2 THEN GO TO dsn;
CALL COLTSl;
PUT LIST('Would you like to ~~ark a design problem?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO lab2;
CALL COLTS2;
PUT LIST( 'Would you 1 ike to try an investigation problem?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO inv;
END ;

COLTTl:

PROCEDURE ;
PUT LIST('');
PUT LIST( 'Program COLTST will review with you the fundamentals of column
design.');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'Before proceeding you should have read the following sections: ');
PUT LIST('
1.5.1.3 Compress ion.');
PUT LIST('
1.8
Stability and Slendernes s Ratio.');
PUT LIST('
1.9
Width-Thickness Ratios.');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'In general the design of a column is based on the mechanics of
materials equation' );
PUT LIST(
f = P/A');
PUT LIST('
where:');
PUT LIST('
P- axial load');
PUT LIST('
A- cross section area of the member');
PUT LIST('
f - the stress due to the load P');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'The AISC sets forth the allowable stress due to compression.
Basically , it sets the');
PUT LIST('
allowable stress at 3/5*Fy by Eq. 1.5-1. This allowable is
further reduced by the');
PUT LIST('
other terms in Eq. 1.5-1 to account for residual stresses and
end restraint s.');
PUT LIST('
Eq. 1.5-2 sets an allowable stress for the condition of elastic
buckling, it is');
PUT LIST('
simply Euilers equation times a factor of safety. The effective
1ength and the');
PUT LIST('
radius of gyration of the member determines which equation is
applicabl e.');
PUT LIST( 'In design two types of problems are encountere d. One gives the
section and asks for');
PUT LIST('
the allowable load. The other gives the load and asks for a
member which will');
I

.....

0

N

PUT LIST( 1
support it economically . The first is referred to as an
investigation problem;');
PUT LIST( 1
the latter is a design problem. 1 ) ;
RETURN ;

......
0

w

COLTT2:

PROCEDURE ;
PUT LIST(• 1 ) ;
PUT LIST( •The following are parameters which are required in the execution of
COLTST:•);
Fy- yield stress of the steel (ksi).•);
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST( • Fa - allowable stress of the member (ksi). •);
E- modulus of elasticity (29000 ksi). •);
PUT LIST( •
PUT LIST( • Ly • distance between bracing against bending about theY axis
(ft).•);
PUT LIST( • Lx - distance between bracing against bending about the X axis
(ft).•);
PUT LIST( • Lz - distance between bracing against bending about the Z axis
(ft).•);
PUT LIST( • Ky - effective length factor for bending about the Y axis. •);
PUT LIST( • Kx - effective length factor for bending about the X axis.•);
PUT LIST( • Kz - effective length factor for bending about the Z axis. •);
(recommended values of K are found on Page 5-138 of the
PUT LIST( •
AISC Specifications.) •);
PUT LIST( • rx- radius of gyration about the X axis (in.). •);
PUT LIST( • ry- radius of gyration about theY axis (in.). •);
rz- radius of gyration about the Z axis (in.).•);
PUT LIST(•
( Data for the Z axis will be required only for single angle
PUT LIST( •
members.) •);
PUT LIST( • P- axial load (kips) •);
0 =
PUT LIST( • AIJSWER - usually requiring a yes or no indication (1 =yes
no).•);
PUT LIST( • AREA- cross section area (in**2). •);
RETURN ;
END COLTT2;

""""
0

~

COLTSl:

start:

PROCEDURE ;
DECLARE ttt CHAR(1);
DECLARE tl DEC(4), Cc DEC(4), t2 DEC(4), t3 DEC(4);
PUT LIST(' ');
ON ATTENTION GO TO start;
PUT LIST( 'In an investigat ion problem the engineer is required to calculate the
axial'};
load a certain member will resist, i.e. the column capacity. •);
PUT LIST( •
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'As previously stated the AISC Specifica tions sets the allowable stress
at' ) ;
3/5*Fy plus a reduction due to column configura tion, residual
PUT LIST('
stresses and');
elastic buckling. Therefore since the member is known tne
PUT LIST('
allowable stresses' );
can be calculated . Using this allowable stress the allowable load
PUT LIST{'
is found');
by P = Fa*A. ');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(' 1 } ;
PUT LIST( 'Choose any W, single or double angle member and column configura tion
and lets go thru an investiga tion');
of it for the allowable axial load.');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST('');
PUT LIST('For your reference type any informatio n which will help in
identifica tion of the problem');
GET EDIT(ttt) (A(l));
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'INPUT: I);
FET LIST(Fy,AREA);
sfy=sqrt{F y);
PUT LIST( 'We must first check to see if the section may be considered fully
effective in resisting ');
the axial compressive stress.
PUT LIST(
1

1 );

f-'
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pend:

1b 1 :

PUT LIST( 'According to Section 1.9.1.2 the unstiffened elements may be considered
as fully effective if');
width to thickness ratio is less that');
PUT LIST('
t1=76/sfy;
76/Fy**.5 = • ,tl,' for single angle struts; double angle struts
PUT LIST('
with separaters.');
t1=95/sfy;
95/Fy**.5 = ',tl,• for double angle struts in contact; flanges
PUT LIST( •
of beams.');
PUT LIST( 'Is this criteria satisfied?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO pend;
tl=253/sfy;
PUT LIST( •According to Section 1.9.2.2 stiffened elements may be considered
fully effective if•);
253/Fy**.5 = •,tl,• for webs of compression elements.•);
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(•rs this criteria satisfied .. (indicate yes if angles are being used.)•);
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO pend;
GO TO cant;
PUT LIST( 'The member cannot be considered as fully effective in resisting the
load.');
The reduced area may be calculated as per Appendix C of the AISC
PUT LIST( •
Specifications.');
PUT LIST( • Since the provisions of this Appendix have not been included in
COLTST you•);
have the option now of terminating the program and calculating the
PUT LIST('
reduced');
area by hand or you may try a new member.');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(•oo you want to terminate the program?');
GET LIST( ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=! THEN PUT LIST(.What guts!•); ELSE GO TO lbl;
STOP ;
PUT LIST( • I thought you waul d!);
GO TO agn;

,_.
0
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cont:

anl:
an2:

lb4:
lb5:

PUT LIST( 'We must now check to see which of equations 1.5-1 and 1.5-2 sets the
allowable stress.');
PUT LIST('Is this a single angle member?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
angle=ANSWER;
PUT LIST('INPUT:');
GET LIST(rx,ry,Lx ,Ly,Kx,Ky);
IF angle=1 THEN GET LIST(rz,Lz,K z);
Cc=sqrt(2*9.86959*29000/Fy);
PUT LIST( 'Cc = (2*(pi)**2*E /Fy)**.5 = ',Cc);
tl=Kx*Lx*l2/rx;
t2=Ky*Ly*l2/ry;
IF angle=1 THEN t3=Kz*Lz*l2/rz; ELSE t3=0;
IF angle=l THEN GO TO an1;
Y= ',t2);
X= ',tl,'
PUTLIST('K*L/r
GO TO an2;
Z = ',t3);
Y = ',t2,'
X= ',tl,'
PUT LIST('K*L/r
tl=max(tl,t2 ,t3);
IF t1>200 THEN GO TO lb6;
PUT LIST{'K*./r = ',tl,' controls the allowable stress.');
IF tl>Cc THEN GO TO lb4;
PUT LIST('Allowable stress set by Eq 1.5-1.');
t2=t1**2;
t3=t2*tl;
c2=Cc**2;
c3=Cc**3;
tl=(l-t2/(2*c 2))*Fy/(5/3+ 3*tl/(8*Cc)- t3/(8*c3);
GO TO 1b5;
PUT LIST('Allowable stress set by Eq 1.5-2.'};
t1=12*9.86959*29000/(23*t1**2);
PUT LIST( 'Fa = ',tl);
tl=AREA*tl;
PUT LIST( 'The allo\IJable axial load is ',tl,' kips.');
f-'
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agn:

1 b6:

PUT LIST('');

PUT LIST( 'Would you 1 ike to try another investigation problem?);
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO start;
RETURN ;
PUT LIST( 'K*L/r > 200 therefore according to Section 1.8.4 this member cannot
be used.');
GO TO agn;
END ;

f-

0
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COLTS2:

start:

agin:

PROCEDURE ;
DECLARE ttt CHAR(l);
DECLARE tl DEC(4), Cc DEC(4), t2 DEC(4), t3 DEC(4);
PUT LIST('');
ON ATTENTION GO TO start;
PUT LIST( 'Design is basically a trial and error procedure. The designer
chooses a');
member based on his experience and checks to see if the member is
PUT LIST('
adequate.');
If the member is not satisfactory, he then chooses a new member
PUT LIST('
based on'};
the experience just gained from the previous member.');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'Since the largest allowable stress the AISC Specifications will
allow is 3/S*Fy, a'};
good first choice is a member chosen based on an allowable stress
PUT LIST('
of something'};
smaller than this value. How much smaller depends on the value
PUT LIST('
of K*L/r of the');
member. The smaller this ratio the closer the chosen value should
PUT LIST('
be. ' ) ;
PUT LIST( 'Type any information which wi 11 help you identify this output.');
PUT LIST(' ');
GET EDIT(ttt)(A(l));
PUT LIST('INPUT:'};
GET LIST(P,Fy};
GET LIST(Lx,Ly,Kx,Ky};
sfy=sqrt(Fy);
tl=3/5*Fy;
PUT LIST('3/5*Fy = ',tl};
PUT LIST('Assume a trial allowable stress.'};
GET LIST(Fa);
tl=P/Fa;
PUT LIST('Based on this trial stress the required area is ',tl,' in**2.');

......
0
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i nv :

pend:

PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'Choose a W, single or double angle member with this area keeping in
mind that a large value of r helps
keep the allowable stress high.');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST( 'Type the name of the member chosen.');
PUT LIST(' ');
GET EDIT(ttt)(A(l));
GET LIST( AREA);
PUT LIST( 'We must first check to see if the member may be considered fully
effective.');
PUT LIST( 'According to Section 1.9.1.2 the unstiffened elements may be considered
as fully effective if');
width to thickness ratio is less than');
PUT LIST('
t1=76/sfy;
76/Fy**.S = ',tl,' for single angle struts; double angle struts
PUT LIST('
with separaters. ');
t1=95/sfy;
95/Fy**.S = ',tl,' for double angle struts in contact; flanges
PUT LIST('
of beams.');
tl=253/sfy;
PUT LIST( 'According to Section 1.9.2.2 the stiffened elements may be considered
fully effective if');
the width to thickness is less than');
PUT LIST('
253/Fy**.5= ',tl);
PUTLIST('
PUT LIST('Where applicable, is this criteria satisfied?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO pend;
GO TO cant;
PUT LIST( 'The member cannot be considered as fully effective in resisting the
1oad. ' ) ;
The reduced area may be calculated as per Appendix C of the AISC
PUT LIST('
Specifications.');
Since the provisions of this Appendix have not been included in
PUT LIST('
COLTST you');

1-"
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1b1:

cant:

anl:
an2:

g
have the optio n now of term inati ng the program and calcu latin
PUT LIST('
the redu ced') ;
area by hand or you may try a new mem ber.') ;
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST('Do you want to term inate the prog ram? ');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=1 THEN PUT LIST( 'What guts !'); ELSE GO TO lbl;
STOP ;
PUT LIST(' I thoug ht you wou ld!') ;
GO TO enn;
and 1.5-2 sets the
PUT LIST( 'We must now check to see which of equa tions 1.5-1
allow able stre ss.') ;
PUT LIST ('Is this a sing le angle member?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
angle=ANSWER);
PUT LIST ('INP UT:') ;
GET LIST (rx,r y);
IF angle =l THEN GET LIST (rz,L z,Kz );
Cc=s qrt(2 *9.86 959* 2900 0/Fy );
PUT LIST('Cc = (2*(p i)**2 *E/F y)** .5 = ',Cc) ;
tl=Kx*Lx*12/rx;
t2=Ky*Ly*12/ry;
IF angle =l THEN t3=K z*Lz *l2/r z; ELSE t3=0;
IF angle=1 THEN GO TO anl;
y = ',t2) ;
X= ',tl, '
PUT LIST(' K*L/r
GO TO an2;
z : t3) j
y = /,t2 ,'
X= ',t1, '
PUT LIST(' K*L/r
tl=m ax(t1 ,t2,t 3);
IF tl>20 0 THEN GO TO 1b6;
PUT LIST('K*L/r = ',t1, ' cont rols the allow able stre ss.') ;
IF tl>Cc THEN GO TO 1b4:
PUT LIST( 'Allowable stres s set by Eq 1.5-1 . ');
t2=t1 **2;
t3=t2 *tl;
c2=Cc**2;
c3=Cc**3;
I

J

f-'
f-'
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lb4:
lb5:

enn:

lb6:
lb7:

tl=(l-t2/ (2*c2)) *Fy/(5/ 3+3*tl/( 8*Cc)-t 3/(8*c3 ));
GO TO lb5;
PUT LIST( 'Allowab le stress set by Eq 1.5-2. ');
t1=12*9 .86959*2 9000/(23 *t1**2);
PUT LIST( 'Fa= ',tl);
t2=P/AREA;
PUT LIST('A ctual stress= ',t2,' ksi.');
tl=tl/t2 ;
PUT LIST('F -all/F-a ct = ',tl);
PUT LIST('Would you like to try a new member? ');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=! THEN GO TO lb7;
PUT LIST('Would you like to try a ne\'1 design problem ?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=! THEN GO TO start;
RETURN ;
PUT LIST( 'K*L/r > 200 therefor e accordin g to Section 1.8.4 this member cannot
be used.');
GO TO start;
PUT LIST('Do you know which member?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO agin; ELSE GO TO inv;
END ;

1--'
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Program Name:
BENTST
Purpose:
The purpose of BENTST is to teach the procedure of
investigation and design of a bending member. It is
purposely detailed in its output to convey to the
user exactly what is happening as the problem unfolds.
It is a learning tool and is meant to be used by the
student when working problems specifically assigned
to supplement the lecture.
Limitations:
Only W members bent about the strong axis may be
investigated or designed using BENTST. A C of
one is used. An axial compressive stress o~ zero
is assumed.
Prerequisite:
Read AISC Sections:

1.5.1.4
1.9

BENDING
WIDTH-THICKNESS RATIOS

Data Required Before Execution:
A bending investigation and/or design problem
must be defined before execution of BENTST.
The distance between cross-sections braced against
twist or lateral displacement of the compression
flange (L) must be defined.
Note:
In the design portion of BENTST the use of the
values o f F ' , F ", L and L are introduced.
y
y
c
u
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Overall

Flow

Chart

BENTST

9

Print an explanation of the reasoning behind the provisions
of Section 1.5.1.4.1, 1.5.1.4.2 and 1.5.1.4.6.
~

Give the definition of an investigation problem and
a design problem.

Define the parameters required during the execution
of BENTST.

Investigation (l)
Design (2)

2

IGo

I
to DESIGN

I

l

Reiterate the definition of an investigation problem and the
basic reasoning of the applicable provisions of the AISC
Specification.

Interact with the student in the investigation of the member.

yes

115

Reiterate the definition of a design problem.
Define F'y, F"y,
Lc and Lu, and explain their use in a design problem.

Guide the student through the decision process
of assuming a trial allowable stress.

Choose a trial member based on the
assumed trial stress.

Interact with the student in the investigation
of the adequacy of the member chosen.

no

member?

Investigation
problem~

no

E~

116

Detailed

Flow

Chart

BENTST

J

first == 0
CALL BENTTl
CALL BENTT2

first == 1

l

no
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Externa l Procedu re

BENTTl

t
Print an explana tion of' the fundame ntals of' beam design and
the specifi c reasoni ng behind the provisi ons of' Section
l.5.l.4 .l, l.5.l.4 .2 and l. 5 .l. 4. 6.

t
Print the definit ion of an investi gation problem and
a design problem .

t
RETURN

(

Externa l Procedu re

BENTT2

Define the parame ters require d during the executi on of'

BENTST.

( RETURN
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External Procedure

BENTSl

Reiterate the definition of an investigation problem and the
basic reasoning of the AISC Specification.

Print five problems which if worked using BENTST will
present a complete review of paragraph 1.5.1.4.
i

Input Fy & S
skip = 0

Check to see if local buckling of the flange will occur.

Is

no

l . 5 . l. 4 • la & b
OK?

Print
about

Go

to l b 5 1------~y_;_e_s-<'

Check local buckling
of' the web.

Is

1.5 .l.4.ld
OK?

no
Go to l b 3
>=-=-;::__-----1

c.

119

yes

Compact member.

Partially compact
member.

Check to see if lateral torsional
buckling is a problem.

Input

dAf and bf

Paragraph 1.5.1.4.2
determines the allowable
stress .

The allowable stress
is .66*Fy.

.___ _ _ _ _- - i Go

to lb2

120

Input

L, rT and dAf (if not previously defined).

Calculate the allowable stress as
per paragraph 1.5.1.4.6.

Calculate and print the allowable
bending moment.

121

External Procedure

BENTS2

Reiterate the definition of a design problem. Define F'y,
F"y, Lc and Lu, explain their use in a design problem.

t
RETURN

122

External Procedure

BENTS3

Suggest a trial allowable stress of .66*Fy if the beam is
fUlly braced (brace = 1) and .6*Fy if not (brace = 0).

Choose a trial member.

Through the student's use of F'y and F"y determine if the member
is:
0
Non-compact in both web and flange ANSWER
Compact in both web and flange ANSWER = 1
Compact in flange only ANSWER = 2
Compact in web only ANSWER = 3

Go

to ll

123

testl

ANSWER

Partially compact
criteria satisfied'?

no

Print messase
about Appendix C.

Go to lb2

yes

no

Is
1.5.1.4.le
OK?

Go to lb3

yes

Allowable stress
is .66*Fy.

es

Go to edd

124

Eq. l.5-5 a deter mine s the allow able stres s.

Inpu t

L, rT and dAf(i~ not prev ious ly de~ined).

Calc ulate the allow able stres s as
per parag raph 1.5.1 .4.6.

125

yes

Go to agn

Go tn lb2

yes

Go

to start

RETURN

I

r

1 b1:

i

nv:

dsn:

ed:

/*PROGRAM BENTST*/
DECLARE BENTTl ENTRY EXT KEY(whmlll) LIB ( USER2);
DECLARE BENTT2 ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE BENTSl ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE BENTS2 ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE BENTS3 ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
first=l;
PUT LIST( •would you like to skip the explanation of the program?•);
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO lbl;
CALL BENTTl;
CALL BENTT2;
IF ANSWER•l THEN first=O;
PUT LIST( •which type of problem would you like to review? (Investigation= 1
design= 2)•);
GET LIST( ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=2 THEN GO TO dsn;
CALL BENTS!;
BUT LIST(•would you like to try a design problem?•);
GET LIST( ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO ed;
IF first=l THEN CALL BENTS2;
first=O;
CALL BENTS3;
PUT LIST( 1 i~ould you like to try an investigation problem?•);
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=! THEN GO TO inv;
PUT LIST(• •);
PUT LIST( •You have just completed the review of investigation and design for
bending.•);
PUT LIST(• •);
PUT LIST( •To perform design and analysis for bending with less output titles
and thus •);
PUT LIST( • more efficiently execute BENDSN. •);

.....
N
0\

BENTT1:

PROCEDURE ;
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'Program BENTST will review with you the fundamentals of beam design.');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'Before preceding you should have read the following sections:');
1.5.1.4 Bending');
PUT LIST('
Unstiffened Elements Under Compression');
1.9.1
PUT LIST(
Stiffened Elements Under Compression');
1.9.2
PUT LIST( •
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'In general the design of a bending member or a beam is based on the
mechanics of materials');
PUT LIST( • equation for the stress due to bending, i.e. •);
f = M*c/I');
PUT LIST( •
PUT LIST( • where •);
f- stress due to bending');
PUT LIST('
M- bending moment at a particular section');
PUT LIST('
c - distance to the extreme fiber as measured from the
PUT LIST('
neutral axis');
I- moment of inertia');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'The AISC S~ecification in paragraph 1.5.1.4 sets forth the a11owab1e
stress');
due to bending. Basically it sets the allowable stress at .66
PUT LIST('
times the yield');
PUT LIST( • stress of the steel, Ref. Paragraph 1.5.1.4.1. If the section,
because of its');
lack of sufficient laterial support,buckles before the yield
PUT LIST( •
stress is reached');
this allowable stress is reduced as per Paragraph 1.5.1.4.6a or b.
PUT LIST( •
Such a
beam will fail because of lateral torsional buckling. If the
PUT LIST( •
section,• );
because of its shape, buckles locally before the yield stress is
PUT LIST( •
reached the');
1 );

......

~..)
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PUT LIST( • allowab le stress is reduced as per Paragraph 1.5.1.4. 2 or 1.5.1.4. 6a
or b.•);
PUT LIST( • Such a beam will fail because of local buckling , such a');
PUT LIST(•
section is called non-compact. •);
PUT LIST(• •);
PUT LIST( •rn design two types of problems are encounte red. One gives the
section and asks for');
PUT LIST( • the resistin g moment or allowabl e load. The other gives the
moment or 1oad and •);
PUT LIST( • asks for a section which will support it economically. The first
is refered to');
PUT LIST(•
as an investig ation problem, the latter is a design problem .•);
RETURN
END ;

f-'
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BENTT2:

PROCEDURE ;
PUT LIST( 'The following are parameters which are required in the execution
of BENTST:');
Fy- yield stress of the steel (ksi). ');
PUT LIST('
- allowable stress of the steel (ksi).
fa
PUT LIST('
bf -width of the flange (in.).');
PUT LIST(
tf- thickness of the flange (in.).
PUT LIST(
dAf - d/Af or the depth of the member divided by the area of the
PUT LIST(
flange (1/in.).
rT - radius of gyration of a section comprising the compression
PUT LIST('
flange plus');
1/3 the compression web area taken about an axis in the
PUT LIST(
plane of the web (in.).
L -distance between bracing of the compression flange (ft.).');
PUT LIST(
S - section modulus of the member (in**3). ');
PUT LIST(
1
M -Bending Moment (ft. kips). 1 ) ;
PUT LIST(
ANSWER - usually requiring a yes or no indication by 1 =yes or
PUT LIST(
0 = no.
RETURN ;
END BENTT2;
1 );

1

1 );

I

1

1 );

1

1 );

1

1

1

1 );
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BENTS!:

lb5:

PROCEDURE ;
DECLARE ttt CHAR(l);
DECLARE testl DEC(4);
DECLARE test DEC(4);
DECLARE tl DEC(4);
PUT LIST( 'In an investigat ion problem the engineer is required to calculate
what bending moment a');
certain section will resist i.e. the resisting moment.') ;
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST( 'As previousl¥ stated the allowable stress is equal to .66 times the
yield stress of the');
steel unless a reduction is specified by the AISC Specifica tions
PUT LIST('
either because of the');
geometry of the section or the lateral bracing. Therefore since
PUT LIST('
the section is known');
the allowable stress as per the AISC Specifica tion can be
PUT LIST('
calculate d.');
PUT LIST( 'Rearrangi ng the terms in our stress equation we have M=I*f/c' );
PUT LIST('An investigat ion of the following members will give the user a
review of bending.' );
Wl8X55 Fy = 36ksi L = 5ft. ');
PUT LIST('
Wl8X55 Fy = 36ksi L = lOft.');
PUT LIST('
W21X55 Fy = 45ksi L = 5ft. ');
PUT LIST('
W21X55 Fy = 36ski L = lOft.');
LIST('
PUT
W21X55 Fy = 60ksi L = lOft.');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST( 'Choose any W section and lets go thru an investigat ion of it for the
resisting moment.') ;
For your reference type the name of the member.');
PUT LIST('
(A(lJ);
EDIT(ttt)
GET
PUT LIST( 'What is the section modulus of the member?');
GET LIST(S);
GET LIST(Fy);
tf=O;
skip=O;
dAf=O;
sfy=sqrt(F y);

......
w

0

1b 1:

s 1:
s 2:

PUT LIST(''~e will first check to see if local buckling is a concern.');
PUT LIST('If Section 1.5.1.4.1a and bare satisfied local buckling of the flange
will not occur.');
t1=52.2/sfy;
PUT LIST(' f2.2/Fy**.5 = ',t1);
PUT LIST( 'Are these two Sections satisfied?');
GET LIST(M~SWER);
IF ANSWER=1 THEN GO TO lb1;
PUT LIST( 'Member is partially compact if by Section 1.5.1.4.2
52.2/Fy**.S
< bf/2tf < 95/Fy**.5 and');
PUT LIST('
all other provisions of Section 1.5.1.4.1 are satisfied.');
t1=95/sfy;
PUT LIST('
95/Fy**.5 = ',tl);
PUT LIST('Is bf/2tf < 95/Fy**.5 ?');
I* skip= 1 member is partially compact. */;
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO pend; ELSE skip=1;
PUT LIST( 'If Section 1.5.1.4.1d is satisfied local buckling of the web will not
occur.');
tl=412/sfy;
PUT LIST('
412(1-2.33fa/Fy)/Fy**.S = ',t1,' fa = 0 because no comoression
load.');
t1=257/sfy;
PUT LIST('
257/Fy**.S = ',t1);
PUT LIST('Is Section 1.5.1.4.1d satisfied?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO lb3;
IF skip=1 THEN GO TO s1;
PUT LI ST( ' The mem be r i s C0 t1 PACT i . e . no 1 o c a 1 bu c k1 i ng wi 11 o c c u r . ' ) ;
GO TO s2;
PUT LIST( 'The member is partially compact.');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'Section 1.5.1.4.1e sets the requirements for lateral bracing of the
compression flange.');

I-'
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1b4:

1 b3:

If this section is satisfied lateral torsional buckling will not
PUT LIST(•
occur.•);
GET LIST(dAf,bf);
t1=76*bf/sfy;
76bf/Fy**.5 = •,tl,• in.•);
PUT LIST(•
t1=20000/(dA f*Fy);
20000/((d/Af) *Fy) = •,t1, 1 in.•);
PUT LIST(•
i.e. is L(in) <both of the above.•);
PUT LIST(•Is the bracing adequate?
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO lb3;
t1=.66*Fy;
IF Fy=36 THEN tl=24;
IF skip=l THEN GO TO lb4;
PUT LIST(.The allowable stress in tension and compression is equal to .66*Fy
= •,t1);
GO TO lb2;
PUT LIST( 1 The allowable stress in tension and compression is determined by
section 1.5.1.4.2•);
IF tf=O THEN GET LIST(tf);
t1=Fy*( .733-.0014*b f/(2*tf)*Fy** .5);
Fb=Fy(.733- 0.0014(bf/2tf }Fy**.5) = •,t1};
PUT LIST(•
GO TO 1 b 2;
IF Fy=36 THEN t1=22; ELSE t1=.6*Fy;
PUT LIST( 1 The allowable tension stress is.6*Fy = • ,tl,• as per section
1.5.1.4.5.
GET LIST(L,rT);
IF dAf=O THEN GET LIST(dAf);
t1=L*12/rT;
test=sqrt(102 000/Fy);
IF t1<test THEN GO TO lb7;
testl=sqrt(51 0000/Fy);
IF t1>=test1 THEN GO TO lb8;
PUT LIST( L/rT is between (102000*Cb/F y)**.5 = • ,test,• and (510000*Cb/Fy )
**.5 = •,test!);
1 );

1

......
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lb8:

lb7:

1 b 2:

PUT LIST( •Therefore the allowable compression stress on the extreme fiber is
the larger of•);
tl=(2/3-Fy*(L *12/rT)**2/15 30000)*Fy;
Fb = (2/3 - Fy(L/rT)**.5/1 530000*Cb)Fy = • ,tl);
PUT LIST( •
and•);
PUT LIST('
test=12000/(L *12*dAf);
Fb = 12000*Cb/Ld/A f = • ,test);
PUT LIST( •
IF Fy=36 THEN test1=22; ELSE testl=Fy*.6;
not to exceed Fb = .6*Fy = •,testl);
PUT LIST(•
tl=max(tl,te st);
tl=min(tl,te stl);
PUT LIST(• use: Fb = •,tl);
GO TO lb2;
PUT LIST( L/rT = • ,tl,• which is greater then (510000*Cb/F y)**.5 = • ,testl);
testl=l2000/( L*l2*dAf);
test=170000/( L*12/rT)**2;
PUT LIST( •Therefore the allowable compression stress on the extreme fiber is
the larger of•);
Fb = 170000*Cb/(L /rT)**2 = • ,test);
PUT LIST( •
and•);
PUT LIST(•
Fb = 12000*Cb/Ld/A f = •, testl);
PUT LIST( •
IF Fy=36 THEN tl=22; ELSE tl=.6*Fy;
not to exceed .6*Fy = •,tl};
PUT LIST(•
test=max(te st,testl);
tl=min(tl,te st);
Fb= •,tl);
PUTLIST(• use:
GO TO lb2;
PUT LIST( 1 L/rT = • ,tl,• which is less than (102000*Cb/F y)**.5 = • ,test);
IF Fy=36 THEN tl=22; ELSE tl=.6*Fy;
PUT LIST( 1 Therefore the allowable stress on the extreme fiber is equal to
.6*Fy =I ,tl);
test=tl*S/12;
PUT LIST( 1 The allowable bending moment is •,test,• ft. kips.•);
PUT LIST(• •);
1

-

~

'-'

pend:

PUT LIST( 'Do you want to try another investigation problem');
GET LIST( ANSWER):
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO lb5;
RETURN ;
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'Because of a violation of Section 1.9 the member you have chosen');
will not be 100% effective in resisting the load. The reduction
PUT LIST('
; n' ) ;

section may be calculated as per Appendix C. This procedure has
PUT LIST('
not ' ) ;
been included in BENTST. Therefore you have the option of
PUT LIST('
calculating');
this reduction by hand or of trying a new member.');
PUT LIST('
you like to try a new member?');
LIST('Would
PUT
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO lb5;
RETURN ;
END BENTSl;

w
~

BENTS2:

PROCEDURE ;
DECLARE hyp CHAR(l);
hyp='''';
PUT LIST( 'Design is basicall¥ a trial and error procedure. The designer
chooses a member based on');
his experience and checks to see if the section is adequate. If
PUT LIST('
the section is not');
satisfactory he then chooses a new section based on the experience
PUT LIST('
gained from the ');
previous member.');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST('');
PUT LIST( 'The AISC Manual of Steel Construction helps expedite this process by
listing in the section');
two parameters which can be used to
Properties for Designing
PUT LIST('
see if the member is compact.');
These are Fy',hyp,'and Fy
PUT LIST('
Fy' ,hyp,' - stress at which the member is no longer compact
PUT LIST('
flanges.');
the
of
because
stress at \'Jhich the member is no longer compact because
Fy
PUT LIST('
of the web.');
A dash(-) indicates the member is compact to a yield stress of
PUT LIST('
100 ksi. Fy has been');
calculated using an axial stress of zero i.e. pure bending.');
PUT LIST('
Two other parameters which are of interest in design are Lc and
PUT LIST('
Lu. These have to do ');
with lateral bracing.');
PUT LIST('
Lc - if the length of lateral bracing is less than Lc and the
PUT LIST('
section is compact');
the allowable stress will be .66*Fy.');
PUT LIST('
Lu - if the length of lateral bracing is less than Lu the
PUT LIST('
allowable stress may be');
taken as .6*Fy.');
PUT LIST('
NOTE: If the length between bracing is much greater than
PUT LIST('
Lu the allowable stress');
will be much less than .6*Fy.');
PUT LIST('
11 ,

11

11 . ' ) ;
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BENTS3:

i m1:
i m1a:

im2:
im3:
im4:
im5:
start:

PROCEDURE ;
DECLARE ttt CHAR(l);
DECLARE tl DEC{4);
DECLARE fat DEC{4);
DECLARE test DEC(4);
DECLARE testl DEC{4);
DECLARES DEC{4);
IMAGE;
Choose a Wmember with a section modulus of ------.-- in**3 about the x axis
(Ref. Page 2.7 thru 2.12).
IMAGE;
For your reference type the name of the member chosen.
IMAGE;
Based on Fy' and Fy' • is the member chosen compact
It~AG E;

What is the section modulus of the member chosen (in**3).
IHAGE;
Actual stress = -----.-- ksi
allowable stress
ks i.
li~AG E;
Required section modulus based on the assumed stress = S = M*12/fa =
------.-- in**3.
PUT LIST( 'What is the design moment {ft. kips). •);
GET LIST(M,Fy);
sfy=sqrt(Fy);
PUT LIST('Is the compression flange laterally braced over its total length?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
brac=O;
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO lbl;
brac=l;
/* brac=1 full lateral support.*/;
IF Fy=36 THEN tl=24; ELSE tl=.66*Fy;
PUT LIST( 'Since bracing is no problem and the final member chosen will probably
be compact');
PUT LIST('
a good choice of an allowable stress is .66*Fy = ',tl,' ksi');
GO TO lb2;

f-'
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1 b 1:

lb2:

agn:

IF Fy=36 THEN t1=22; ELSE tl=Fy*.6 ;
PUT LIST('Si nce bracing may be a problem a good choice of an allowabl e stress
is .6*Fy = ',tl,' ksi'};
PUT LIST('Choose a trial allowabl e stress. ');
GET LIST(fa );
S=M*l2/fa;
PUT IMAGE(S)(im5);
PUT IMAGE(S)(iml);
PUT IMAGE(l)(imla);
bf,tf,dA f=O;
GET EDIT(tt t)(A(l)) ;
PUT IMAGE(l)(im3);
GET LIST(S);
fat=M*12/S;
PUT IMAGE(l)(im2);
PUT LIST(' (web only= 3 flange only= 2 web & flange = 1 none of these

=

11 :

lb3:

0)?')

GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=2 THEN GO TO lb5;ELSE testl=ANSWER
pcom=O;
IF ANSWER=! THEN GO TO 11;
test=95/ sfy;
PUT LIST('Is bf/2tf < 95/Fy**.S =',test );
GET LIST(ANSWER);
pcom=l;
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO pend;
IF testl=O THEN GO TO lb5;
IF brac=l THEN GO TO lb3;
GET LIST(bf,dAf);
test=76* bf/sfy;
test1=20 000/(dA f*Fy);
PUT LIST(' Is the compression flange laterall y braced closer than 76*bf/Fy**.5
=',test ,' in.');
and 20000/(d/Af)*Fy = ',testl, ' in.');
PUT LIST('
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO lb5;
IF pcom=l THEN GO TO lb4;

1-'
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ex;

lb4:

lb5:

IF Fy=36 THEN test=24; ELSE test=.66*Fy;
PUT LIST( 'Allowable stress determined by section 1.5.1.4.1 Fb = .66*Fy = •,
test,' actual stress = • ,fat);
tl=test;
IF fat>test THEN PUT LIST( 'SECTION TRIED IS NOT ADEQUATE!'); ELSE GO TO edd;
GO TO 12;
IF bf=O THEN GET LIST(bf);
GET LIST( tf};
testl=Fy*(.733-.0014*bf/(2*tf}*sfy);
PUT LIST('Allowable stress determined by EQ. 1.5-1 Fb = • ,test1,' actual
stress= ',fat);
tl=testl;
IF fat>testl THEN PUT LIST{ 'SECTION TRIED IS NOT ADEQUATE!'); ELSE GO TO edd;
GO TO 12;
PUT LIST{ 'Paragraph 1.5.1.4.6a will determine the allowable stress in
compression. •);
PUT LIST{'Input the following:');
GET LIST(L,rT);
IF dAf=O THEN GET LIST{dAf,bf);
tl=L*l2/rT;
test=sqrt{l02000/Fy);
IF t1<test THEN GO TO lb7;
test1=sqrt(510000/Fy);
IF t1>=test1 THEN GO TO lb8;
PUT LIST('L/rT is between (102000*Cb/Fy)**.5 =',test,' and
(510000*Cb/Fy)**.5 = • ,test1);
PUT LIST( 'Therefore the allowable compression stress on the extreme fiber is
the larger of');
t1=(2/3-Fy*(L*12/rT)**2/1530000)*Fy;
PUT LIST( • Fb = (2/3 - Fy(L/rT)**2/1530000*Cb)Fy = • ,t1);
and');
PUT LIST('
test=l2000/(L*12*dAf);
Fb = 12000*Cb/Ld/Af =',test);
PUT LIST('
IF Fy=36 THEN testl=22; ELSE testl=Fy*.6;
not to exceed Fb = .6*Fy = ',testl,' ksi.');
PUT LIST{'

t--'
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1 b8:

tl=max(tl,test);
tl;min(tl,testl);
use: Fb = ',tl);
PUT LIST('
GO TO lb9;
PUT LIST('L/rT = ',tl,' which is greater than (SlOOOO*Cb/Fy)**.S = ', testl);
test1=12000/{L*12*dAf);
test=l70000/{L*l2/rT)**2;
PUT LIST( 'Therefore the allowable compression stress on the extreme fiber is
the 1a rg e r of ' ) ;
Fb = 170000*Cb/(L/rT)**2 = ',test);
PUT LIST('
and');
PUT LIST('
Fb = 12000*Cb/Ld/Af = • ,testl);
PUT LIST( •
IF Fy=36 THEN tl=22; ELSE tl=.6*Fy;
not to exceed .6*Fy = • ,tl);
PUT LIST('
test=max(test,testl);
tl=min(tl,test);
use: Fb = ',tl);
PUT LIST(
GO TO 1b9;
PUT LIST('L/rT = ',tl,' which is less than {102000*Cb/Fy)**.5 =',test);
IF Fy=36 THEN tl=22; ELSE t1=.6*Fy;
PUT LIST( 'Therefore the allowable stress on the extreme fiber is equal to
.6*Fy = ',tl);
PUT IMAGE(fat,tl)(im4);
IF tl<fat THEN PUT LIST('SECTION NOT ADEQUATE'}; ELSE GO TO edd;
GO TO 1 2;
allowable stress
actual stress= ',fat,'
PUT LIST( 'Section is adequate
= ',tl);
test=tl/fat;
PUT LIST( 'f-all/f-act = ,test);
PUT LIST( Do you want to try a new member?');
GET LIST( ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=! THEN GO TO lb6;
PUT LIST( 'Would you like to try a new design problem?'};
GET LIST(ANSWER);
I

1 b 7:

1b9:

edd:
1 2:

1

1

-
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pend:

IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO start;
RETURN ;
PUT LIST(' '};
PUT LIST('Because of a violation of Section 1.9 the member that you have
chosen •);

lb6:

PUT LIST( • will not be 100% effective in resisting the load. The reduction
in' ) ;
section may be calculated as per Appendix C. This procedure has
PUT LIST('
not • ) ;
been included in BENTST. Therefore you have the option of
PUT LIST('
calculating'};
this reduction by hand or of trying a new member.'};
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST( 'Would you like to try a new member?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO lb2;
RETURN ;
PUT LIST( 'Do you know which member?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO lb2; ELSE GO TO agn;
END BENTS3;

......
......
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Program Name:
BENDSN
Purpose:
BENDSN will investiga te and design beams using
a minimum amount of input and giving just enough
output to define the design route. It should be
used only after the fundamen tals of beam design
are understoo d. It is ideally suited for the
design of structure s and parametr ic studies.
Limitatio ns:
Only W members bent about the strong axis may
be investiga ted or designed using BENDSN.
Prerequi site:
Executio n of BENTST
Data Required Before Executio n:

A bending design and/or investiga tion problem
must be defined before execution of BENDSN.
The length between bracing against twist (L)
and the bending coefficie nt Cb must be defined.
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Overall

Flow

Chart

BENDSN

Define the paramete rs required during the execution
of BENDSN.

Interact with the student in the
investig ation of the member.

Request only input
values not previous ly
defined.

yes

no

Request new
input values.

Go

to DESIGN
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Input an assumed trial allowable stress.

Choose a trial member based on the trial stress.

Interact with the student in the
investigation of the adequacy of the
member.

no

loads?
no

to
INVESTIGATION

Go
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Detailed

Flow

Chart

BENDSN

Set Fy,bf,tf,dA f,dtw,rT,
pcom,ANSHER & S to zero.

CALL BENDS2(Fy ,bf,tf,dAf,
dtw,rT,pcom ,ANSWER,S )
STOP
ANSIVER = -1
(investigat ion after
no

CALL BENDSl(Fy ,bf,tf,dAf,d tw,
rT,pcom,ANS WER,S)

yes
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External Procedure

BENDSl

Define the parameters required during
the execution of BENDSN.
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Exte rnal Proc edure

BENDS3

Set vara bles to zero .
pcom = -l

Inpu t Fy and S if not
prev ious ly defin ed.

(

pcom = 2

es

no

Memb er is
comp act.

Go to lbl

0

-l

l
Memb er is part ially
comp act.

Chec k the comp actne ss of the memb er.
0 comp act
pcom
pcom = 1 part ially comp act
2 non-c ompa ct web.
pcom
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Calculate the allmvable stress based on
.66*Fy i~ pcom f l
Eq. l.5-5a i~ pcom = l

Go to edd

149

Calculate the allowable stress based on
paragraph l.5.l.4.6.

Print the input values.

Another investigation
using this member.
no

yes

yes

Y'----------1

Go to agin

Go to begin
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External Procedure

BENDS2(Fy,bf,tf,dAf,dtw,
rT,pcom,ANSWER,S)

Input M & Fy and set L,
and Cb equal to zero.

From a trial allowable stress choose a
trial member.

Check the compactness of the member:
0 compact
pcom
pcom = l partially compact
pcom == 2 non-compact web.
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no

>----.----~

Calculate the allowable stress based on
.66*Fy i~ pcom f 1
Eq. 1.5-5a i~ pcom ~ 1.

Go to edd

Go to lb2
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Calculate the allowable stress
as per paragraph l.5.l.4.6.

Check the adequacy

yes

no

yes

ANSIVER = -l

o~

the member.

~n;;.;;:o~----1 Go

to start
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External Procedure

BENDSl(F,y,bf,tf,dAf,dtw,rT,
S,pcom)

Input M and set L
and Cb to zero.

no

"'>------1 Go

yes

Calculate the allowable stress based on
.66*Fy if pcom f l
Eq. l.5-5a if pcom = l.

Go

to edd

to lb2
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Calculate the allowable stress as
per paragraph l.5.l.4.6.

Print input values.

Check the adequacy of the
member.

Investigation using
this member?

no

inv:

dsn:

ed:

/*PROGRAM BENDSN */
DECLARE BENDTl ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE BENDT2 ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE BENDSl ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE BENDS2 ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE BENDS3 ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
CALL BENDT1;
PUT LIST( 'Type of problem (inve stiga tion= 1 Desig n= 2)' );
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=2 THEN GO TO dsn;
CALL BENDS3;
PUT LIST( 'Would you like to try a design probl em?') ;
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO ed;
Fy,bf ,tf,dA f,dtw ,rT ,pcom,ANSWER,S=O;
CALL BENDS2(Fy,bf,tf,dAf,dtw,rT,pcom,ANSWER,S);
m);
IF ANSWER=-1 THEN CALL BENDSl(Fy,bf,tf,dAf,dtw,rT,S,pco
;
em?')
probl
PUT LIST( 'Would you like to try an inves tigati on
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=! THEN GO TO inv;
PUT LIST( 'Would you like to try a design probl em?') ;
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF A~SWER=l THEN GO TO dsn;
END ;

.....
~_,,
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BENDT!:

PROCEDURE ;
PUT LIST('The following are parameters which are required in the executio n
of BENDSN:');
Fy- yield stress of the steel (ksi).') ;
PUT LIST('
bf- width of the flange (in.).') ;
PUT LIST('
tf- thicknes s of the flange (in.).') ;
PUT LIST('
dAf- d/Af or the depth of the member divided by the area of the
PUT LIST('
flange (1/in.). ');
dtw - d/tw or the depth of the member divided by the thicknes s of
PUT LIST('
the flange. ');
rT- radius of gyration of a section comprising the compression
PUT LIST('
flange plus');
1/3 the compression web area taken about an axis in the
PUT LIST('
plane of the web (in.).') ;
L -distan ce between bracing of the compression flange (ft.).') ;
PUT LIST('
S -sectio n modulus of the member (in**3) .');
PUT LIST('
where Ml
Cb- Cb = 1.75 + 1.05(Ml/M2) * 0.3(Ml/M2)**2 but< 2.3
PUT LIST('
and M2');
are the smaller and larger moment at the ends of the unbraced
PUT LIST(
length. ');
PUT LI ST( '

I f M1 a nd ~12 a r e ex c e e d e d i n t hi s 1 e ng t h Cb

= 1. ' ) ;

ANSWER - usually requirin g a yes or no indicati on by 1 =yes or

PUT LIST('
0 = no . ' ) ;
PUT LIST(' ');
IDENTIFICATION- Type any informat ion which will help you in
PUT LIST('
identifi cation of the output. ');
RETURN ;
END BENDT!;

......
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BENDSl:

begin:

iml:

PROCEDURE (Fy,bf, tf,dAf, dtw,rT ,S,pcom );
DECLARE ttt CHAR(l};
DECLARE tl DEC(4);
DECLARE t2 DEC(4);
DECLARE fat DEC(4);
DECLARE fa DEC(4);
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( '');
PUT LIST( '');
PUT LIST(' '};
IMAGE;
* * * * * * IDENTIFICATION * * * * * *
PUT IMAGE (l)(iml) ;
GET EDIT( ttt)(A( l));
PUT LIST('D esign t·1oment (ft.kip s).');
L,Cb=O;
GET LIST(t- ');
PUT LIST('S = ',S);
PUT LIST('F y = ',Fy);
sfy=sq rt(Fy);
fat=t~*l2/S;

IF pcom=2 THEN GO TO lb2;

l b 1:

pcom = 2 if non compa ct.*/;
pcom = 1 if partial ly compac t.
/*
ly support ed? 1 ) ;
lateral
fully
PUT LIST(' Is the compre ssion flange
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO lb7:
IF bf=O THEN GET LIST(b f}; ELSE PUT LIST( 1 bf = 1 ,bf);
IF dAf=O THEN GET LIST(dA f}; ELSE PUT LIST( 'dAf = 1 ,dAf);
tl=76* bf/sfy;
t2=200 00/(dA f*Fy);
tl=min (tl,t2);
IF L=O THEN GET LIST(L ); ELSE PUT LIST( 1 L = 1 ,L);
IF L*12>t1 THEN GO TO lb2;
/* par 1.5.1.4 .1 or 1 5.1.4.2 */~

f--'
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lb7:

lb3:

lb2:

lb5:

1 b6:

1 b4:

edd:

TF pcom=l THEN GO TO lb3;

Paragraph 1.5.1.4. 1 determines the allowabl e stress. •);
PUT LIST(•
fa=.66*Fy;
IF Fy=36 THEN fa=24;
GO TO edd;
IF bf=O THEN GET LIST(bf );
IF tf=O THEN GET LIST(tf );
Equat i on 1. 5- 5 de term i ne s the a 11 ow a b1e stress . • ) ;
PUT LIST ( •
fa=Fy*( .733-.00 14*bf/(2 *tf)*sfy );
GO TO edd;
PUT LIST('INPUT:');
IF L=O THEN GET LIST(L);
IF rT=O THEN GET LIST(rT); ELSE PUT LIST( 1 rT = ',rT);
tl=L*l2/ rT;
GET LIST(Cb);
IF tl<sqrt(102000*Cb/Fy) THEN GO TO lb4;
IF dAf=O THEN GET LIST(dAf);
t2=12000*Cb/(L*l2*dAf);
IF tl>sqrt(510000*Cb/Fy) THEN GO TO lb5;
tl=(2/3-Fy*t1**2/(1530000*Cb))*Fy;
GO TO lb6;
t1=170000*Cb/tl**2;
t 1=rna x( t 1 , t 2) ;
IF Fy=36 THEN t2=22; ELSE t2=.6*Fy;
fa=mi n( tl, t2);
PUT LIST('
Paragraph 1.5.1.4. 6a determines the allowabl e stress.' );
GO TO edd;
IF Fy=36 THEN fa=22; ELSE fa=.6*Fy;
Pa rag rap h 1. 5 . 1. 4 . 6b de t e rm i nes the a 11 o\'Jab 1e s tress . • ) ;
PUT LI ST( •
Actual stress= • ,fat);
PUT LIST('Allowable stress= • ,fa,•
tl=fa/fa t;
f-all/f- act = ',tl);
PUT LIST(
IF bf>O THEN PUT LIST('bf = ',bf);
IF tf>O THEN PUT LIST('tf = ',tf):
I

f-.'
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IF dAf>O THEN PUT LIST('dAf = ',dAf);
IF rT>O THEN PUT LIST('rT = • , rT) ;
IF dtw>O THEN PUT LIST( 'dtw = ',dtw);
PUT LIST('Would you like to try another investigation problem using this
member?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO begin;
RETURN ;
END BENDSl;

f-'
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BENDS2:

begin:

iml:

start:

agn:

PROCEDURE (Fy,bf,tf,dAf,dtw,rT,pcom,ANSWER,S);
DECLARE ttt CHAR(l);
DECLARE tl DEC(4);
DECLARE t2 DEC(4);
DECLARE fat DEC(4);
DECLARE fa DEC(4);
pUT LIsT ( I I ) ;
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST('');
PUT LIST('');
IMAGE;
* * * * * * IDENTIFICATION * * * * * *
PUT IMAGE(l)(iml);
GET EDIT(ttt)(A(l));
PUT LIST('Design Moment (ft.kips).');
L,Cb=O;
GET LIST(f4);
PUT LIST('Yield stress (KSI).');
GET LIST(Fy);
sfy=sqrt(Fy);
PUT LIST('Assume an allowable stress (ksi).');
GET LIST( fa);
S=r·1*12/fa;
PUT LIST('Section modulus based on the assumed stress= S = ',S,' in**3.');
PUT LI ST( ' Try a W s e c t i o n \'li t h a p p r o x i ma t e 1y t h i s s e c t i o n mo d u 1 us . ' ) ;
PUT IMAGE(l)(iml};
GET EDIT(ttt)(A(l));
PUT LIST('What is the section modulus of the member (in**3).'};
bf,tf,dAf,dtw,rT,S=O;
GET LIST(S);
fat=N*l2/S;
PUT LIST('Is the mem~er compact?');
pcom=O;
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO lbl; ELSE pcom=2;

C'
""""
0

1b 1:

lb8:

1 b7 :

1 b 3:

1b 2:

/* pcom = 2 for non compact member. */;
PUT LIST( 'INPUT:');
GET LIST(bf ,tf);
IF bf/(2*tf)>95/sfy THEN GO TO pend;
t1=412/ sfy;
GET LIST(dtw);
IF dtw>tl THEN GO TO lb2;
pcom=l;
pcom = 1 if partially compact. */;
/*
IF L>O THEN GO TO lb8;
PUT LIST('Is the compression flange fully laterally supported?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO lb7;
IF bf=O THEN GET LIST(bf);
GET LIST(dAf);
t1=76*bf/sfy;
t2=20000/(dAf*Fy);
tl=min(t1,t2);
IF L=O THEN GET LIST(L); ELSE PUT LIST( 'L = ',L);
IF L*12>t1 THEN GO TO lb2;
/* par 1.5.1.4.1 or 1.5.1.4.2 */;
IF pcom=1 THEN GO TO lb3;
Paragraph 1.5.1.4.1 determines the allowable stress.');
PUT LIST('
fa=.66*Fy;
IF Fy=36 THEN fa=24;
GO TO edd;
IF bf=O THEN GET LIST(bf);
IF tf=O THEN GET LIST(tf);
Equation 1.5-5 determines the allowable stress.');
PUT LIST( •
fa=Fy*( .733-.0014*bf/(2*t f)*sfy);
GO TO edd;
PUT LIST('INPUT:');
IF L=O THEN GET LIST(L);
GET LIST(rT);

.....

crt-'

lbS:
lb6:

lb4:
edd:

lb9:

tl=L*l2/rT;
IF Cb=O THEN GET LIST(Cb); ELSE PUT LIST('Cb = ',Cb);
IF tl<sqrt(102000*Cb/Fy) THEN GO TO lb4;
IF dAf=O THEN GET LIST(dAf);
t2=12000*Cb/(L*l2*dAf);
IF tl>sqrt(SlOOOO*Cb/Fy) THEN GO TO lbS;
tl=(2/3-Fy*t1**2/(1530000*Cb))*Fy;
GO TO lb6;
tl=l70000*Cb /tl**2;
tl=max(tl,t2 );
IF Fy=36 THEN t2=22; ELSE t2=.6*Fy;
fa=mi n( tl, t2);
Paragraph 1.5.1.4.6a determines the allowable stress.');
PUT LIST{'
GO TO edd;
IF Fy=36 THEN fa=22; ELSE fa=.6*Fy;
Paragraph 1.5.1.4.6b determines the allowable stress.');
PUT LIST('
GO TO edd;
Actual stress = • ,fat);
PUT LIST{ 'Allo\'/able stress = ',fa, •
tl=fa/fat;
f=all/f-act = ',tl);
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST('Would you like to try a new member?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=! THEN GO TO lblO;
PUT LIST('Would you like to try an investigation of this member with a new
loading?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=! THEN GO TO lb9;
PUT LIST('Would you like to try a new design problem?');
GET LIST( ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=! THEN GO TO begin;
RETURN ;
ANSWER=-1;
RETURN ;
1-'
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pend:

PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'Because of a violation of Section 1.9 the member you have chosen');
will not be 100% effective in resisting the load. The reduction
PUT LIST('
i n' ) ;
section may be calculated as per Appendix C. This procedure has
PUT LIST('
not
been included in BENDSN. Therefore you have the option of
PUT LIST('
calculati ng');
this reduction by hand or of trying a new member.');
PUT LIST(
PUT LIST('Would you like to try a new member?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO start;
RETURN ;
PUT LIST('Do you know which member?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO start;
GO TO agn;
END BENDS2;
1 )

;

1

lblO:

....

C\

w

BEND$3:

begin:
agin:
iml:

lb9:

lb8:

PROC£DUR£ ;
DECLARE ttt CHAR(l);
DECLARE tl DEC(4);
DECLARE t2 DEC(4);
DECLARES DEC(4);
DECLARE fa DEC(4);
PUT LIST( • • );
bf,tf,dtw, Fy,rT ,dAf,S=O;
pcom=-1;
PUT LIST(' ');
IMAGE;
* * * * * * IDENTIFICATION * * * * * *
PUT IMAGE(l)(iml);
GET EDIT(ttt) (A(l));
L,Cb=O;
PUT LIST( 'Yield stress (ksi).');
IF Fy=O THEN GET LIST(Fy); ELSE PUT LIST( 'Fy = ',Fy);
sfy=sqrt(F y);
S (in**3) ');
PUT LIST( 'Section Modulus
IF S=O THEN GET LIST(S); ELSE PUT LIST('S = ',S);
IF pcom=2 THEN PUT LIST('Member is not compact'); ELSE GO TO lb9;
GO TO lb2;
IF pcom=-1 THEN GO TO lb8;
IF pcom=O THEN PUT LIST('Member is compact. •);
IF pcom=l THEN PUT LIST( 'Member is partially compact. • );
GO TO lbl;
PUT LIST( 'Is the member compact?' );
pcom=O;
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO lbl;
pcom=2;
PUT LIST( 'INPUT:');
GET LIST(bf,t f);
IF bf/(2*tf)> 95/sfy THEN GO TO pend;
t1=412/sfy ;

I-"
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l b1 :

l b 7:

1 b3:

1b 2:

GET LIST(dtw);
IF dtw>tl THEN GO TO lb2;
pcom=l;
pcom = 1 if partially compact. */;
/*
PUT LIST('Is the compression flange fully laterally supported ?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO lb7;
If bf=O THEN GET LIST(bf);
IF dAf=O THEN GET LIST(dAf);
tl=76*bf/s fy;
t2=20000/(dAf*Fy);
tl=mi n( tl, t2);
IF L=O THEN GET LIST(L); ELSE PUT LIST('L = ',L);
IF L*l2>t1 THEN GO TO lb2;
/* par 1.5.1.4.1 or 1.5.1.4.2 */;
IF pcom=l THEN GO TO lb3;
Paragraph 1.5.1.4.1 determines the allowable stress.');
PUT LIST('
fa=.66*Fy;
IF Fy=36 THEN fa=24;
GO TO edd;
IF bf=O THEN GET LIST(bf);
IF tf=O THEN GET LIST(tf);
Equation 1.5-5 determines the allowable stress.');
PUT LIST('
fa=Fy*( .733-.001 4*bf/(2*tf )*sfy);
GO TO edd;
PUT LIST('INPUT: I);
IF L=O THEN GET LIST(L);
IF rT=O THEN GET LIST(rT);
t1=L*12/rT;
GET LIST(Cb);
IF t1<sqrt(102000*Cb/Fy) THEN GO TO lb4;
IF dAf=O THEN GET LIST(dAf);
t2=12000*Cb/(L*12*dAf);
IF tl>sqrt(510 000*Cb/Fy ) THEN GO TO lb5;
t1=(2/3-Fy *t1**2/(15 30000*Cb) )*Fy;
GO TO lb6;

f--'
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lb5:
1b6:

lb4:
edd:

pend:

t1=170000*Cb/t1**2;
tl=max(tl,t2);
IF Fy=36 THEN t2=22; ELSE t2=.6*Fy;
fa=min(tl,t2);
Paragraph 1.5.1.4.6a determines the allowable stress.');
PUT LIST('
GO TO edd;
IF Fy=36 THEN fa=22; ELSE fa=.6*Fy;
Paragraph 1.5.1.4.6b determines the allowable stress.');
PUT LIST('
GO TO edd;
PUT LIST('Allowable stress= ',fa};
tl=fa*S/12;
IF bf>O THEN PUT LIST(bf);
IF tf>O THEN PUT LIST(tf);
IF dtw>O THEN PUT LIST(dtw);
IF dAf>O THEN PUT LIST(dAf);
IF rT>O THEN PUT LIST(rT);
PUT LIST('Allowable bending moment= ',tl,' ft.kips.');
PUT LIST('Would you like to try another investigation problem using this
member?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO agin;
PUT LIST('Would you like to try another investigation problem?');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO begin;
RETURN ;
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST('Because of a violation of Section 1.9 the member that you have
chosen');
will not be 100% effective in resisting the load. The reduction
PUT LIST('
i n' ) ;

section may be calculated as per Appendix C. This procedure has
PUT LIST('
not' ) ;
been included in BENDSN. Therefore you have the option of
PUT LIST('
calculating');
this reduction by hand or of trying a new member.');
PUT LIST('

t-'
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PUT LIST( 'Would you like to try a new member?');
GET LIST(AMSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO begin;
RETURN ;
END BENDS3;

.......
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Program Name:
BIXDSN
Purpose:
Program BIXDSN will interact with the user in the
It may be used to design
design of beam-columns.
members subjected to any combination of bending
about the strong axis, bending about the weak
axis and compression. The use of BIXDSN is intended to give experience in design since the
details of calculations of each part of BIXDSN
has been covered in previous programs.
Limitations:
Only W sections may be designed using BIXDSN.
Prerequisite:
Execution of BENDSN and COLTST. Read Section 1.6
of the AISC Specifications. The student must have
knowledge of bending about the weak axis.
Data Required Before Execution:
A design and/or investigation problem must be
defined before execution of BIXDSN.
length between bracing of compression flange.
length between bracing in strong direction.
length between bracing in weak direction.
effective length factor strong direction.
effective length factor weak direction.
bending coefficient (ref. P. 5-19).
bending coefficient (ref. P. 5-23).
bending coefficient (ref. P. 5-23).
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Overall

Flow

Chart

BIXDSN

START

Print a general review of interaction equations.
Give a summary of the AISC Specification's
reasoning behind equation 1.6-la, 1.6-lb and
1.6-2, and the general application of each.

Define the parameters required
during the execution of BIXDSN.

BEGIN

Input the beam-column configuration
if changed from previous problem.

Input the loads if changed from
previous problem.

Do

no

you know the
member?

Input the trial
allowable bending
and compressive
stress.

;

yes
Input the member properties
if different from previous
problem.

,

-

Print a table of required
section modulus and area
for 80, 50, and 20%
bending.

r

l

T
Choose a W member.

l
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STOP

yes

Calculate the allowable stresses in
bending weak & strong, and compression.

Print the resulting terms in
the applicable interaction
equations.

Go

to BEGIN
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Detailes

Flow

Chart

BIXDSN

CALL BIXTTl
CALL BIXTT2
CALL BIXTT3

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

COLCON
LOADS
insrt
MF..MPRO

CALL ttl
CALL print

CALL BIXCOM(F y,appc,rx,ry ,Ls,Lw,Ks,K w,Fa,bf,tf,d ,tw)
(calculates the allowable stress in compression )

Go

to err
200

CALL BIXEXT (ANSWER)
Appendix C message.

172

Go

0

to en

CALL

Go

to err

BIXBNS(Fy,b~,t~,d,tw,~a,dAf,L,rT,Fbx,appc,Cb,Fbx1)

(par. 1.5.1.4.1 and 2)

CALL BIXEXT(ANSWER)
Appendix C message.

Go

0

to en

Go

to err

CALL BIXBSS(Fy ,bf,tf,d,
tw,fa,dAf,L ,rT,Fbx,app c,
Cb ,Fbx1)
no

CALL

BIXBNW(b~,tf,Fy,Fby,appc)

(par. 1.5.1.4.6)

(par. l. 5 . l . 4. 3)

CALL BIXEXT(ANSWER)
Appendix C message.
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Go to en

Go

to err

CALL BIXEQ2 (Mxa,Mxb,
Mya,Myb,d,bf,Ix,Iy,
Fa,fa,Fbx,Fby)
(Eq_. 1.6-2)

yes

CALL BIXEQl(Mxa,Mxb,Mya ,Myb,d,bf,Ix,Iy,Ls,Lw,K s,Kw,rx,ry,
fa,Fa,Fbx,Fbxl, Fby, Fy, Cmx, Cmy)
(Eq_. 1. 6-l)

yes
CALL insrt
CALL MEMPRO
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CALL COLCON
no

~-----------+--------~

no

STOP
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Internal Procedure

Inrut

COLCON

L, Ls, Lw, Ks, Kw

RETURN

Internal Procedure

LOADS

Input P, Mxa, :Mx:b , Mya, Myb , Cb , Cmx, Cmy

RETURN

Internal Procedure

I

MEMPRO

I

Input Fy, bf', tf', d, tw, Ix, Iy, AREA

r

Calculate rx, ry, dAf', rT

RETURN

I
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Internal Procedure

insrt

no

Internal Procedure

ttl

Skip spaces and print line of

Internal Procedure

CALL TRIAL(P,Mxa,Mxb)

*

print
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External Procedure

BIXTTl

Print a general review of interaction equations.
Give a summary of the AISC Specification's
reasoning behind equation 1.6-la, 1.6-lb and
1.6-2, and the general application of each.

External Procedure

BIXTT2 & 3

Define the parameters required during the
execution of BIXDSN.

External Procedure

TRIAL(P,Mxa,Mxb)

IInput Fb & Fa I
Print table of required section modulus and area
for 80, 50, and 2o% bending.

RETURN
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External Procedure

BIXEXT (ANSWER)

Print message about Appendix

yes

RETURN

c.
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External Procedure

BIXCOM(Fy,appc ,

rx,ry,Ls,Lw,Ks,Kw,Fa,b~,t~,d,tw)

no

yes

Calculate Cc

(K*Llr)

max

>

200

no

Calculate the
allowable stress
in compression by
Eq. l.5-2.

Cc
no

Calculate the allowable
ccmpressive stress by
Eq. 1. 5-l.

RETURN
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External Procedure
BIXBNS(Fy,bf,tf,d,tw ,fa,
dAf,L,rT,Fbx,appc,Cb ,Fbxl)

Check compactness of the member.

skip = l
partially compact
skip = 0 compact
RETURN if non-compact in
web and compact in flange
(Fbx = 0).

Is
no
par. l.5 .l.4.le >--~-~

RETURN

OK?

Fbx
yes

Calculate the allowable bending stress
strong axis by .66*Fy - compact member
or Eq. l.5-5a partially
compact member.

RETURN

=0
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External Procedure
BIXBSS(Fy,bf,tf,d,tw,fa,dAf,L,rT,
Fbx, a:p:pc, Cb, Fbxl)

Calculate the allowable
bending stress strong
axis for Cb = Cb.
(:par. 1.5.1.4.6 Fbxl)

no

yes

Calculate the allowable bending stress
strong axis for Cb = 1 (:par. 1.5.1.4.6
Fbxl).

BIXBNW(bf,tf,Fy,ap:pc)

External Procedure

bf/2*tf

>

bfl2*tf > 95*Fy**.5

52.2*Fy**.5

no

no

Calculate the allowable stress
in bending weak axis by
Eq. l . 5-5b.

RETURN

Allowable stress in bending
weak axis is .75*Fy.
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BIXEQl(Mxa,Mxb,Mya,r~b,d,b~,Ix,
Iy,Ls,Lw,Ks,Kw,rx,ry,~a,Fa,Fbx,Fbxl,Fby,Fy,Cmx,Cmy)

External Procedure

Solve interaction action equations
l.6-la and l.6-lb.

RETURN

External Procedure

BIXEQ2(Mxa,Mxb,Mya,Myb,d,b~,Ix,

Iy,Fa,~a,Fbx,Fby)

Solve interaction action equation
l.6-2.

RETURN

!* PROGRAM BIXDSN */
DECLARE BIXTTI ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE BIXTT2 ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE BIXTT3 ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
);
DECLARE BIXBNW ENTRY EXT KEY(whmlll) LIB(USER2
);
SER2
DECLARE BIXCOM ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(U
DECLARE BIXBNS ENTRY EXT KEY(whm!II) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE BIXBSS ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE TRIAL ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2););
DECLARE BIXEXT ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE BIXEQI ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE BIXEQ2 ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2 4);
DECLARE tl DEC(4), t2 DEC(4), t3 DEC(4), t4 DEC(
DECLARE ttt CHAR(l);
rx DEC(4), ry DEC(4);
DECLARE suml DEC(4), sum UEC(4), rT DEC(4),
PUT LIST( Would you like to skip the title s?
GET LIST(AtlSWER);
I F At' IS WE R= 1 THEN G0 T0 s k i p ;
CALL 13IXTT1;
CALL BIXTT2;
CALL BIXTT3;
CALL COLCOM;
CALL LOADS;
CALL inse rt;
CALL MEI~PRO;
CALL ttl;
PUT LIST( * * * * * IOENT:FICATION * * * * *
1 );

1

skip:

a gin:

1 );

I

GET EDIT (ttt)( A(l) );

CALL prin t;
CALL ttl;

);
CAL L BI XC0 ~1 ( Fy , a ppc , r x , r y , L s , L.,., , Ks , Fa , b f , t f , d , t w

IF appc=-10 THEN GO TO err;

fa=P/AREA~

ANSWER=lO;
IF appc=l THEN CALL

BIXEXT(A~SWER);

I--'

co
w

IF ANSWER=! THEN GO TO err;
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO en;

CALL ttl;
CALL BIXB NS(F y,bf,t f,d,tw ,fa,dA f,L,rT ,Fbx, appc, Cb,F bxl);

IF appc=l THEN CALL BIXEXT(ANSWER);

eql:

eq2:

Ir ANSWER=l THEN GO TO err;
lr ANSWER=O THEN GO TO en;
IF Fbx=O THEN CALL BIXB SS(F y,bf,t f,d,tw ,fa,dA f,L,rT ,Fbx, appc, Cb,F bxl);
CALL ttl;
CALL BIXBNW(bf,tf,Fy,Fby,appc);
IF appc=l THEN CALL BIXEXT(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO err;
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO en;
CALL ttl;
IF fa/Fa >.15 THEN GO TO eg1;
CALL BIXE Q2(M xa,Mx b,My a,Myb ,d,bf, Ix,ly, Fa,fa, Fbx,F by);
GO TO eq2;
bx,Fb xl,Fb y,Fy,
CALL BIXE Ql(M xa,M xb,M ya,M yb,d,b f,Ix,I y,Ls,L w,Ks ,Kw,r x,ry,f a,Fa,F
Cmx,Cmy);
PUT LIST(' ');
CALL ttl;
PUT LIST(' ');
pUT LIsT (
PUT LIST(' ');
tl=l;
t2=1;
t3=1;
f,tf,d ,tw,I x,Iy,
PUT LIST( 'Do you want to change the member prope rties? i.e. Fy,b
AREA');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN CALL insrt ; ELSE tl=O;
IF A;~SWER=l THEN CALL MEf1PRO;
Mxa , th b , My a , ~i y b , Cb , Crn x , Cmy
PUT LI ST ( Do you wa n t to c h a nge the l oa d s ? i . e . P ,
GET LIST(ANSWER);
I )

I

err:

1

;

1 )

;

-

0:

.t--

IF ANSWER=l THEN CALL LOADS; ELSE t2=0;
PUT LIST('Do you want to change the column conf igura tion?
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN CALL COLCON; ELSE t3=0;
IF tl+t2 +t3< .01 THEN GO TO en;
GO TO agin ;
COLCON: PROCEDURE ;
PUT LIST( I I);
PUT LIST( 'Inpu t the column conf igur ation .');
GET LIST(L,Ls,Lw,Ks,Kw);
RETURN ;
END COLCON;
DURE ;
PROCE
LOADS:
PUT LIST ('Inp ut the load s.');
GET LIST(P,Mxa,Mxb,Mya,Myb,Cb,Cmx,Cmy);
RETURN ;
END LOADS;
DURE ;
PROCE
RO:
MEMP
PUT LIST ('Inp ut the member prop ertie s.');
GET LIST (Fy,b f,tf,d ,tw,I x,Iy, ARE A);
rx=sqrt(Ix/AREA);
ry=sqrt(ly/AREA);
dAf=d/ ( tf*b f);
rT=b f**3 *tf/1 2;
rT=r T+{d /6-tf) *tw* *3/12 ;
rT=s qrt(r T/(b f*tf* (d/6- tf)*t w)};
RETURN ;
END MH1PRO;
PROCEDURE ;
insrt :
PUT LIST('Do you know your first trial member?');
GET LIST( ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO lbl;
CALL TRIAL(P,Mxa,Mxb);
ER=l;
ANSW
lbl:
N
RETUR ;

i.e. L,Ls,Lw,Ks,Kw');

.......
CXl
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t t 1:

END ;
PROCEDURE
PUT LIST( ' ');
PUT LIST( I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *');
PUT LIST ('');
RETURN ;
END ;

print :

en:

PROCEDURE ;
PUT LIST( 'Colum n Conf igura tion') ;
PUT LIST( 'L = ',L);
Lw = ',Lw) ;
PUT LIST( 'Ls = ',Ls, '
'
',Ks,
=
'Ks
Kw = ' , Kw) ;
LIST(
PUT
');
'
PUT LIST(
PUT LIST ('Loa ds');
PUT LIST( 'P = ',P);
Mxb = ' ,Mxb, '
PUT LIST( ' ~1xa = ',t~xa,'
PUT LIST( 'Cb = ',Cb) ;
Cmy = ' , Cmy) ;
PUT LIST( ' Cmx = ',Cmx ,'
('');
LIST
PUT
PUT LI ST( ' i'l em b e r P r o pe r t i e s ' ) ;
PUT LIST( 'Fy = ',Fy) ;
tf : I 1 tf
PUT LIST ('bf = ',bf, '
PUT LIST( 'rT = ',rT) ;
Iy = ',Iy) ;
PUT LIST ('Ix = ',Ix,
EA);
=',AR
PUT LIST('AREA
ry = ',ry) ;
PUT LIST{ 'rx = ',rx, '
RETURN ;
END ;
PUT LIST ('This concl udes BIXD SN.');

My a

= • , My a,

d = ',d,'

I

Myb

= ',Myb );

tw = ' , tw);

.....

CXl
0'

BIXTTl:

PROCEDURE ;
PUT LIST( '');
PUT LIST( 'Program BIXDSN will review and interac t with the user in the design
of Beam-C olumns .');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST{'B efore precedi ng the user must have covered beam design (BENTST and
BENDSN) and column ');
design (COLTST) and have read Section 1.6-1 in the AISC
PUT LIST('
Specif ication s.');
PUT LIST{' ');
PUT LIST('Beam-Columns are members subject ed simulta neously to bending and axial
1oads. ' ) ;
Basica lly, a Beam-Column design is satisfa ctory if the stresse s
PUT LIST{'
satisfy some type');
of interac tion equatio n. An interac tion equatio n is usually of the
PUT LIST('
form' ) ;
PUT LIST(' ');
fby');
fbx
fa
PUT LIST('
<= 1.0');
--+
--+
-PUT LIST('
Fby');
Fbx
Fa
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST{' where' );
f = actual stress ');
PUT LIST('
F =allow able stress ');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST( '');
PUT LIST('Note that each term of the equatio n represe nts a ratio of actual to
allowa ble');
stress. Each of these ratios may be viewed as the percen t of the
PUT LIST('
member resisti ng');
that type of load, ie fa/Fa= .2 says 20% of themember is used by
PUT LIST('
the');
axial load and only 80% is left to resist bending . This percent age
PUT LIST('
later') ;
used
be
will
to perform design .');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(' ');
I-'

CXl
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PUT LIST('For the design of combined stresses the AISC Specifications give
three interaction equations');
PUT LIST('
Eq. 1.6-1a&b and 1.6-2. All of the form given above. Equation
1.6-1a has an amplification');
PUT LIST('
factor applied to the bending terms. This factor is Cm/(1 - fa/Fe)
and is applied to ');
PUT LIST('
account for the increase in bending moment due to the deflection,
i.e. P*Delta effect.');
PUT LIST('Equation 1.6-1a is a stability equation, ie it accounts for buckling.');
PUT LIST('
In it Fb, the allowable stress in bending, is calculated based on
Cb = 1.' );
PUT LIST('
The actual stress fb is calculated based on the bending moment as
defined');
PUT LIST('
in the third column of Table C 1.6.1.1 page 5-131.' );
PUT LIST('Equation 1.6-1b is a yield equation or joint equation, ie it accounts
for');
PUT LIST('
the yield at the joints. In it Fb is calculated based on Cb as
defined for ');
PUT LIST('
bending. As above the actual stress fb is calculated as per
Table c 1.6.1.1.' );
RETURN
END ;

I-'
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BIXTT2:
iml:

PROCEDURE ;
IMAGE;
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
PUT LIST(' ');
ps.') ;
PUT LIST ('Inp ut to Bixdsn is divid ed into thre e grou
PUT IMAGE(l)(iml);
PUT LIST{' Column Con figu ratio n');
of the compression flang e
PUT LIST{'L - dista nce between brac ing agai nst twis t
(ft. ).') ;
agai nst late ral disp lacem ent of the' );
PUT LIST {'Ls - dista nce between brac ing
member in the stron g dire ctio n (ft. ).') ;
PUT LIST{'
ing agai nst late ral disp lacem ent of the' );
PUT LIST {'Lw - dista nce between brac
member in the weak dire ctio n (ft. ).') ;
PUT LIST('
the stron g dire ctio n.');
PUT LIST{'Ks -eff ecti ve leng th fact or in
the weak dire ctio n.');
in
PUT LIST ('Kw - effe ctiv e leng th fact or
PUT IMAGE(l)(iml);
PUT LIST(' Load s');
PUT LIS T('P - axia l load (kip s). • );
stron g axis of the beam (ft-k ips) . ');
PUT LIST ('Mx - appl ied moment abou t the x or mom
ent appl icab le in equa tion
Mxa and Mxb refe rs to the
PUT LIST('
1.6- la');
1.1
and 1.6- lb, resp ectiv ely. Ref. column 3 of Table C 1.6.
PUT LIST('
page 5-13 1.');
axis of the beam (ft-k ips) . ');
PUT LIST ('My - appl ied moment about they or weak
<= 2.3 where Ml is the
PUT LIST ('Cb - Cb ;= 1.75 + 1.05*(Ml/M2) + 0.3*(M1/M2)**2
sma ller and M2')
leng th.
the larg er bending moment at the ends of the unbraced
PUT LIST('
Ref p. 5-19 and 5-104. • );
effe cts in the x or
PUT LIST('Cmx -a coef ficie nt to acco unt for sidesway
stron g dire ctio n.');
Ref p. 5-23 and 5-13 1.');
PUT LIST('
effe cts in they or weak
PUT LIST ('Cm y- a coef ficie nt to acco unt for sidesway
dire ctio n. ' ) ;
Ref p. 5-23 and 5-131. •);
PUT LIST( •
PUT IMAGE(l)(iml);

......
co

\0

PUT LIST(' Member Prop ertie s');
PUT LIST ('Fy- yield stres s of the steel (ksi ).');
PUT LIST ('bf- width of the flang e (in. ).');
PUT LIST ('d- total depth of the member (in.) .'};
PUT LIST ('tw- thick ness of the web (in. ).');
stron g axis (in** 4). ');
PUT LIST ('Ix- moment of iner tia abou t the x or
axis( in** 4). ');
weak
or
PUT LIST ('Iy- moment of iner tia abou t they
2). ');
(in**
PUT LIST('AREA- cross secti on area of the member
RETURN
END ;

f-'
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BIXTT3:
iml:

PROCEDURE ;
IMAGE;
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
PUT IMAGE(l)(iml);
PUT LIST(' Other Input Items');
PUT LIST('IDENTIFICATION- when this appears type any information which will
help you in');
PUT LIST( • later identifying the output. •);
PUT LIST('ANSWER- usually requiring a yes or no indication. (yes= 1 no= 0) ');
PUT IMAGE(l)(iml);
PUT LIST{' ');
PUT LIST( 'By changing specific values in these input groups BIXDSN will perform
investigation •);
PUT LIST(' and design. By defining certain values of Mx,My and P, BIXDSN can be
used to');
PUT LIST( • investigate and design columns, beams and beam-columns ');
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'Since the user must work several problems using BIXDSN to obtain a
feel for');
PUT LIST(' Combined Stress Design, the input to BIXDSN has been streamlined as
much as');
PUT LIST( • possible. Input parameters always remain as they were as last
defined by ');
PUT LIST(' the user. If a parameter is requested and the user wishes NOT to
redefine');
PUT LIST(' it, he may simply press the return key and that parameter will not
CHANGE . ');
PUT LIST(' ');
RETURN
END ;

.......

"'.......

BIXEXT:

PROCEDURE (ANSWER);
PUT LIST(• 1 ) ;
PUT LIST( •secause of a violation of Section 1.9 the member that you have
chosen•);
PUT LIST( • will not be 100% effective in resisting the load. The reduction
i n• ) ;
PUT LIST( • section may be calculated as per Appendix C. This procedure has
not • ) ;
PUT LIST( • been included in BIXDSN. Therefore you have the option of
calculating •);
PUT LIST( • this reduction by hand or of trying a new member. •);
PUT LIST( •would you like to try a new member?•);
GET LIST(ANSWER);
RETURN

END ;

f-.'
1.0
N

TRIAL:

PROCEDURE (P,Mxa,Mxb);
PUT LIST('Based on your experience in beam and column design assume an allowable');
bending stress and compression stress.');
PUT LIST( •
GET LIST(Fb,Fa);
Mx=max(t·1xa ,l~xb);
tl=P/Fa;
t2=Mx*l2/Fb;
Area');
Section
PUT LIST('Percent of allowable
~1odulus');
PUT LIST(' load used by
PUT LIST(' bending');

i m1:

HfAG E;

---- . -

t3=80;
t2=t2/.8;
tl=tl/ .2;
PUT IMAGE(t3,t2,tl)(im l);

t3= 50;
t2=t2*80/50;
tl=t1*20/50;
PUT IMAGE(t3,t2,tl)(im l);
t3=20;
t2=t2*50/20;
tl=tl*50/80;
PUT IMAGE(t3,t2,tl)(im l);
PUT LIST( • Based on the above chart choose a
RETURN ;
END TRIAL;

W

member. •);

1-'
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BIXCOM:

PROCEDURE (Fy,ap pc,rx, ry,Ls, tw,Ks ,Kw,F a,bf,tf ,d,tw) ;
DECLARE ttt CHAR(l);
DECLARE tl DEC(4), Cc DEC(4), t2 DEC(4);
PUT LIST( Find the allowa ble compr essive st ess.
sfy=s qrt(Fy );
appc=O;
IF bf/(2* tf)>95 /sfy THEN GO TO pend;
IF (d-2*t f)/tw> 253/sf y THEN GO TO pend;
GO TO cant;
appc= l;
RETURN ;
Cc=sq rt(2*9 .86959 *2900 0/Fy);
PUT LIST( 1 Cc = (2 (pi)** 2*E/F y)**.5 = 1 ,Cc);
tl=Kw*Lw*l2/ry;
t2=Ks *Ls*l2 /rx;
strong = ',t2);
PUT LIST( K*L/r weak= ',tl,'
lb2;
TO
GO
THEN
IF tl>t2
PUT LIST( Strong axis contro ls the allowa ble stress .
GO TO lb3;
PUT LIST( Weak axis contro ls the allowa ble stres s.');
tl=ma x(tl,t2 );
IF t1>200 THEN GO TO lb6;
IF tl>Cc THEN GO TO lb4;
PUT LIST( 1 Allowable stress set by Eq 1.5-1. 1 ) ;
t2=t1* *2;
t3=t2* tl;
c2=Cc**2;
c3=Cc**3;
t1=(1- t2/(2* c2))*F y/(5/3 +3*tl/ (8*Cc )-t3/(8 *c3));
GO TO lb5;
PUT LIST( Allowable stress set by Eq 1.5-2.
t1=12* 9.8695 9*290 00/(23 *tl**2 );
PUT LIST( 1 Fa = 1 ,t1);
Fa=tl;
RETURN ,
1 );

1

pend:
cant:

1

1 );

1

lb2:
lb3:

lb4:
lb5:

1

1

1 );
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BIXBNS:

lbl:

sl:
s2:

PROCEDURE (Fy,b f,tf,d ,tw,f a,dA f,L,rT ,Fbx, appc ,Cb,F bxl);
DECLARE ttt CHAR(l);
DECLARE testl DEC(4);
DECLARE test DEC(4);
DECLARE tl DEC(4);
appc=O;
PUT LIST( 'Find the allow able bending stres s stron g axis. •);
Fbx=O;
skip=O;
sfy=s qrt(F y);
t1=52 .2/sfy ;
IF bf/(2 *tf)< =tl THEN GO TO lbl;
tl=95 /sfy;
IF bf/(2 *tf)> tl THEN GO TO pend;
/* skip= 1 member is parti ally compact. */;
skip= l;
/*par agrap h d */;
IF fa/Fy >.l6 THEN t1=25 7/sfy ; ELSE tl=41 2/sfy *(l-2 .33*f a/Fy) ;
IF d/tw> tl THEN GO TO lb3;
IF skip= l THEN GO TO sl;
r.');
PUT LIST{'The member is C0~1PACT i.e. no local buckl ing will occu
GO TO s2;
PUT LIST('The member is parti ally comp act.') ;
PUT LIST(' ');
t1=76 *bf/s fy;
t2=20000/{dAf*Fy);
tl=m in{tl ,t2);
IF L*l2> tl THEN GO TO lb3;
tl=.66 *Fy;
IF Fy=36 then tl-24 ;
IF skip= l THEN GO TO lb4;
to .66*Fy
PUT LIST{ 'The allow able stres s in tensio n and compression is equal
= ',tl) ;
Fbxl, Fbx= tl;
RETURtl ;

-

\.C

C'

lb4:

PUT LIST('The allowable stress in tension and compression is determined by
Section 1.5.1.4.2.');
tl=Fy*(.733-.0014*bf/(2*tf)*Fy**.5);
PUT LIST('
Fb = Fy(.733- 0.0014(bf/2tf)Fy**.5) = ,tl);
Fbxl ,Fbx=tl;
RETURN ;
appc=l;
RETURN ;
END ;
I

lb3:
pend:

.....

~

'-l

BIXBSS;

lb5;

1b8:

PROCEDURE (Fy,bf,t f,d,tw,fa ,dAf,L,r T,Fbx,a ppc,Cb, Fbxl);
DECLARE test DEC(4), testl DEC(4), tl DEC(4), tcb DEC(4);
sfy=sqrt ( Fy);
IF Fy=36 THEN t1=22; ELSE tl=.6*Fy ;
PUT LIST( 'The allowabl e tension stress is.6*Fy = ',tl,' as per Section
1.5.1.4 .5.');
tcb=Cb;
Cb=l;
PUT LIST(' ****f or Cb = ',Cb);
tl=L*l2/ rT;
test=sqrt (102000 *Cb/Fy} ;
IF tl<test THEN GO TO lb7;
testl=sq rt(51000 0*Cb/Fy );
IF tl>=tes tl THEN GO TO 1b8;
PUT LIST( 'L/rT is between (102000*Cb/Fy)**.5 and (SlOOOO*Cb/Fy)**.S');
PUT LIST( 'Therefo re the allowabl e compression stress is the larger of');
t1=(2/3-F y*(L*l2/ rT)**2/( 1530000 *Cb))*F y;
Fb = (2/3- Fy(L/rT)**.5/1530000*Cb)Fy = ',tl);
PUT LIST('
and');
PUT LIST('
test=12000*Cb/(L*l2*dAf);
Fb = 12000*Cb/Ld/Af = ',test);
PUT LIST('
IF Fy=36 THEN test1=22 ; ELSE testl=Fy *.6;
not to exceed Fb = .6*Fy = ',testl} ;
PUT LIST('
tl=max( tl,test);
tl=min( tl,testl) ;
USE: Fb = ',tl);
PUT LIST('
GO TO 1b2;
PUT LIST('L/ rT is greater than (510000 *Cb/Fy) **.5');
testl=l20 00*Cb/( L*l2*dA f);
test=l700 00*Cb/(L *l2*Cb/r T(**2;
PUT LIST('Th erefore the allowabl e compression stress is the larger of');
Fb = 170000*Cb/(L/rT)**2 = ',test);
PUT LIST('
and');
PUT LIST('
Fb = 12000*Cb/Ld/Af = ',testl) ;
PUT LIST('
IF Fy=36 THEN t1=22; ELSE t1=.6*Fy;
not to exceed Fb = . 6*Fy = ,tl);
PUT LIST(
1

1

f-'
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test=ma x(test,t estl);
tl=min( tl,test);
USE: Fb = ,tl);
PUT LIST{
lb2;
TO
GO
PUT LIST('L/rT is less than ('L/rT is less than (102000 .*Cb/Fy )**.5');
IF Fy=36 THEN t1=22; ELSE t1=.6*Fy;
USE: Fb = ',tl);
PUT LIST('
Fbx=tl;
IF Cb=l THEN Fbxl=tl;
IF tcb=l THEN RETURN ; ELSE Cb=tcb;
tcb=l;
GO TO lb5;
END ;
I

lb7:
lb2:

I

......
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BIXBNW:

PROCEDURE (bf,tf ,Fy,F by,ap pc);
DECLARE tl DEC(4);
PUT LIST( 'Find the allow able bendi ng stres s
appc=O;

weak axis .');

sfy=s qrt{ Fy);
IF bf/(2 *tf)> 52.2/ sfy THEN GO TO lbl;

lbl:

Fby=.75*Fy;
tl=Fb y;
PUT LIST ('Allo wable stres s set by Fby = .75*Fy = ',tl) ;
RETURN ;
lf bf/(2 *tf)> 95/sf y THEN GO TO pend;
fby=f y*(.9 33-.0 035* (bf/(2 *tf))* sqrt(F y));
tl=Fb y;
PUT LIST( 'Allow able stres s set by Eq.1. 5-5b Fby = ',tl) ;
RETURN ;

pend:

appc= l;
RETURN
END ;

N

0
0

BIXEQl:

PROCEDURE (Mxa,Mxb ,Mya,Myb ,d,bf,Ix,Iy ,Ls,Lw,Ks ,Kw,rx,ry, fa,Fa,Fbx, Fbxl,Fby,F y,
Cmx,Cmy};
DECLARE tl DEC(4}, t2 DEC(4), t3 DEC(4), suml DEC(4);
PUT LIST('Combined stresses'} ;
fbx=Mxb*l 2*d/2/Ix;
fbxl=Mxa* l2*d/2/Ix;
fby=Myb* l2*bf/2/Iy;
fbyl=Mya* l2*bf/2/Iy;
IF Ls=O THEN Fex=Cmx; ELSE Fex=Cmx/ (l-fa/(1493 31.188/(K s*Ls*l2/rx )**2));
IF Lw=O THEN Fey=Cmy; ELSE Fey:Cmy/( l-fa/(14933 1.188/(Kw *Lw*l2/ry )**2));
tl=fa/Fa;
t2=Fex*fb xl/Fbxl;
t3=Fey*fb yl/Fby;
PUT LIST('EQ. 1.6-la');
PUT IMAGE(tl ,t2,t3}(iml );
suml=tl+t2 +t3;
PUT LIST( EQ. 1.6-lb');
t4=.6*Fy;
IF Fy=36 THEN t4=22;
PUT IMAGE(fa /t4,fbx?Fb x,fby/Fby) (iml);
sum=fa/t4+ fbx/Fbx+fb y/Fby;
IF suml>sum THEN GO TO lb4;
PUT LIST('EQ. 1.6-lb controls') ;
tl=fa/t4;
t2=fbx/Fbx ;
t3=fby/Fby ;
suml=tl+t2 +t3;
GO TO lb3;
PUT LIST('EQ. 1.6-la controls') ;
PUT LIST( I I);
IF suml>l THEN PUT LIST('Sect ion is not adequate') ; ELSE PUT LIST('Sect ion OK');
PUT LIST( • Sum= • ,suml);
tl=tl*lOO;
t2=t2*100;
t3=t3*100;
I

lb4:
lb3:

~.J

0

......

iml:

PUT LIST('Axial Load accounts for ',tl,' %.');
PUT LIST('Bending X accounts for ',t2,' %.');
PUT LIST('Bending Y accounts for ',t3,' %.');
IMAGE;
- .--- +
+ -.--- ? <= 1.0
RETURN
END ;

-.---

N

0

N

BIXEQ2:

1 b 3:

iml:

PROCEDURE (Mxa ,Mxb ,Mya ,Myb ,d,bf ,Ix,Iu ,Fa,f a,Fbx ,Fby );
DECLARE tl DEC( 4), t2 DEC(4), t3 DEC( 4), sum DEC(4);
PUT LIST ('Com bined stre sses .');
fbx=M xb*1 2*d/2 /Ix;
fbxl= Mxa* 12*d /2/Ix ;
fby= Myb* l2*bf /2/Iy ;
fbyl= Mya* l2*bf /2/Iy ;
PUT LIST (' ');
PUT LIST ('EQ. 1.6-2 Con trols ');
t l=fa/ Fa;
t2=fb xl/Fb x;
t3=fb yl/Fb y;
PUT LIST ('for Ma') ;
PUT IMA GE(t l,t2,t 3)(im l);
suml =tl+t 2+t3 ;
t2=fb x/Fb x;
t3=fb y/Fb y;
sum= tl+t2 +t3;
PUT LIST ('for Mb') ;
PUT IMA GE(t l,t2,t 3)(im l);
'Ma cont rols' );
IF sum>suml THEN PUT LIST( 'Mb cont rols' ); ELSE PUT LIST(
If sum>suml THEN GO TO lb3;
t2=fb xl/Fb x;
t3=fb yl/Fb y;
sum=suml;
PUT LIST (' ');
PUT LIST( 'Sect ion OK') ;
IF sum>l THEN PUT LIST( 'Sect ion is not adeq uate '); ELSE
PUT LIST (' Sum = ',sum );
tl=tl* lOO;
t2=t2 *100 ;
t3=t3 *100 ;
PUT LIST ('Axi al Load accou nts for ',tl, ' %.');
PUT LIST ('Ben ding X accou nts for ',t2, ' %.');
PUT LIST ('Ben ding Y accou nts for ',t3, ' %.');
IMAGE;

N
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Program Name:
PLADSN
Purpose:
Program PLADSN reviews for the user the philosophy
of plastic design of bending members. It will
also interact with the user in the plastic design
of beam-colunms.
Limitations:
Only W sections subjected to bending about the
strong axis and column loads may be designed
using PLADSN.
Prerequisite:
Read Part 2 of the AISC Specification.
Data Required Before Execution:
A beam-column design problem. The length
between support in the strong and weak
direction.
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Overall

Flow

Chart

PLADSN

(START)

Print an explanation o~ the philosophy behind plastic
design; de~ine plastic hinge and collapse mechanism.

Give an introduction to the interaction
equations 2.4-2 and 2.4-3.

Print the parameters required during the
execution o~ PLADSN.

Present a preprogrammed investigation of
a beam- column.

&

problem?
no

(sTOP

yes

Do yo
lmow the
member?

no

yes
Print a table of
required area and
plastic section
modulus for 20, 50,
and 80% bending.

L-1 Interact with the student in the investigation of the member. l

207

Detaile d

Flow

Chart

Do you
the basics

PLADSN

no

yes

CALL PLATTl
CALL PLATT2

CALL PLADSl

208

External Procedure

PLATTl

Present an explanation of the philosophical difference
between elastic design and plastic design as applied to
bending members.

I

Define plastic hinge and plastic mechanism.

Give an overview of the provisions of the AISC
Specification in regard to plastic design.

RETURN

J
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External Procedure

PLATT2

Give an introduction to the interaction
equations 2.4-2 and 2.4-3.

Define the parameters required
during the execution of PLADSN.

RETURN

210

External Procedure

PLADSl

Interact with the student in the investigation
of a preprogrammed beam-column problem.

I

Assign values to the input parameters.

I

Go

to skip

I

l

no

Check paragraph 2.7 and 2.7 for local
buckling and lateral bracing criteria.

CALL pltrl

211

Go to agin
?

no

Calculate the allowable compression
stress (Fa) from equation 1.5-1.

Check the adequacy of the member by
equation 2.5-2 and 2.5-3.

yes

no
REWRN

Go

to agin

212

Internal Procedure

pltrl

Print a table of required areas and plastic
section modulus f'or 20, 50, and 8CP/o bending.

RETURN

lbl:

I* PROGRAM PLADSN */
DECLARE PLATT! ENTRY EXT KEY(whmlll) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE PLATT2 ENTRY EXT KEY(whmlll) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE PLADSl ENTRY EXT KEY(whmlll) LIB(USER2);
PUT LIST( 'Would you like to review the basics of plastic design?
0 =no)');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO lbl;
CALL PLATT!;
CALL PLATT2;
CALL PLADSl;
PUT LIST('This concludes PLADSN. '};
END ;

(1 =yes

N

......
w

PLATT!:

PROCEDURE ;
PUT LIST{' ');
PUT LIST( 'Program PLADSN will review with you plastic design of beams and beamcolumn s');
PUT LIST( 'Before precedi ng the user should first read Part 2 of the AISC
Specif ication s');
PUT LIST( '');
PUT LIST(' Plastic design has a differe nt philoso phy than elastic design. To
explai n');
PUT LIST(' this differe nce we will conside r bending . If no local bucklin g occur
a bendin g');
PUT LIST{ 'member will resist no additio nal bending moment when the total cross
section has');
PUT LIST( 'reache d the plastic or yield stress. The bending moment at this time
is known' );
PUT LIST('a s the plastic moment; and the point in the beam at which it forms is
known as');
PUT LIST( 'a plastic hinge. If the load is incr~ased beyond this point a new
plastic hinge') ;
PUT LIST( 'will form at anothe r point of high bending moment. This process
continu es until • );
PUT LIST( 'enough plastic hinges form to cause instab ility of the structu re.
This instab ility') ;
PUT LIST(' is called a collaps e mechanism. The load at which this occurs is
reduced by');
PUT LIST( 'a factor of safety in plastic design to obtain the working load of the
structu re. •);
PUT LIST( 'Note that for each plastic hinge to form no local or torsion al
bucklin g may occur. • );
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'In elastic design we apply a factor of safety to the yield stress and
call this the');
PUT LIST( 'allowa ble stress. The design of the structu re is accomplished by
keeping the stress es');

N
i-'

.1:-

le stre ss is furt her reduced to
PUT LIST( 'below this allo wab le. This allo wab
acc oun t');
;
PUT LIS T('f or loca l or tors ion al buc klin g.')
pla stic desi gn
above the diff eren ce between the ela stic and
PUT LIST( 'From thebe')
;
can be seen to
des igne r inte nds
phy siol ogic al inte nt. In ela stic desi gn the
PUT LIST( 'one ofsse
s');
tha t the stre
gn the des igne r
here be below some set lim it. In pla stic desi
PUT LIST( 'eve rywno'
);
assu res that
desi gns based
late ral tors ion al buc klin g can occur and then
PUT LIST( 'loc al ort');
on the load tha
re or coll aps e mec han ism .');
PUT LIST( 'wil l cause coll aps e of the stru ctu
PUT LIS T(' ');
the
hasize the fac t that in pla stic design of beam
PUT LIST('To furt her toemp
');
des igne r has only
occ ur, look
no loca l or late ral tors ion al buc klin g will
PUT LIS T('i nsu re tha t 2.9
');
at Sec tion 2.7 and
on
cifi cati ons . Sec tion 2.7 spe cifi es the lim it
PUT LIST( 'of the AISC Spe
bf/2 *tf and d/tw thu s');
2.9
l buc klin g of the flan ges and web. Sec tion
PUT LIS T('c ont roll ing loca
lim its the leng th betw een ');
With thes e
con trol ling the late ral tors ion al buc klin g.
PUT LIST( 'bra cing thus
pro visi ons sat isfi ed' );
res ist is the pla stic mom ent. ');
PUT LIS T('t he maximum moment the member can
PUT LIST(' ');
check of 1ocal
stic desi gn for bending con sist s of a simple
PUT LIST( 'Sin ce plaion
al') ;
and late ral tors
eed to review pla stic desi gn of
PUT LIS T('b uck ling requ irem ents let us now proc
beam-columns. •);
RETURN ;
END PLATTl;
N

.....
V1

PLATT2:

PROCEDURE ;
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'Plast ic design of beam-columns is basica lly the same as it is in
elasti c desig n.');
That is, the design is satisf actory if an intera ction equati on is
PUT LIST('
satis fied. ');
There are two intera ction equati ons which apply, Equation 2.4-2
PUT LIST('
.');
and 2.4-3
These accoun t for instab ility and load limita tions respec tively .
PUT LIST('
They are ');
simila r to those in elasti c design except that they are in terms
PUT LIST('
red');
facto
of
load instea d of stres s.');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(' ');
axis.
PUT LIST( 'Note that no accoun ting has been made for bending about the weak
Th i s i s
becaus e simple plasti c theory i.e. the use of plasti c bending
PUT LIST('
not');
is
t
momen
adequa te for biaxia l bendi ng.');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(' ');
:
PUT LIST( 'The follow ing param eters will be used during the execut ion of PLADSN
Fy- yield stress (ksi). ');
PUT LIST('
Fa- allowa ble compr essive stress define d by Eq. 1.5-1 (ksi). ');
PUT LIST('
Cm- a coeffi cient define d in Sectio n 1.6.1' );
PUT LIST('
Mp - Plasti c moment (ft*K) . ');
PUT LIST('
M- applie d factor ed bending moment (ft*K) . ');
PUT LIST('
(for calcul ation of factor ed load see Sectio n 2.1)' );
PUT LIST('
PLADSN assumes bending about the strong axis. ');
PUT LIST('
P- applie d factor ed axial load (Kips ).');
PUT LIST('
(for calcul ation of factor ed load see Sectio n 2.1)' );
PUT LIST('
K- effect ive length facto r- input as 1.0 if Column is from a one
PUT LIST('
or two story ');
unbraced planar frame - Ref. Table C 2.4.1. ');
PUT LIST('
AREA- cross sectio n area (in**2 ). ');
PUT LIST('
I )

I )

;

;

N
f-'
0'

rx- radius of gyrati on about the strong axis (in).' );
ry- radius of gyrati on about the weak axis (in).' );
Lx- length between bracin g in the strong direct ion (ft). ');
PUT LIST(
Ly- length between bracin g in the weak direct ion (ft). ');
PUT LIST(
Z- plasti c sectio n modulus (in**3 ). ');
PUT LIST(
E- modulus of elasti city of steel (29,00 0ksi). ');
PUT LIST(
ANSWER- usuall y requir ing a yes or no indica tion 1 =yes 0 =
no. ' ) ;
IDENTIFICATION - anythi ng may be typed for the future identi ficati on
PUT LIST('
of the pro b1em. ' ) ;
PUT LIST(' ');
the
PUT LIST( 'Durin g the execu tion of PLADSN if any value of input is to remain
same' );
as that in the previo us problem the value may be retype d or the
PUT LIST('
RETURN key');
may be struc k.');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST( 'The logic flow of beam-column design or Paragraph 2.4 is best
explai ned by');
working an invest igatio n proble m.');
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST(' ');
RETURN ;
END PLATT2;
PUT LIST(
PUT LIST(
PUT LIST(

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

N

......

........

PLADSl:

agi n:

PROCEDURE ;
tS DEC(6);
DECLARE tl DEC(6), t2 DEC(6), t3 DEC(6),
DECLARE ttt CHAR(l);
C(6), Ly DEC{6);
DECLARE P DEC(6), M DEC(6), Lxry DE
C(6), Z DEC(6);
DECLARE K DEC(6), rx DEC(6), ), DE
C(6 Cm DEC(6), Fa DEC(6);
DECLARE Fy DEC(6), AREA DE
(6);
DECLARE Fe DEC(6), Pe DEC(6), Per DEC
DEC(6), suml DEC(6);
DECLARE Cc DEC(6), Mm DEC(6),ICsum
** ** ');
PUT LIST(' ** ** *ID EN TIF AT IO4 N*P-255 M=850
unbraced in the weak
est iga tio n of a W14X18
PUT LIST(' Inv
dir ect ion ');
P=255;
M=850;
Lx=14;
Ly=14;
K=l;
rx=6.49;
ry=4.04;
Z=338;
Fy=36;
AREA=54.1;
Cm=l;
GO TO ski p;
** ** ');
PUT LIST(' ** ** *ID EN TIF IC AT IO N*
GET ED IT( ttt) (A( l));
GET LIST(P,M,Fy,Lx,Ly);
mber?');
PUT LIST('Do you know the fir st tria l me
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN CALL plt rl;
GET LIST(ry,rx,Z,AREA,Cm,K);
ss rat io Section 2.7 . ');
PUT LIST('Check width thic kne
isf ied ');
PUT LIST( • is the bf/ 2tf pro vis ion sat
PUT LIST( • and is' );
ELSE tl-4 12/ sqr t(F y}* (l-1 .4* P/
IF P/(Fy*AREA)>.27 THEN t1= 257 /sq rt(F y);
(Fy*AREA));

N

.......

co

skip :

lbl:

lb2:
lb3:

t2=P/(Fy*AREA);
based on P/Py = ',t2 );
d/t < ',tl ,'
PUT LISTC
PUT LIST ('Br acin g requ irem ents Sect ion 2.9. ');
t1=( 1375 /Fy+ 25)* ry/1 2;
t2=1 375/ Fy* ry/1 2;
');
leng th between brac ing shal l be clos er than
PUT LIST ('
');
-0.5
>
+1 > M/Mp
for
',tl ,' ft
PUT LIST('
>=M/Mp > -1.' );
-0.5
for
ft
,'
',t2
PUT LIST('
PUT LIST ('Ar e thes e prov isio ns sati sfie d?') ;
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO skip ;
PUT LIST('Choose a new mem ber. ');
GO TO agin ;
CALL prin t;
Cc= sqrt (2*9 .869 59*2 9000 /Fy) ;
PUT LIST('Cc = (2*( pi)* *2*E /Fy} **.5 = ',Cc };
tl=K *Lx *l2/ rx;
t2=L y*l2 /ry;
wea k= ',t2 );
stro ng= ',tl ,'
PUT LIS T('S lend erne ss rati o
IF tl>=Cc THEN GO TO lbl;
try a new mem ber. ');
than Cc
PUT LIS T('S lend erne ss rati o stro ng axis grea ter
GO TO agin ;
or equal to Cc. OK');
PUT LIST {'Sl ende rnes s rati o stro ng is less than
IF tl>t 2 THEN GO TO lb2;
PUT LIST('Weak axis con trol s the valu e of Fa') ;
GO TO lb3;
');
PUT LIST ('Str ong axis con trol s the valu e of Fa.
tl=m ax(t l,t2 );
t2=t 1 **2;
t3=t 2*tl ;
c2=Cc**2;
c3=Cc**3;
)-53 /(8* c3)) ;
Fa= (l-t2 /(2* c2)) *Fy /5/3 +3* tl/(8 *Cc1');
by Eq. 1.5PUT LIST('Fa =',F a,'

N
1-

-.c

~"

Pcr=1.7*AREA*Fa;
PUT LIS T('P cr = 1.7*AREA*Fa = • ,Per );
PUT LIST (' ');
tl=K *Lx *12/ rx;
Fe= 12*9 .869 59*2 9000 /(23 *t1* *2);
Pe=23/12*AREA*Fe;
L/r) **2) =',F e);
PUT LIS T('F ' e = 12*( pi)* *2*E /(23 *(K
);
',Pe
PUT LIST ('Pe = (23/12)*AREA*F''e =
ctio n?') ;
PUT LIS T('I s the column brac ed in the weak dire
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO lb4;
Mm=Fy*Z/12;
PUT LIST('Mm = Mp = FY*Z = ',Mm,• ft*k ips' );
GO TO lb5;
Mm =(1. 07-L y*l2 /ry* sqrt (Fy) /316 0)*F y*Z /12;
IF Mm Fy*Z/12 THEN Mm=Fy*Z/12;
= (1.0 7- ((Ly /ry)* Fy* *.5) /316 0)*M p/12 <= Mp =
PUT LIST('Mm
');
PUT LIST{'
PUT LIS T('I nter acti on Equ ation 2.4- 2
tl=P /Pcr ;
t2=Cm*M/((1-P/Pe)*Mm);
PUT IMAGE(t1,t2)(im1);
IMAGE;
< = ? 1.0
--.- -- + --.- -PUT LIST( Inte ract ion Equation 2.4- 3
sum=Fy*AREA;
sum1=Fy*Z/12;
Py = Fy*AREA = • ,sum );
PUT LIST('
Mp = Fy*Z/12 = ',sum 1);
PUT LIST('
);
REA
Fy*A
(
/
t3=P
2);
*Z/1
t4=M/(1.18*Fy
l);
)(im
PUT IMA GE( t3,t4
sum =tl+ t2;
sum l=t3 +t4;
1

lb4:
lb5:

iml:

1

,Mm, • ft*k ips' );

1 );

1

1 );

N
N

0

)1r

lb6:
lb7:

prin t:

IF sum>suml THEN GO TO lb6;
PUT LIST ('Eq. 2.4- 3 con trol s');
tl=t 3;
t2=t 4;
GO TO lb7;
PUT LIST (' Eq 2.4- 2 con trol s');
ssum =max (sum ,sum l);
sum = • ,sum );
PUT LIST{ •
tl=tl *lOO ;
t2=t2 *100 ;
PUT LIST ('Ax ial load acco unts for • ,tl, ' %');
PUT LIST ('Ben ding acco unts for •,t2 ,' %');
PUT LIS T('' );
PUT LIST (' ');
PUT LIST ('Do you want to try anot her prob lem? ');
GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO agin ;
PUT LIS T{'' );
RETURN ;
PROCEDURE ;
PUT LIS T{'' );
PUT LIS T('' );
PUT LIST {' ');
PUT LIST ('Fy = ,Fy) ;
p = I ,P};
PUT LIST(M = I ,M, I
Ly = ',Ly );
,•
PUT LIST {'Lx = ',Lx
PUT LIST {'rx = ',rx, • ry,= ',ry) ;
PUT LIST('AREA =',A REA ,' Z = ',Z) ;
K = ',K) ;
PUT LIST ('Cm = ',Cm ,'
;
PUT LIS T{ '** *** *** *** *** *** *')
PUT LIST (' ');
RETURN ;
END prin t;
PROCEDURE ;
I

pl trl:

t..J
N

.......

lopl :

im6:
im7:
im8:

PUTLIST(• •);
PUT LIST( 1 I);
PUT IMAGE(l)(im6);
PUT IMAGE(l)(im7);
DO i=2 TO 8 BY 3;
j=i/ 10;
jj=i *lO ;
tl=P / ( (1-j )*Fy };
t 2= ~1 * 1 2I ( j * Fy ) ;
PUT IMA GE( jj,tl ,t2)( im8 );
END lopl ;
IMAGE;
Area
Perc ent of Member
IMAGE;
(in* *2)
Res istin g Bending
IMAGE;

Z Plas tic Sect ion Modulus
(in* *3)

---- .--.-%
member. •);
W
a
se
choo
d
e
Base
tabl
•
(
e
LIST
abov
PUT
on the
RETURN ;
END pltr l;
END PLADSl;

N
~-.)

l'v
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Prog ram Name :
RIGI D
Purp ose:
beam s, plan e
Prog ram RIGI D can be used to anal yze
stru ctur e
the
in
ers
fram es and trus ses. The memb
patt ern.
etric
geom
ral
can be arran ged in any gene
Lim itati ons:
of nine
The stru ctur e may cons ist of a maxim um
ysis is
join ts and eigh teen mem bers. The anal
must
an elas tic anal ysis . Load s and supp orts
rnal
inte
be in the plan e of the stru ctur e. No
hing es are allow ed.
Prer equi site:
anal ysis .
Know ledge of inde term inate stru ctur al
Data Requ ired

Befo re Exec ution :

numb ered
The join ts of the stru ctur e shou ld be
area
and the mem bers name d. A cros s sect ion
for
s)
and mom ent of iner tia (zero if a trus
y
and
x
each memb er must be defin ed. The
d
ulate
calc
be
dime nsion of each memb er shou ld
befo re exec ution of RIGI D.
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Overall

Flow

Chart

RIGID

Print an explanation of' how
to use RIGID.

Input the member properties.

Print the member properties.

ON ATTN TEST

Changes
to member

no

Input changes.

225

Initally load arrays
are zero.

ON ATTN TEST

Input member loads.
no

Input joint loads.

ON ATTN TEST

no~--------~----------~

Initally no supports
are specified.

ON ATTN TEST

Changes
specified support

Input supports.

deflections'~

no·~------------~----------~

Print:
joint deflections
support reactions
member end loads.

Go to lb8

Modify this structure
or apply new loads?

Go to start

226

Detai led

Chart

Flow

RIGID

Input E
Zero array s.

the member prop ertie s:
- member naJTJe
- start ing joint
- endin g joint
H - x coord inate
V - y coord inate
XI - moment of inert ia
area- cross -sect ion area.

Input
mem
jts
jte

Print the member prop ertie s.
Calcu late the overa ll total numbe r of degre es of
(ndf) and the overa ll band width (iban d).

ON ATTN TEST

Chang es to
member prope rties· :
no

~reedom

227

Calculate the detailed band width (iband) and the
number o~ degrees o~ ~reedom (nd~).

Zero external

~ile

(matt2).

CALL MATRIX(asal,H,V,E,area,XI,NM,dum,jts,jte)

Zero load, de~lection and
end condition arrays.

~ixed

Initally load arrays are zero.
yes

Input member loads and calculate
end condition arrays (pmold
and Fo), via CALL UNILD(pmold,Dir,
W,Fo,jts,jte,H,V,I,posl,pos) or
CALL CONTLD(pmold,Dir,w,pos,jts,
jte,H,V,I,Fo)
~ixed

Input joint loads and add to the

~ixed end condition array (pjold).

yes

Initally no RUpport are
speci~ied.

Input the speci~ied support
de~lections and count the number
(nospc).
ispc.
no

Save their position in

228

t
X == xold
p == pjold (joint loads) + pmold (member loads )

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

REDUCE(X ,p,ispc,ndf,i band,nospc)
BAKSUB(X ,p,ispc,ndf,i band,nospc)
PRTREX(p, ispc,nospc,X ,ndf)
FORCE(NM ,E,X,H,V,XI ,jts,jte,mem ,Fo,area)

New structure - Go to start
Modify this structure or new loads - Go to lb8

(STOP
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External Procedure

RIGTIT

Skip the
description?

yes

no

Print an explanation

o~

the use

o~

RIGID.

MATRIX(asa,h,v,e,
External Procedure
area,xi,NM,dum,jts,jte)

Develope the total structural stiffhess matrix ~or a
bending element with axial deformation included.

Place these element matrices in their proper position
in the total structural stiffness matrix residing
externally in ~ile matt2.

no

yes

230

(External Procedure

UNILD(p,dir,w,fo,jt s,jte,h,v,i,
posl,pos)
Uniform loads.

Calculate from basic handbook equations the fixed
end moments (fo) and the fixed end moments and
reactions (p).

RETURN )

External Procedure

CONTLD(p,dir,w,pcs, jts,jte,h,
v, i, fo)
Concentrated loads.

Calculate from basic handbook equations the fixed
end moments (fo) and the fixed end moments and
reactions (p).

(RETURN
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External Procedure

REDUCE(delta ,p,ispc,isize,iba nd,nospc)

Begin with first row.

yes

no

Reduce the respective column
below the diagonal to zero.

Have the
rows?
yes

Change the values of p to
account for non zero
deflections at supports.

232

External Procedure

BAKSUB(delta,p,ispc,isize,iband,nospc)

Begin with last row.

yes

no

Back substitute this row to
calculate the respective
def'lection.

Back substitute this
row to calculate the
respective reaction.
done f'or
rows?
yes

233

External Procedure

PRTREX(p,ispc,nospc,x,ndf)

Print the joint deflections and reactions, with titles.

External Procedure

FORCE(nm,E,X,H,V,XI,jts,jte,
mem,Fo,AREA)

Using the slope de~lection equations and the equation
for axial de~ormation calculate the end load ~or each
member.

yes

no

Print the axial ~orce
and the moment at the
end of the member.

RETURN

Print axial
force in the
member.

start :

!* PROGRAM RIGID */
DECLARE matt2 FILE ENV( REGIONAL (1) F(216)
DECLARE type CHAR (1);
DECLARE ispc( 10) DEC(6);
DECLARE dum(27) , asa1( 6,6) ;
);
DECLARE E DEC(6), H(l8) DEC(6), V(l8) DEC(6), XI(l8 ) DEC(6
,2)
Fo(l8
{3),
CHAR
8)
mem(l
6),
DECLARE jts(l8 ) DEC{6), jte(l8 ) DEC{LIB(U
;
SER2)
DECLARE CONTLD ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii)
DELCARE UNILD ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE X(27) , p(27) , area( l8) DEC(6);
DECLARE xold(27) DEC(6), pmold(27) DEC(6), pjold (27) DEC(6);
DECLARE Dir CHAR{l);
DECLARE PRTREX ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE MATRIX ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);;
DECLARE REDUCE ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2)
DECLARE BAKSUB ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2);
DECLARE FORCE ENTRY EXT KEY(whmlll) LIB(USER2); ;
DECLARE RIGTIT ENTRY EXT KEY(whmiii) LIB(USER2)
CALL RIGTIT;
PUT LIST (I I ) ;
PUT LIST ('');
PUT IMAGE(l)(im4);
PUT IMAGE(l)(im5);
ON ERROR MSG GO TO start ;
GET EDIT (E)(X (l),F( 8));
PUT IMAGE(l)(iml);
PUT IMAGE(l)(im2);
PUT IMAGE(l)(im3);
E=E*144;
XI=O;
area=O;
xold=O;
pmold=O;
pjold=O;
ON ATTENTION GO TO lb8;
i :: 1 ;

DEC{6);

N

w

~

err1:
loop1:

lb8:

loop4:

im15:

i=i-1;
i=i+1;
ON ERROR MSG GO TO errl;
NM=i-1;
PUT LISTl 'Memb er',i);
),
GET EDIT mem( i),jts( i),jte( i),H(i ),V(i) ,area( i),XI( i))(X( 1),A( 3),X( 3),F(3 ),X(4
F(3),X 3),(4) F(11) );
area(i )=area (i )/144;
XI (i )=XI(i )/12**4;
GO TO loopl;
Dir=' ';
ON ERROR SYSTEM;
PUT EDIT(Dir)(SKIP(10),A(1));
PUT IMAGE(l)(iml);
PUT IMAGE(l)(im2);
iband,ndf=O;
k=12**4;
1=144;
DO i=l TO NM;
PUT LIST( 'Memb er',i);
PUT IMAGE ( mem ( i ) , j t s ( i ) , j t e , H( i ) , V( i ) , are a ( i ) * 1 , XI (h)* k) ( i m15) ; */;
!* Calcu late the number of degrees of freedom ndf and iband
IMAGE;
ndf=MAX(ndf,jts(i) ,jte(i ));
dif=A BS(jt s(i)-jt e(i));
iband=MAX(dif,iband);
END loop4;
PUT LIST(
PUT LIST( 'Changes to Member Prope rties') ;
ON ATTENTION GO TO lb9;
PUT IMAGE(l)(im1);
PUT IMAGE(1)(im2);
PUT IMAGE(l)(im3);
ON ERROR MSG GO TO lblO;
I

');

~"'
.....,

"'

lblO:

1 b 9:

1oop2:

GET LIST(Member);
IF Member/NM THEN NM=Member;
i=Member;
,
GET E0 IT (me m( i ) , j t s ( i ) , j t e ( ;i ) , H( i ) , V ( i ) , a rea ( i ) , XI ( i ) ) ( X( 1 ) , A( 3 ) , X( 3 ) , F ( 3 )
F(ll))
X(4),F (3),X( 3),(4)
area(i )=area (i )/144;
XI(i )=Xl(i )/12** 4;
ON ATTENTION GO TO lb8;
GO TO 1 b10;
iband= (iband +1)*3 ;
ON ERROR SYSTEM;
ndf=ndf*3;
I* Zero file matt2 */;
dum=O;
OPEN FILE(matt2) SEQUENTIAL OUTPUT
DO i=1 TO 27;
WRITE FILE(matt2) FROM(dum)
END 1 oop2;
CLOSE FILE(matt2) ;
CALL MATR IX(asa 1,H,V ,E,area ,XI,NM ,dum,j ts,jte);
p=O;
X=O;
Fo=O;
ON ATTENTION GO TO lb7;
PUT LIST('Member Loads ');
PUT IMAGE(1)(im12);
PUT IMAGE(1)(im13);
PUT IMAGE(1)(im14);
i =1 ;

err2:
1 b5:

i=i-1;
i=i+1;
ON ERROR MSG GO TO err2;
PUT LIST('Load ;,i);
;
GET EDIT (I,typ e,Dir, W,pos ,posl) (X(l), F(2),X (6},A (l),X( 9),A(l ),X(6) ,(3) F(12))

N

w

0'

lbl2:

1b6:
1b7:

err3:
l bl:

l bl3:

IF type ='c' THEN type ='C';
IF Dir= 'y' THEN Dir= 'Y';
IF Dir= 'x' THEN Dir= 'X';
pos= abs(p os);
posl= abs(p osl);
IF I>O THEN GO TO lbl2;
pmold=O;
Fo=O;
GO TO lb7;
IF i=l THEN pmold=O;
IF i=l THEN Fo=O;
IF type=•c• THEN GO TO lb6;
CALL UNIL D{pm old,D ir,W ,Fo,j ts,jte ,H,V ,I,po sl,po s);
GO TO lb5;
CALL CON TLD (pmo ld,Di r,W,p os,jts ,jte,H ,V,I, Fo);
GO TO 1b5;
ON ATTENTION GO TO lb2;
PUT LIST ('Joi nt Load s');
PUT IMAGE(l)(im6);
PUT IMAGE(l)(im7);
PUT IMAGE(l)(im8);
ON ATTENTION GO TO lb2;
i =1;
i=i-1 ;
i=i+ l;
ON ERROR MSG GO TO err3;
PUT LIST('Load ',i);
GET EDIT ( I , Di r, W) (X ( 1) , F( 3) , X ( 7) , A( 1) , X( 7) , F( 7) ) ;
IF I>O THEN GO TO lb13;
pjold=O;
GO TO l b2;
IF i=l THEN pjold=O;
IF Dir='X= THEN I=I*3 -1;
IF Dir= 'x' THEN 1=!*3-1;

~..)

w
'-.]

lb2:

err4 :
lb3:

lb4:

IF Dir= 'Y' THEN I=I* 3;
IF Dir= 'y' THEN I=I* 3;
IF Dir= 'R' THEN I=I* 3-2;
IF Dir= 'r' THEN I=I* 3-2;
pjol d(I)= pjol d(I)+ W;
GO TO lbl;
/* Spec ified Defl ectio ns */;
ON ATTENTION GO TO lb4;
PUT L1S T('S peci fied Def lect ions ');
PUT IMAGE(l)(im9);
PUT 1MAGE(l)(iml0);
PUT IMAGE(l)(imll);
ON ATTENTION GO TO lb4;
i=l;
i =i - 1 ;

i=i+ 1;
ON ERROR MSG GO TO err4 ;
PUT LIST ('Spe c. Def. • ,i);
GET ED1 T(I,D ir,W )(X( l), F(3) ,X(7 ),A( l),X (7),F (7)) ;
IF i=l THEN xold=O;
IF i=1 THEN nospc=O;
nospc=nospc+l;
IF Dir='X' THEN I=I* 3-l;
IF Dir= 'x' THEN I=I* 3-1;
IF Dir='Y' THEN I=I*3;
IF Dir= 'y' THEN I=1*3;
IF Dir= 'R' THEN I=1*3-2;
IF Dir= 'r' THEN 1=I*3-2;
IF Dir='X' THEN W=W/12;
IF Dir= 'x' THEN W=W/12;
IF Dir='Y' THEN W=W/12;
IF Dir= 'y' THEN W=W/12;
xold (I)=x old(I )+W ;
ispc (nos pc)= I;
GO TO lb3;
ON ATTENTION SYSTEM;
ON ERROR SYSTEM;

N

w
CXl

X=xold;
p=pjold+pmold;
CALL REDUCE (X,p,ispc ,ndf,iban d,nospc) ;
CALL BAKSUB (X,p,ispc ,ndf,iban d,nospc) ;
CALL PRTREX (p,ispc,n ospc,X,n df);
CALL FORCE(NM,E,X,H,V,XI,jts,jte,mem,Fo,area};
PUT LIST('New structur e= 1 Modify this Structur e or new loads= 2
: 0

enn:
iml:
im2:
im3:
im4:
im5:
im6:
im7:
im8:
im9:
imlO:
imll:
im12:

I

)

STOP

;

GET LIST(ANSWER);
IF ANSWER=O THEN GO TO enn;
IF ANSWER=l THEN GO TO start; ELSE GO TO lb8;
PUT LIST('Ex ecution Complet e');
END ;
IMAGE;
Area
Y coord
X corrd
Mem. Start End.
IMAGE;
(in**2)
(ft.)
(ft.)
Name Joint Joint
IMAGE;
1***1 1***1

1***1

1******1

IMAGE:
Modulus of Elastici ty
IMAGE;

1*******1

1********1

I
(in**4)
1*~~****1

E(ksi)

1********1

IMAGE;
Joint Directio n Joint Load
IMAGE;
No.
(X,Y or R) (K or K*ft)
IMAGE;
1***1

I* I

1******1

I* I

1*******1

IMAGE;
Joint Directio n Spec. De f.
IMAGE;
(X,Y orR) (in or rad)
No.
It~AGE;

1***1

IMAGE;

N
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\0

im13:
im14:

Mem. Type
IMAGE;
(U or C)
No.
IMAGE;
1*1
1**1

Direction

Magnitude

(X or Y)

(K or K/ft)

1*1

1*******1

Perpendic ular distance from start.
Start
1*******1

jt to

End of load. (ft)
1*******1

N
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RIGTIT:

PROCEDURE :
ON ATTENTION GO TO enn;
on depr ess the ATTN
PUT LIST('To skip the prin ting of the program desc ripti
key .');
PUT LIS T('' );
must
Desc ripti on: Before inpu t to RIGID can begin the user
PUT LIST('Problem
number the' );
r alph amer ic
nts of the stru ctur e and give up to a thre e char acte
PUT LIST ('joi
name to') ;
and a join t must be
PUT LIST ('eac h member. A member conn ects two join ts
spec ified ');
ges in sect ion. ');
PUT LIST ('at');supp orts , poin ts between members and chan
PUT LIST('
by RIGID is the stan dard
PUT LIST ('Sin g');Convention: The sign conv entio n used
X-Y syst em,
le when
is up +X is to the righ t. This conv entio n is appl icab
PUT LIST('+Ythe'
);
defi ning
tes are
ber leng ths and load s. For member leng ths, the coor dina
PUT LIST('mem);
set at the'
nes the sign . Posi tive
PUT LIST ('sta rting join t. For load s, the dire ctio n defi
rota tion ');
PUT LIST('and moment is cloc kwi se.') ;
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST ('Ru les for Inpu t:'};
ns indic ated by
1. Values of inpu t must be typed in the co1um
PUT LIST ('
aste rick s. The ');
ertie s.
only exce ption to this is in the Changes to Member Prop
PUT LIST('');
In this
is
sect ion the member number, as defin ed by the computer,
PUT LIST('
requ ested by') ;
er then the RETURN key
PUT LIST(' the' ); Member. The user types the member numb
and then
by
new member prop ertie s in the resp ectiv e columns defin ed
PUT LIST('
aste rick s. ');

N

~

enn:

2. After one line has been typed the balance of the line must
PUT LIST( •
be spaced out');
past the last asterisk, and the RETURN key struck. If the
PUT LIST('
line is acceptab le,');
the terminal will respond with a request for the next 1 ine of
PUT LIST( •
input. If');
an error occurs, and error message will be printed and a
PUT LIST( •
request for a repeat');
of correct informatio n wi11 fo11ow. If neither of the abo~e
PUT LIST( •
occurs not enough');
spaces fo11owed the 1ast item of input. To correct this,
PUT LIST('
space several times •);
and then strike the RETURN key.');
PUT LIST('
3. The ATTN key causes the computer to pass to the next area of
PUT LIST('
input. It is used');
after all items of input in an area have been accepted by
PUT LIST('
the computer .');
4. If the user elects to modify the structure or loads the ATTN
PUT LIST( •
key struck when the');
first line of input is requested will leave that area of data
PUT LIST('
unchanged .');
5. A line of blank spaces as the first 1 ine of input causes that
PUT LIST('
area of input to');
be set to zero, ie all member loads are zero etc. If one
PUT LIST('
item of an area is to');
chan9e the whole area must be retyped. On the first pass all
PUT LIST('
load data is zero.');
RETURN ;
END RIGTIT;

'"'r..;L-

~1ATRIX:

loop3:

PROCEDURE (asa, h,v,e ,area ,xi ,NM, dum, jts,jte );
DECLARE matt2 FILE ENV( REGIONAL(l) F(216) )
OPEN FILE(matt2) DIRECT UPDATE
c=l;
DO il=l TO NM;
xl=sq rt(h(i 1)**2 +v(il )**2) ;
sinl= v(il) /xl; ·
cosl= h(il) /xl;
ea=a rea(i l)*e/ xl;
eil=e *xi (il)/x l;
ei2=3 il/xl;
ei3=e i2/xl ;
asa(1 ,1)=4 *eil;
asa(1 ,2)=6 *ei2* sinl* c;
asa(1 ,3)=- 6*ei2 *cosl *c:
asa(1 ,4)=a sa(l,l )/2;
asa(l ,5)=- asa{1 ,2);
asa(1 ,6)=- asa(l ,3);
asa(2 ,1)=a sa(1, 2);
asa(2 ,2)=e a*cos 1**2+ 12*ei 3*sin l**2;
asa(2 ,3)=e a*sin l*cos l-12* ei3*s inl*c os1;
asa(2 ,4)=a sa(1, 2);
asa(2 ,5)=- asa(2 ,2);
asa(2 ,6)=- asa(2 ,3);
asa(3 ,1)=a sa(1, 3);
asa(3 ,2)=a sa(2, 3);
asa(3 ,3)=e a*sin l**2+ 12*ei 3*cos l**2;
asa(3 ,4)=a sa(1, 3);
asa(3 ,5)=- asa(2 ,3);
asa(3 ,6)=- asa(3 ,3);
asa(4 ,1)=a sa(1, 4);
asa(4 ,2)=a sa(2, 4);
asa(4 ,3)=a sa(3, 4);
asa(4 ,4)=a sa(l,l );

N
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asa( 4,5) =-a sa(l ,2);
asa( 4,6) =-a sa(l ,3);
asa (5,l )=a sa(l ,5);
asa( 5,2) =as a(2, 5);
asa( 5,3) =as a(3, 5);
asa( 5,4) =as a(4, 5);
asa( 5,5) =as a(2, 2);
asa( 5,6) =as a(2, 3);
asa( 6,1) =as a(1, 6);
asa( 6,2) =as a(2, 6);
asa( 6,3) =as a(3, 6);
asa( 6,4) =as a(4, 6);
asa( 6,5) =as a(5, 6);
asa( 6,6) =as a(3, 3);

ii=( jts( il)-1 )*3 +1;
jj=( jte( il)-1 )*3 +1;

1=0;
1 0 pi:

1op2:

DO k=1 TO 2;
IF k=1 THEN iii= ii; ELSE iii= jj;
DO i=ii i TO iii+ 2;
1=1+1;

READ FILE(matt2) INTO(dum) KEY(i)

1op3:

1op4:

jjj= O;
DO j=ii TO ii+2 ;
jjj= jjj+ I;
dum (j )=du m(j )+as a (1 ,jjj );

END 1op3;
DO j=jj TO

jj+2 ;

jjj= jjj+ l;
dum (j)= dum (j)+ asa( l ,jjj );
END lop4 ;

REWRITE FILE(matt2) FROM(dum) KEY(i)
END lop2 ;
END lopl ;

END 1oop3;

N
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LL.
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z ct:

Li.J 0:::
(,f) :::l

::E:
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UNILD:

PROCEDURE {p,d ir,w ,fo, jts,j te,h ,v,i, pos l,po s);
ii=j ts(i) *3-2 ;
jj=j te(i) *3-2 ;
b=po sl-po s;
IF dir= •x• THEN GO TO stmt l;
sign =h(i )/ab s(h( i));
hl=a bs(h (i));
h2=h l-po sl;
cons t=b/ (24* h1** 2);
s+b/ 2));
cons t=co nst* (b** 2*(h l+3* (h2- pos) )-24 *(h2 +b/2 )**2 *(po
cons t=ab s(co nst);
p(ii) =p(i i)-w *con st*s ign;
fo(i, l)=f o(i,l )+w *con st*s ign;
cons t=b/ (24* h1** 2);
2+b/ 2));
cons t=co nst* (b** 2*(h l+3* (pos -h2) )-24 *(po s+b/ 2)** 2*(h
cons t=ab s(co nst);
p(jj) =p(j j)+w *con st*s ign;
fo(i, 2)=f o(i,2 )-w* cons t*sig n;
cons t=b/ (4*h l**3 );
pos) );
cons t=co nst* (4*( h2+b /2)* *2*( h1+2 *(po s+b/ 2))-b **2* (h2cons t=ab s(co nst);
p(ii+ 2)=p (ii+2 )+w* cons t;
cons t=b/ (4*h l**3 );
-h2) );
cons t=co nst* (4*( pos+ b/2)* *2*( h1+2 *(h2 +b/2 ))-b* *w* (pos
cons t=ab s(co nst);
p(jj+ 2)=p (jj+2 )+w* cons t;
RETURN ;

stmt l:

*/;
/* Hori zont al uniform load
i));
sign =v(i )/ab s(v(
hl=a bs(v (i));
h2=h l-po sl;
cons t=b/( 24*h 1**2 };
s+b/ 2)};
cons t=co nst* (b** 2*(h 1+3* (h2- pos) )-24 *(h2 +b/2 )**2 *(po
cons t=ab s(co nst);
p(ii) =p(i i)+w *con st*s ign;

~

....

~
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fo(i ,l)= fo(i ,l)-w *con st*s ign;
cons t=b/( 24*h 1**2 );
2+b/ 2));
cons t=co nst* (b** 2*(h 1+3* (pos -h2) )-24 *(po s+b/ 2)** 2*(h
cons t=ab s(co nst);
p{jj )=p{ jj)-w *con st*s ign;
fo(i, 2)=f o(i,2 )+co nst* sign ;
cons t=b/ (4*h 1**3 );
pos) );
cons t=co nst* (4*( h2+b /2)* *2*( hl+2 *(po s+b/ 2))-b **2* (h2cons t=ab s(co nst);
p(ii+ l)=p (ii+l )+w *con st;
cons t=b/ (4*h l**3 );
s-h2 ));
cons t=co nst* (4*( pos+ b/2) **2* (hl+ 2*(h 2+b/ 2})- b**2 *(po
cons t=ab s(co nst);
p(jj+ l)=p (jj+l }+w *con st;
RETURN ;
END UNILD;

t..-

.t'-1

CONTLD:

PROCEDURE (p,di r,w,p os,jt s,jte ,h,v, i,fo) ;
ii=jt s(i )*3-2 ;
jj=jt e(i )*3-2 ;
IF dir='X ' THEN GO TO stmtl ;
sign= h(i)/a bs(h( i));
hl=ab s(h(i ));
h2=hl **2;
h3=hl **3;
b=hl- pos;
p(ii )=p(i i )-w*p os*b* b/h2* sign;
p(jj)= p(jj)+ w*po s*pos *b/h2 *sign ;
p(ii+2 )=p(ii +2)+w *b**2 *(hl+ 2*pos )/h3;
p(jj+2 )=p(jj +2)+w *pos* *2*(h l+2*b )/h3;
fo(i,l )=fo( i,l)+w *pos* b*b/h 2*sig n;
fo(i ,2)=f o(i ,2) .. w*po s*pos *b/h2 *sign ;

RETURN ;

stmtl :

*/;
!* horiz ontal conce ntrate d loads
sign= v(i )/abs (v{i) );
hl=ab s(v(i ));
h2=h1**2;
h3=h1**3;
b=hl- pos;
p(ii )=p(i i )+w*p os*b* b/h2* sign;
p(jj)= p{jj)- w*po s*pos *b/h2 *sign ;
p(ii+l )=p(ii +l)*w *b**2 *{h1+ 2*pos )/h3;
p(jj+1 )=p(jj +l)+w *pos* *2*{h 1+2*b )/h3;
fo(i ,1)=f o(i ,1)-w *pos* b*b/h 2*sig n;
fo(i ,2)=f o(i ,2)+w *pos* pos*b /h2*s ign;

RETURN
END ;

!'..;

L'(X;

REDUCE:

loop 4:
loo pl:

loop 3:

loop2:

1b3:
1 b2:
1 b 1:

loopS:

spc );
PROCEDURE (de lta, p,is pc, isiz e,ib and ,no
6) )
F(21
)
DECLARE matt2 FILE ENV( REGIONAL(l
DECLARE k(27) , kn(27) ;
OPEN FILE(matt2) DIRECT UPDATE ;
DO i=l TO isiz e;
READ FILE(matt2) INTO(k} KEY(i)
/* is del ta(i } spe cifi ed ? */;
DO j=l TO nospc;
IF ispc (j)= i THEN GO TO 1bl ;
END loo pl;
IF k(i)=O THEN GO TO lb4;
del ta(i ) not spe cifi ed. */;
/*
reduce column i to zero . */;
!*
DO j=l TO iban d-1;
ii=i +j;
ii is the row number. */;
/*
IF ii>i size THEN GO TO lb4;
READ FILE(matt2} INTO(kn) KEY(ii}
con=kn{i )/k (i);
DO jj=i TO i+ib and -1;
jj is the column number. */;
!*
IF jj>i size THEN GO TO lb3;
kn( jj)= kn( jj)- k(jj )*c on;
END loop 2;
REWRITE FILE(matt2) FROM(kn} KEY(ii)
p(ii )=p {ii) -p(i )*c on;
END loop 3;
GO TO lb4;
del ta(i ) spe cifi ed. */;
!*
IF delt a(i) =O THEN GO TO lb4;
change the valu es of p{). */;
/*
DO j=i TO iban d+i- 1;
IF j>is ize THEN GO TO lb4;
p(j )=p (j )-de lta (i )*k (j);

N
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BAKSUB:

lop4:

1opl:

1op2:

lb2:
lbl:
lop3:

lb4:
lb3:

PROCEDURE (delta ,p,isp c,isiz e,iban d,nos pc);
DECLARE matt2 FILE ENV( REGIONAL(l) F(216) ;
DECLARE k(27) ;
OPEN FILE(m att2) DIRECT INPUT ;
DO i=l TO isize;
/* ii is the row number starti ng with the last. */;
ii=isi ze+l- i;
READ FILE(matt2} INTO(k) KEY(i i);
IF k(ii}= O THEN GO TO lb3;
is ii a specif ied deflec tion? */;
/*
DO j=I TO nospc;
IF ispce (j)=ii THEN GO TO lbl;
END lopl;
calcul ate delta (ii). */;
ii is not a specif ied deflec tion
!*
sum=O;
DO j=l TO iband- 1;
jj=ii+ j;
IF jj>isi ze THEN GO TO lb2;
sum=s um*k (jj)*d elta(jj );
END lop2;
delta( ii)=(p (ii)-s um)/k (ii);
GO TO 1 b3;
calcul ate the reacti on ie p(ii ).
ii is a specif ied deflec tion
/*
sum=O;
DO j=l TO iband- 1;
jj=ii+ j;
IF jj>isi ze THEN GO TO lb4;
s urn= s urn+ k ( j j) *de 1 ta ( j j);
END lop3;
p(ii )=-p(i i )+sum;
END lop4;

*/;

RETURN

END ;
~"

\,.,"

PRTREX:

iml:

PROCEDURE (p,is pc,n ospc ,x,n df);
DECLARE dir CHAR(l);
PUT LIST(' ');
PUT LIST ('De flect ions (in or rad) ');
Def. Y' );
Def. X
PUT LIST(' Join t # Rota tion
j=O;
DO i=l TO ndf BY 3;
j=j+ l;
l0,3 )));
PUT EDI T(j,x (i),x (i+l) *12, x(i+ 2)*1 2)(F (6),( 3) (X(2 ),E(
END ;
PUT LIST(' I);
PUT LIST( • Reactions (k or K*ft) •);
Force or Moment');
PUT LIST ('Joi nt # Dire ction
DO i=l TO nospc;
j:mo d(is pc{i ),3);
IF j=O THEN dir= 'Y';
IF j=2 THEN dir= 'X';
IF j=l THEN dir= 'M';
j=is pc(i };
k=ceil (isp c(i )/3) ;
PUT IMA GE( k,dir ,p(j) )(im l);
END ;
IMAGE;
RETURN
END ;

N
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N

FORCE:

PROCEDURE (nm,E,X,H ,V,XI,jts,jt e,mem,Fo, AREA);
DECLARE f(3) DEC(4);
PUT LIST(' I);
PUT LIST( •Member End Loads (K or K*ft)•);
PUT LIST( Member
Joint
Axial Load
Moment
Joint
Moment •);
PUT LIST(
(average) •);
DO i=l TO nm;
ii=jts(i )*3-2;
jj=jte(i )*3-2;
xl=sqrt(H( i)**2+V(i )**2);
EA=E*AREA(i)/xl;
Eil=E*XI(i )/xl;
EI2=EI1/x l;
sinl=V(i )/xl;
cosl=H(i )/xl;
f(l)=-EA* cosl*x(ii+ l)-EA*sin l*X(ii+2);
f(l)=f(l)+E A*cosl*X (jj+l)+EA* sinl*X(jj+ 2);
f(2)=4*El l*X(ii)+6* EI2*sinl*X (ii+l);
f(2)=f(2)- 6*EI2*cos l*X(ii+2)+ 2*Ell*X(j j);
f(2)=f(2)- 6*EI2*sin l*X(jj+l)+ 6*EI2*X( jj+2)*cosl ;
f(3)=f(2)- 2*Ell*X(i i)+2*Ell*X {jj);
f(2)=f(2)+ Fo(i ,1);
f(3)=f(3)+ Fo(i ,2);
IF XI(i )=0 THEN GO TO lb2;
PUT EDIT(me m(i),f(l), jts(i),f(2) ,jte(i ),f{3)){x( 2),A(3),F (10,2),X(4 ),(2) (X(4),
F(2),X(4) ,F(l0,2),X (4)));
GO TO lbl;
PUT EDIT(mem (i),f(l))(X (2),A(3),F (l0,2));
END lopl;
RETURN
END ;
1

I

lopl:

1 b 2:
1 b 1:
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